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Abstract
Ion Transport and Charge Compensation in Conducting Polymers

The ion transport properties and the accompanied charge compensation
mechanisms of electrochemically prepared conducting polymers have been investigated
by cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy. The conducting polymers
considered in this work are polypyrrole and polyfluorenone in which p-doping and ndoping were probed, respectively, in various electrolyte solutions. Both polymers were
prepared by anodic coupling polymerization using various techniques: potentiodynamic,
potentiostatic, and galvanostatic. Chemical modifications of the two polymers have
been achieved under optimized conditions to obtain high quality, stability, and
interesting electrochemical properties, such as charge capacity and electroactivity, of
the deposited films. These modifications can facilitate the understanding of ion
transport in conducting polymers in order to enhance their use in many potential
applications, such as batteries, fuel cells, flexible displays, and other electrochemical
devices. The surface morphology and elemental analysis for the polymer films were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray emission,
respectively.
The rate and mode of ion transport in conducting polymers have been controlled
using dopant anions of various sizes and charges during film deposition. Cyclic

voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy have been used to probe the mode of ion
transport (anion or cation transport) using scan rate dependence and potential
dependence, respectively. An enhanced anion transport rate was achieved using large
univalent dopant anions, while an enhanced cation transport rate was achieved using a
polyanion electrolyte during film deposition. Polypyrrole film modifications have been
achieved chemically using various additives during film deposition and electrochemically
by overoxidation at mild potentials before film degradation. Deactivation and
reactivation of the polyfluorenone films were investigated by cyclic voltammetry in
which deactivation was achieved for modified and unmodified films by continuous
cycling during n-doping. However, reactivation of a deactivated film was only achieved
following modification with a steric stabilizer, polyethylene glycol, by polarizing the film
at positive potentials.
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0.018 C (0.25 C cm\ The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1 Hz.
Fig. 5.12 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots before and after PPy
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overoxidation measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaC10 4 . The films were deposited on
GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20 % BFEE in IPA with deposition charges of 0.018 C
(0.25 C cm'2). The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1 Hz.
Fig. 5.13 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots before and after PPy
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overoxidation measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaC10 4 . The films were deposited on
GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in a mixture of CH 3 CN:IPA (1 to 1 ratio)
with deposition charges of 0.25 C cm,2. The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz
to 1 Hz.
Fig. 5.14 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots for as-prepared PPy films
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measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 (CI04 ) or NaCI (CI). The films were deposited
on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN or IPA with deposition
charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm'2). The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1
Hz.
Fig. 5.15 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots of PPy films after OP1
measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 (CI0 4 ) or NaCI (CI). The films were deposited
on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN or IPA with deposition
charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm '2). The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1
Hz.
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Fig. 5.16 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots of PPy films after OP2
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measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaCI04 (CI0 4) or NaCI (CI). The films were deposited
on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN or IPA with deposition

z

charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- ). The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1
Hz.
Fig. 5.17 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots for overoxidized PPy, PPy-
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Fc, and PPy-Fc-PEG400 films measured in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.2 V. The polymer
films were exposed to overoxidation potentials ca. 1.5 V by potential scanning at
0.1 V S-l in NaCI04 before measurements. The films were deposited on GC
electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN (10 mM FcOH, 1% PEG400 for
corresponding films) with deposition charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- z). The
frequency scan range was between 1 kHz to 0.1 Hz (to 1 Hz for PPy).
Fig. 6.1 Chemical structure offluoren-9-one; oxidation and reduction offluoren-
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9-one.
Fig. 6.2 Electropolymerization of fluoren-9-one (FO) on Pt electrodes (0.0045
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cm z) from two different systems; A. 0.1 M FO in CHzCl z containing 0.1 M BU4NBF4,
B. 30 mM FO in pure BFEE. The scan rate was 0.1 V S-l.
Fig. 6.3 First cycle voltammograms for fluoren-9-one polymerization in BFEE and
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CHzCl z containing BU4NBF4.
Fig. 6.4 Cyclic voltammograms for PFO films in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at 0.1 V S-l.
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The polymer films were deposited on Pt electrodes from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (PO, 3 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.1 V S-l),
potentiostatically (PS, 1.6 V for 1 min), or galvanostatically (GS, 0.01 mA for 1
min, 0.6 mC, 0.133 C cm- z).
Fig. 6.5 Cyclic voltammograms for PFO in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V
S-l.

The scans started at 0 V to negative potentials first. The films were deposited

on Pt wire electrodes from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between
0.7 V and 2.0 V (5 cycles at 0.05 V S-l) or 0.1 M FO, 0.1 M TBAPF 6 in CHzCl z by
cycling between 0.5 V and 2.8 V (5 cycles at 0.1 V S-l). Ion transport is indicated
on each peak (C+: cation, A-: anion).
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Fig 6.6 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at various
scan rates as indicated. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt wire from 0.1 M
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FO, 0.1 M BU4NPF6 in CHzCl z with a deposition charge of 3 mC
Fig 6.7 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at various
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scan rates as indicated. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt wire from 30 mM
FO in BFEE with a deposition charge of 0.6 mC
Fig. 6.8 A. Plot of peak potential separation vs total current; B. Log plot of anodic
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current vs scan rate for the PFO film prepared from BU4NPF6/CHzClz.
Fig. 6.9 A. Plot of peak potential separation vs total current; B. Log plot of anodic
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current vs scan rate for the PFO film prepared from BFEE.
Fig. 6.10 A. Impedance and B. Capacitance plots for a PFO film in 0.1 M
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Et4NBF4/CH3CN at various potentials recorded in the order of decreasing
potential. Frequency was scanned from 100 kHz to 1 Hz. The polymer film was
deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE potentiodynamically (10
cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 Vat 0.05 V S'l).
Fig. 6.11 Limiting capacitance (measured at 0.1 Hz) versus electrode potential for
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a PFO film in 0.1 M Et4NBF4/CH3CN recorded in the order of decreasing potential.
The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (3 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V s·\
Fig. 6.12 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in various electrolytes (0.1 M) in
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CH 3CN at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM
FO in BFEE potentiodynamically (12 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 Vat 0.05 V S'l).
The CVs were recorded in the order shown in the legend.
Fig. 6.13 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at 0.1 V S·l.
The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
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potentiodynamically (3 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S'l).
Fig. 6.14 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at 0.1 V S·l.
The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (5 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S'l).
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Fig. 6.15 Cyclic voltammograms for a p-doped PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN at
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0.1 V S·l. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in
BFEE potentiodynamically (5 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S'l).
Fig. 6.16 Cyclic voltammograms for deactivation and after reactivation of PFO in
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CH 3CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V S·l. The film was deposited on a Pt
electrode from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0
V(5cyciesatO.1 Vs'

l

).

Fig. 6.17 Cyclic voltammograms for reactivation of a PFO film (deactivated in Fig.
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6.17) in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V S·l. The film was deposited on a Pt
electrode from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0
V(5cyciesatO.1 Vs'

l

).

Fig. 6.18 Cyclic voltammograms for deactivation and after reactivation of PFO in

233

CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V S·l. The film was deposited on a Pt
electrode from 30 mM FO, 2% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0
V (5 cycles at 0.1 V S'l). The film reactivation was achieved at a constant potential
of 1.15 Vforthe indicated time.
Fig. 6.19 SEM images for PFO films on Pt wires at various conditions; A. and B.
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As-prepared film (some crystals offlouren-9-one on the polymer film surface

a V and 1.4 V for 1 cycle
in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CNj, and D. deactivated (10 cycles between a V and -1.6 V in
0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN) then reactivated (2 cycles between a V and 1.4 V). The
before washing (B)), C. p-Doped film (scanned between

polymer films were deposited on Pt wires by potentiodynamic polymerization
from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN (scan range between 0.7 V and
2.0 V at 0.1 V S·l for 5 cycles (10 cycles for A and B)).
Fig. 6.20 SEM images for PFO films on Pt wires at various conditions; A. As-

a V and 1.4 V for 1 cycle in 0.1 M
a V and -1.6 V for 10 cycles in 0.1 M
TEAP/CH 3 CN), and D. reactivated (after deactivation) between a V and 1.4 V for 2
prepared, B. p-doped (cycled between

TEAP/CH 3 CNj, C. n-doped (cycled between

cycles in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN. The polymer films were deposited on Pt wires by
potentiodynamic polymerization from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400, 20% BFEE in
CH 3 CN (scan range between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.1 Vs·1 for 5 cycles (10 cycles for
A)).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

1.1.1

Organic semiconductors
The concept that organic molecules can conduct electricity under certain

conditions led scientists to think about exploiting their properties in many potential
applications. Intrinsic semiconductivity of organic molecules can be observed in highly
conjugated single molecules as well as in short and long conjugated polymer chains (1).
Polycyclic aromatic compounds, such as pentacene, anthracene, and rubrene are single
molecules with natural semiconductivity. Polyacetylene and its derivatives, however, are
conjugated chains with semiconducting properties. Both of these types of molecules
show interesting properties and can be used for optoelectronics devices, such as organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEOs), organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), and other display
devices (2; 3;4).
The electronic conductivity of organic molecules resembles that of inorganic
semiconductors where doping is required to generate higher conductivity; the concept
of doping is significantly different in each type though. Like inorganic semiconductors,

the intrinsic conductivity of organic molecules lies in magnitude between conductors
and insulators at about 10-9 5 cm-

I

,

which can be improved by doping to reach values as

high as 105 5 cm-I, approaching that of copper (ca. 10 6 5 cm- I ). In contrast to conductors,
current in semiconductors can be carried either by electrons or holes. These two modes
of conduction arise from the doping process, where the former results from doping with
electrons or negative charges (so-called n-doping) and the latter is due to doping with
holes or positive charges (so-called p-doping) (5; 6).
Organic semiconductors can be divided in general into two main groups: chargetransfer complexes, and conjugated polymers (7). Charge-transfer complexes exist when
a charge is partially transferred from an electron donor molecule to an electron acceptor
molecule or between two parts of a large molecule to form electron donor-electron
acceptor complexes. This type of complex exhibits interesting optical and electrical
properties due to overlap between molecular orbitals. On the other hand, conjugated
polymers, which have a backbone of alternating single and double bonds, can show high
conductivity and interesting optical properties due to delocolised IT-electrons throughout
the conjugated system. This type of molecule can combine the properties of inorganic
compounds like electrical conductivity and the properties of organic compounds, such as
processibility, and flexibility. There are, however, still some deficiencies such as stability
that need to be improved (8; 9). As a background for this thesis, the next sections focus
on conducting polymers CPs (or more precisely called intrinsic conducting polymers
ICPs), which are conjugated polymers in origin.

1.1.2

Conducting polymers
Intrinsically conducting polymers have a long history. In 1862, polyaniline (PAn)

was electrochemically synthesised by the anodic oxidation of aniline in a dilute sulphuric
acid solution. The product of the electrochemical synthesis was a blue-black powder that
was insoluble in many solvents (10). Later on, in 1977, polyacetylene (PA) was
discovered to be a conductor when doped with iodine (11). This discovery was
considered to be the birth of conducting polymers due to the breakthrough in electric
conductivity.
Although polyacetylene (11) and polysulfurnitride (7) were the first reported
conducting polymers, the instability of the former and the explosive nature of the latter
limit their popularity. Since then, many polymers have been investigated for potential
applications as electronic conductors, including polypyrrole (PPy) (12), polythiophene
(PTh) (13), polyaniline (PAn) (14), polyparaphenylene (PPP) (7), and their derivatives
(15). Today, due to the variety of relevant applications, the field of conducting polymers
is one of the most active areas of research in materials sciences (7; 14; 16; 17). However,
due to the complexity inherent to the nature of conducting polymers, much has to be
done in order to improve the physical properties of conducting polymers, which are of
great interest to materials engineering.

1.2

Electrochemistry of conducting polymers
The electrochemistry of conducting polymers is a central part for many

syntheses, characterizations, and applications of materials used in electrochemical
devices. Understanding the electrochemistry of conducting polymers helps to overcome
the kinetic limitations and thermodynamic restrictions inherent to the nature of
conducting polymers.
The complexity in electrochemistry of conducting polymers resulted primarily
from the various processes that occur while doping and undoping, such as conductivity
changes with potentials, multiple redox potentials result in broad redox waves, and ionexchange properties. Secondly, conducting polymers can also have localized redox
centers, metallic or organic, which influence the main redox wave ofthe polymer, and so
a large potential dependence is expected. Thirdly, the synthetic parameters significantly
affect the electrochemical behaviour. Thus, characterization of conducting polymers is a
key step toward improving their performance for future devices. One step toward
approaching this aim is to have the polymers coated onto electrode surfaces, so-called
polymer-coated electrodes, which are suitable for electrochemical characterizations.

1.2.1

Polymer-coated electrodes
Polymer-coated electrodes have been the subject of extensive research over the

last few decades due to their suitability for electrochemical characterizations and
applications (18). The first polymer-coated electrode was reported in 1979 where
superior electrochemical behaviour with good stability was observed for a polypyrrole-

platinum coated electrode (19). This finding opened the door for research to study
conducting polymers at interfaces which revealed the complex nature of the
electrochemistry involved. Furthermore, many enhancements for electrochemical
devices can be achieved when metal, carbon, or inorganic electrodes are coated with
organic polymers.
There are several techniques used to produce polymer-coated electrodes. The
simplest way is to cast a polymer solution into an electrode surface or dip the electrode
surface into the polymer solution (20). Other techniques such as metastable
polymerization (21), and electropolymerization (22) start with monomer species which
are polymerized at the electrode surface under certain conditions, such as solvent
evaporation or at deposition potential. Photopolymerization is also used to coat
electrode

surfaces

under

UV

light

irradiation

(23).

More

recently,

in situ

photopolymerization has been used to produce polypyrrole within mesoporous Ti0 2
surface (24).
1.2.2

Electropolymerization and deposition of conducting polymers

1.2.2.1 The concept
Electropolymerization of an electroactive monomer can be done in two distinct
ways; anodic electropolymerization known as oxidative coupling, and cathodic
electropolymerization known as reductive coupling. Oxidative coupling is the most
widely used way to produce conducting polymers, where oxidation of the monomer is
followed by coupling steps until the polymer deposits onto the electrode surface (7).

Polymers produced in this way are in their oxidized state, and so anions from the
electrolyte solution are incorporated as counterions to maintain electroneutrality. Thus,
polymer formation and its oxidation (i.e. doping) take place at the same time (17). Many
conducting polymers are prepared in this way including: polypyrroles, polythiophenes,
and polyanilines.
Producing conducting polymers by reductive coupling is much less common. The
first reductive electro polymerization was performed with 2,5-dichlorobenzonitrile where
the electron withdrawing cyano group stabilizes the negative charge on the aromatic
ring (25). A famous group of polymers produced under reductive conditions are poly(pphenylenevinylenes) (PPvs) via the poly(p-xylylenes) (PPXs) (26; 27). However, the
mechanism of electrochemical polymerization by reductive coupling is still not fully
understood. Presumably, producing radical anions is the first step which initiates a chain
propagation step (25). To maintain electroneutrality of the polymer film, two anions, e.g.

B(, are removed per monomer unit, instead of cation insertion. The process continues
as such until the polymer is deposited onto the electrode surface. Catalytic currents can
be observed by using cathodic mediators (e.g. anthracene) which are used to reduce the
reduction potential. The radical anion of the mediator, which has a lower reduction
potential, is first produced and then it reacts with the monomer of the substrate to
produce a radical anion of the substrate plus the original mediator (28).

1.2.2.2 Mechanism of anodic electropolymerization
To date, the exact details of electropolymerization mechanisms are still
somewhat controversial (29; 30; 31). Diaz was the first to propose an E(CCE)n mechanism
for the electrochemical formation of conducting polymers (32). According to Diaz's
mechanism, monomers are oxidized at the electrode surface; oxidized monomers
dimerize to form dication dimers, which are deprotonated to form neutral dimers;
neutral dimers are then oxidized and coupled with radical cation monomers to form
trimers and so on. As such, the growth will continue as an electrochemically driven chain
propagation process. In general, Diaz's mechanism includes four steps; the first step is
electrochemical followed by two chemical steps; the last step is electrochemical
oxidation of the dimers which takes place more easily than the monomer due to their
longer conjugation lengths (17).
There are three main concerns with Dial's mechanism. First, the rate constant
for coupling between radical cations of the monomer is much higher than that between
the monomer and oligomers (33; 34). Second, the deprotonation step becomes
insignificant for longer chain length due to resonance stabilization of the conjugated
system (29; 35). Third, there was an early concern about radical cation-radical cation
(RR) coupling being not favourable due to strong Columbic repulsion. According to the
findings in reference (36), equally charged small molecules are able to dimerize at
diffusion-controlled rates, and so the concept of RR coupling is now well accepted (30).
Despite the first two concerns, Diaz's mechanism is Widely accepted with some

modifications (37; 38). First, as the chain length increases, the coupling between charged
oligomers and monomer radical cations decreases. However, coupling of oligomers with
each other will also take place in addition to the normal chain propagation (39). Second,
deprotonation can be enhanced by addition of a base, such as water. According to the
findings in references (40; 41), addition of 1% water to an acetonitrile polymerization
solution will enhance the rate of polymerization and improve the adherence and the
morphology of the polymer film, which is the so-called water effect. Medium size
oligomers will not grow by coupling with monomers or dimers except in the presence of
proton acceptor, i.e. base.
Electropolymerization of CPs can be achieved according to the modified
mechanism as follows (17; 20): first, oxidation and coupling of monomers; second,
nucleation and growth within the diffusion layer; and last, solid state formation by cross
polymerization at the electrode surface.

As such, nucleation is a key step for

electropolymerization, which is the focus of the next subsection.
1.2.2.3 Origin of the nucleation process
Like metal electrodeposition onto a foreign substance, an overpotential is
required to start electropolymerization onto electrode surfaces, which is indicated by a
nucleation loop in cyclic voltammetry. As a result, understanding of nucleation
conditions is a key step to grow conducting polymer films electrochemically. However,
the origin of the nucleation process for conducting polymers is not fully understood.

A nucleation loop usually appears in the first cycle as an increased current in the
reverse scan resembling metal electrodeposition. However, metal electrodeposition is
different from electropolymerization in that the former has only one redox step, while
the latter has multiple redox steps for each bond formation which is indicated by the
current rising with each new cycle. As a result, the comparison between these two
processes is not suitable (17).
Nucleation during electropolymerization was first described by Pletcher (42; 43).
It has been characterized as redox catalysis or autocatalysis which induces monomer
oxidation (44). There are two kinds of nucleation; instantaneous where the number of
nuclei is constant, and progressive where nuclei are generated continuously. The layer
growth can be in three different ways; one dimensional (10) where nuclei grow in one
direction, two dimensional (20) where nuclei grow preferably parallel to the electrode
surface in two directions, and three dimensional (3D) where nuclei grow in three
directions with no preference (17; 45; 46; 47).
In contrast, a new analysis indicates the existence of two different effects that
can be confused with nucleation; trace-crossing effects where the current is maximum
before the switching potential, and loop effects where the current is maximum after the
switching potential. Neither is necessarily a result of nucleation processes but can be
due to a homogenous comproportionation reaction in which charged oligomers react
with neutral monomers. This possible origin of the so-called nucleation loop makes
better sense because the loop or the crossing which normally appears in the first cycle

can also appear in subsequent cycles during electropolymerization as reported in
reference (48).
1.2.2.4 Stoichiometry of electropolymerization
Since the coupling steps for conducting polymers result from activation of two
species, the polymer formation process needs two electrons per molecule (2 F for one
mole) plus the charge for partial oxidation of the polymer (ca. 0.3 F). Thus, the
electrochemical stoichiometry per reacting monomer is 2.07 to 2.6 F. The stoichiometric
equation therefore for the electropolymerization process of a monomer (HMH) is (17);

n (HMH) -7 H(M)nH(nx)+ + (2n-2) H+ + (2n-2+nx) e-

[1.1]

Where n is the number of repeating units, and x is the doping level of the polymer. As
such, (2n-2) electrons are used for the polymer formation process (only one electron
from each end). The same number of protons is removed. In addition, nx electrons are
used for partial oxidation, and so the final polymer chains have a positive oxidation state
of nx which is compensated by counterions from the electrolyte solution. Generally, x
has values of 0.25 to 0.4, which means every third to fourth unit needs one counterion
charge to maintainelectroneutrality.
The doping level of the polymer (degree of oxidation or average number of holes
per monomer unit) is a function of potential, Le. x(E). Doping levels can be affected by
synthesis parameters, such as the applied charging potential, solvent, and supporting
electrolyte. They can vary significantly from much lower than the typical value of 0.33 to
as high as 1, where every unit bears a positive charge after doping. Such high doping
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levels require high electrode potentials to overcome the Columbic repulsive forces. A
doping level of 1 can be only achieved for a very high stable system, such as poly(4,4'dimethoxybithiophene) (17). The doping level can be estimated from the charge under
the anodic wave for p-doping, QoxfE), integrated to the set potential (E) (20);

x(E)=~

[1.2J

DmonomerF

Where nmonomer is the moles of monomer units in the film, which can be estimated from
the mass of the film and can be used to estimate the film thickness d (20);

d

=

nmonomer M
pA

[1.3J

Where M is the molar mass of the monomer unit, p is the density of the undoped film,
and A isthe electrode area.
1.2.2.5 Electropolymerization techniques
Various electropolymerization techniques can be employed to control the
structure and morphology of the deposited film. Varying the counterion in the
electrolyte solution and changing the electrochemical conditions such as formation
potential or current, result in significant alteration of the deposited film (49; 50; 51; 52;
53). In general, polymer films can be deposited electrochemically onto an electrode
surface

by

three

different

techniques;

potentiostatic

(at

constant

potential),

potentiodynamic (potential scanning), or galvanostatic (at constant current). These
techniques

are

also

known

as

chronopotentiometry, respectively.

chronoamperometry,

cyclic

voltammetry,

and

Each one of these techniques has its own advantage. The film thickness can be
controlled by the polymerization charge density (Q in C cm- z) using the galvanostatic
technique. The film crystallinity and surface morphology can be controlled by the
polymerization potential using the potentiodynamic technique. The surface porosity has
been found to increase with switching potential for potentiodynamic polymerization
(54). The film oxidation state can be controlled by the potentiostatic technique where
the electrode potential can be held at a certain value during polymer deposition. The
molecular weight distribution has also been found to be a function of the applied
potential. As the applied potential increases, the molecular weight of the polymer
increases to a maximum value before overoxidation occurs (7; 55).
Polymer films

deposited

onto

an

electrode

surface

by

electrochemical

polymerization consist of a mixture of conjugated chain lengths (46). The average
conjugation length, estimated by UV-Vis spectroscopy, can be controlled by the
formation potential, and the polymerization temperature. It has been reported that low
formation potentials produce polypyrrole with short chain lengths between 8 to 12
units, and higher formation potentials lead to longer chain lengths between 32 to 64
units (56). At very high potentials, cross-linked polymer chains are produced with a
dramatic decrease in conductivity (57). Obviously, low formation potentials decrease the
oxidation levels of the intermediate species and low polymerization temperatures slow
down the coupling reactions, which result in shorter chain lengths.

One of the drawbacks of polymer films deposited electrochemically can be that
the film morphology is not homogenous (i.e. varies across the film). The deposition rate
increases as the concentration of radical cations builds up in the diffusion layer. As such,
layers close to polymer/solution interface are more porous than those close to the
electrode/polymer interface (20).
1.2.3

Kinetics in conducting polymers

1.2.3.1 Ion transport in conducting polymers
Because the redox mechanism of conducting polymers involves both electrons
and ions (16), they can be considered as electronic and ionic conductors. However, since
the mobility of ions is generally much lower than electrons, ion transport is usually the
rate determining step and therefore limits the switching rate between conducting and
nonconducting states (58). Obviously, fast ion transport facilitates the switching process
which is desired for many applications. Understanding and improving the mobility of
ions are therefore crucial steps for CPs to be used for many devices. Much research has
been focused on enhancing ion transport and understanding the kinetic limitations of
ion mobility between the polymer chains (59; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64). Much of this work
concentrates on the factors that result in changing the morphology of the polymer films
to elucidate the kinetic limitations and improve the understanding of ion transport rates.
There are many factors that can affect the electrochemical behaviour of
conducting polymers, e.g. ion transport and redox potential (65; 66; 67), including
effects of the solvent (68), dopant ion (69), formation electrolyte (70; 71; 72), and
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polymerization potential (73). To date, many researchers have been trying to elucidate
the diverse mechanisms of ion transport by various experiments (74); nevertheless, the
comprehensive mechanism is still under debate.
An important insight into ion transport was provided by Ren and Pickup (75).
They found that based on the structure of the polymer film, the rate and the type of the
mobile ions can be varied as follows. First, the ionic conductivity of polypyrrole films can
result from two different ion types. Anion transport is mainly responsible for ionic
conductivity if small counterions are incorporated into the polymer matrix, such as CI0 4",
whereas cation transport is mainly responsible for the ionic conductivity if polyanion
counterions are incorporated into the polymer matrix, such as poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PSS"). However, the original anion dominated mode for ionic conductivity can be
restored if a dication is present in the electrolyte solution. In other words, the
counterions incorporated into the polymer film control the charge compensation
process. Second, the mobility of the ions is significantly different in each mode. As a
result of different degrees of ion pairing between mobile and fixed charges, cation
transport inside polymer/polyanion composite is much faster than anion transport
inside polymer/anion composites. Third, the ionic conductivity of polymer/anion films
increases with oxidation level; however, for polymer/polyanion composite films, ionic
conductivity decreases with oxidation level. This was explained by the fact that the
mobile ion concentration increases in the first case with oxidation and decreases in the
second case with oxidation.

With relation to these findings, it has been found that both anions and cations
involved

in

n-doping

as

well

as

in

p-doping

processes

for

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (76). Further, a recent contribution to ion transport indicates
that the use of divalent anions like SO/', CO/' or C20/- for PPy switching involves mixed
anion/cation transfers with cation dominance (77).

In contrast to delocalized

monovalent anions and localized multivalent anions in the PPy matrix, divalent anions
have partial localization within the PPy matrix. While localization of dopant ions inside
the polymer matrix changes the doping process from normal doping to self doping,
partial localization of the dopant ions involves both types of doping. As such, mixed ion
transport has its own unique applications where partial switching is required (76).
Self-doped conjugated polymers are an important class of conducting polymers,
where charged functional groups are covalently bound to the polymer backbone or
physically trapped inside the polymer chains. Polymers modified with negatively charged
groups (e.g. sulfonate, S03') behave as self-doped polymers due to immobilization ofthe
charged functional groups by covalent bonds. On the other hand, polymers deposited
from a polyanion electrolyte (e.g. polystyrene sulfonate, PSS) behave as self-doped
polymers due to immobilization of the large counterions inside their chains. There are
ongoing interests to control ion transport inside the polymer chains by modification of
the polymer backbone, and so it has been shown that the concept of self-doped
polymers can be extended to n-doped polymers (78).

Many electrochemical applications, such as sensors and electrocatalysis, are
strongly related to the morphology of the electroactive materials. There are different
models to relate morphology to ion permeability. The voltammetric response of ion
transfer in a polymer film can be used to probe the structure of the film (59). The
relationship between the ionic conductivity of polypyrrole films and the electrolyte
conductivity was explained by a two-phase model consisting of permselective polymer
and pores/channel filled with electrolyte (79).
Many researchers have tried to enhance electronic and ionic conductivities by
synthesizing new polymers with low band gap and/or fabricating existing polymers to
reduce the band gap, which can be estimated from the difference of anodic p-doping
and cathodic n-doping peak potentials (80; 81; 82; 83). This can be done by adding
electron withdrawing and/or electron donating groups to the polymer backbone which
can help to stabilize the charge of the doped form. The former can help to stabilize ntype conductors by lowering the energy level of the conduction band, while the latter
can help to stabilize p-type conductors by elevating the energy level of the valence band.
Adding both groups, Le. electron donating and electron withdrawing, to the same
polymer backbone can reduce the band gap of the polymer more effectively by lowering
the conduction band and elevating the valence band (84).
1.2.3.2 Effect of formation electrolyte
A supporting electrolyte is needed for two different processes. First, while
forming the polymer electrochemically counterions are inserted from the formation

electrolyte into polymer matrix to compensate polymer backbone charges. Second,
while switching between doped and undoped states counterions are inserted from the
doping electrolyte into polymer matrix to compensate for the redox process. In both
cases the net charge of the polymer film should be zero to fulfill the electro neutrality
condition. Understanding the role of the formation electrolyte is a key step for
improving the kinetic limitations due to the fact that formation electrolyte can influence
the morphology of polymer films significantly.
It is worth noting that the produced polymer film can hold up to 40% of its
weight as incorporated ions or salt. Many properties therefore of conducting polymers
are electrolyte dependent. The effect of the formation electrolyte can change the
electronic conductivity of the polymer film by multiple orders of magnitude (85; 86).
Further, the interactions between dopant ions and polymer backbone charges can
restrict the movement of ions, which can create kinetic limitations. The electrolyte
concentration used for polymer formation can also affect physical properties, such as
electrochemical deformation, of the polymer film (87). In addition the electrolyte type
can affect the structure (88), and thus the electrochemical response of the polymer (89;
90; 91; 92).
The supporting electrolyte can also affect the flux of the solvent during redox
switching. For n-doping processes, the identity of the dopant cation controls solvent
transport. For example, for tetraethyl ammonium (TEA+) insertion, solvent and ions

move in opposite directions, while they move in the same direction for tetrapropyle
ammonium (TPA+) insertion (69).
Switching the polymer between doped and undoped states involves ions
movement across the solution/polymer interface (93). In the normal doping process, the
mobile ions are anions for p-doping and cations for n-doping. However, if the polymer
chains contain in their structure negatively bound charged functional groups (14), the
polymer behaves as self-doped. As a result of the localized anionic sites in the polymer
chains, cations are the mobile ions, Le. cations are expelled upon p-doping instead of
anions being inserted. Self-doped polymers are an important class of conducting
polymers because of enhancement of ion transport rates by decreasing ion pairing (75).

1.3

Doping of conducting polymers
Reduction

or

oxidation

of

conducting

polymers,

either

chemically

or

electrochemically, results in doping where counter charges are inserted into the polymer
film to compensate for the polymer backbone charges. In the case of a chemical process,
the redox doping reagent can be either an electron acceptor or an electron donor. While
the former results in doping the conducting polymers with positive charges (Le. pdoping), the latter results in doping the conducting polymers with negative charges (Le.
n-doping). Similarly, the electrochemical route of doping can be achieved by applying an
anodic current causing oxidation, or p-doping, or by applying a cathodic current causing
reduction, or n-doping. Because most studies on conducting polymers have focused on

polymers which are not stable in their reduced form, n-doping has been much less
studied than p-doping. The most famous example of a polymer that can be n-doped is
polythiophene. The cation used to maintain the electroneutrality of the reduced
polymer has limited mobility inside the polymer film due to kinetic restrictions.
The simplest case for the voltammetric response of a doping process is for a
redox thin film involving one-electron transfer, where the cathodic and anodic waves are
identical with the current i proportional to scan rate v, as described by equation 1.4 (17).
.

n Z F ZAr TV expO

[1.4J

1=---RT(1+expO)Z

Where

rT is the total surface coverage of reduced

and oxidized states (i.e.

rR + r0), e =

(nF/RT) (E-E"), n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the Faraday constant (96485
C mor\ A is the area of the electrode, v is the potential scan rate, and R is the gas
constant (8.314J (mol

Kr 1).

As the film thickness increases, the current response to a potential scan can be
delayed due to slow ion transport or electron transfer kinetic. Thus, the current i can
become proportional to the square root of the scan rate

1 2
V / ,

and a separation between

the anodic and cathodic waves may be observed.
The voltammetric responses of conducting polymer films are different from
those of the simple redox film discussed above, as indicated by the complex shapes of
their voltammograms. A characteristic feature of voltammetric waves for conducting
polymers is hysteresis (94), or separation between the anodic and cathodic waves, which
has been attributed to many factors, such as slow heterogeneous charge transfer (17),
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conformational changes during doping (95), interactions between oxidized chains (20),
or N-shaped free energy curves resulting from phase transitions (96). It has also been
recently attributed to the stability of the charged intermediates (56). Another
characteristic feature is that the current does not decay to zero after doping, but
resembles a pure capacitance, which has been attributed to charging of the double layer
at polymer/solution interface (20).
Another feature is the first cycle effect which describes the large difference in
wave shapes that are observed between the first cycle and subsequent cycles. It is also
called a memory effect due to the fact that the electrochemical response depends on
previous events. It has been attributed to many factors, such as polymer chains
rearrangement, solvent expulsion, and structural relaxation (17; 97). All of which
indicate that the interactions between the polymer chains and the incorporated species
are different in the first cycle than in subsequent cycles. This effect could be used to
advantage in molecular memory (MM) devices based on redox charge storage, which
has been studied for use in memory devices such as dynamic random access memory
(DRAM). There are many advantages for MM versus DRAM, such as higher charge
density, lower cost, and longer retention time (98).
Doping a conducting polymer at a potential beyond its stability range results in
overoxidation of the polymer film. This generally causes a loss of conjugation,
conductivity, and electroactivity. For p-doping, a nucleophile can attack the positive
centers of the polymer chains, resulting in chemical addition reactions indicated by

chemically irreversible waves. On the other hand, overoxidation can be used for
advantage. Since addition reactions via overoxidation result in modification of the
original polymer chain, the products of overoxidation can have new properties like
permselectivity toward specific ions. For example, polypyrrole films can be used in many
applications after overoxidation, such as electroanalysis, and sensors (20).
There are two different electronic states that arise during doping which enhance
the conductivity in conducting polymers. Polaron and bipolaron are two states that
appear as intragap between the conduction and valence bands. Polarons are the main
states generated at low doping levels, while bipolarons are the main states generated at
high doping levels (99). Further, the electronic conductivity has a potential dependence,
where the maximum conductivity is inherent to the polymer films when the charges are
injected or withdrawn (100).

1.4

Energy bands of conducting polymers
The molecular orbitals of the monomers used to produce conducting polymers

are significantly changed by polymerization. The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) splits into a band of non-degenerate levels called the n: band, or valence band.
Similarly, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) splits into another band of
non-degenerate levels called the n:* band, or conduction band. The gap between these
two bands, called band gap (E g ), is typically

~

2 eV, and decreases with increasing

conjugation length. It can be electrochemically estimated as mentioned previously. After
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doping, oxidation or reduction, new levels are created within the band gap, and so the
energy levels get closer to each other. Thus, the mobile charge carriers, electrons or
holes, move faster between electronic bands, and hence the electronic conductivity
increases. Moreover, the existence of charged particles within the polymer can cause
distortion of the polymer chain geometry which changes the band structure and
enhance the electronic conductivity further (20).
Polarons and bipolarons are usually created above the valence band by p-doping.
At low doping levels, where polarons serves as charge carriers, electronic conductivity is
proportional to the concentration of the charge carriers. However, at higher doping
levels, where bipolarons serve as the charge carriers, the electronic conductivity drops
significantly as the valence band becomes emptied by p-doping (20).
Although conducting polymers have some common properties with inorganic
solids and redox polymers, there is a demand for a reliable model to account for the
unique behaviour of conducting polymers (101). For example, a model primarily based
on potential gradient (Le. migration) has to be considered for conducting polymers
rather than that based on concentration gradient (i.e. diffusion) which has been used for
redox polymers (75). Treatment of ion transport solely as diffusion can result in a
significant error.
On the other hand, the use of solid state models to describe conducting polymer
behaviours is not very appropriate due to features like solvation and structural changes
which do not occur for the rigid solid state (20).

1.5
1.5.1

Polymers and solvents used in this work
Polypyrrole

Since the first electrochemical synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy) in 1979 (19), PPy
has attracted the attention of many researchers due to its stability and processibility as a
positive electrode material (102). However, using PPy as a negative electrode material is
unlikely (103) due to its unstable reduced form. PPy films are typically produced by
anodic electropolymerization, with conductivities of 10 -100 S cm- 1 . Thus, PPy films can
be deposited electrochemically as polycations with dopant anions such as (10 4- or
polyanionssuch as PSS-.
Although PPy deposition and doping have been extensively studied, the
electrochemical mechanism of the polymerization is still debated. During PPy formation,
the pyrrole units are linked primarily at the a-a' positions.

~-position

coupling is also

possible, however, a-position coupling predominates. Every three to four pyrrole units
carry one positive charge as indicated by the concentration of incorporated counterions;
polypyrrole has a composition of ca. C4H3 N-(BF4)o.25 if polymerized from CH 3 CN
containing Et4NBF4 as

a supporting electrolyte. The charge consumed

during

polymerization is ca. 2.3 electrons per pyrrole unit (37).
While the neutral polypyrrole is a poor conductor, it is relatively easy to be
oxidized (p-doped) and switched to the p-conducting state. The IT-electrons of
polypyrrole have a low ionization energy due to the extended conjugated IT system
which allows the removal of electrons from the valence band at low potentials (103).

Polypyrrole can be electrochemically deposited from aqueous or non-aqueous
solutions. Ionic media is required in both cases to deposit a CP film onto electrode
surfaces. Inorganic salts or acids can be used as aqueous media to furnish conductive
solution. For non-aqueous media, a supporting electrolyte (e.g. Et 4NBF 4) or ionic
cosolvent is required to enhance the conductivity of the solution. Furthermore, it has
been found that the stability and conductivity of conducting polymer films have been
significantly altered using a steric stabilizer, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), with a
Lewis acid as additives to the main solvent (104).
1.5.2

Polyfluorenone
The first polyfluorenone (PFO) films were deposited electrochemically in 2004,

when oxidative coupling of flouren-9-one molecules in BU4NBF4/dichloromethane
(CH 2 CI 2 ) solution was used to deposit PFO films onto platinum electrodes (105). Films of
PFO with reasonable quality were produced for electrochemical characterization;
however, the stability of the films on electrode surfaces needs to be reconsidered for
improvement. Subsequently, in 2006, PFO films were deposited onto platinum
electrodes by oxidative coupling in boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE) at lower
polymerization potentials (106). These films show better quality for electrochemical
characterization; however, the stability of the films on electrode surfaces is still a
concern. The work in this thesis shows that the stability of the PFO films can be
enhanced by adding a steric stabilizer (Le. PEG) to the formation solution.

The ability of PFO to be n- and p-doped has made it an interesting polymer for
ion transport characterization. Obviously, ion transport for PFO is more complicated
than PPy where both cations and anions significantly contribute to the redox processes.
While the reduced state (n-doped) of PFO is highly stable due to the electron deficient
conjugated chain, the oxidized form (p-doped) can still be produced and probed. This
makes PFO a good choice for cathodic electrode materials for many potential
applications as n-type conductors. However, the kinetic restrictions resulting from
charge trapping in polymer films result in loss of reversibility as the dopant cation size
increases. Thus, the use of steric stabilizers like polyethylene glycol (PEG) is important to
improve the electrochemical reversibility, as shown in this work.
PFO has been copolymerised with thiophene, which gives stable copolymer films
(107). The copolymer films have been electrochemically characterized and the band gap
(E g ) has been electrochemically estimated from their potential peaks, which is in
agreement with the optical band gap (108).
A remarkable stability and reversibility has been shown for electrodes coated
with copolymers of fluorenone with an alkyl thiophene group (109). A decrease in ionic
conductivity resulted from partial trapping of negatively charged ions when the polymer
was cycled over a positive potential window. A further decrease in ionic conductivity
was observed if the polymer film was first cycled to negative potentials before cycling to
positive potentials. The decrease in ionic conductivity was attributed to partial loss of
electrochemical activity with cycling due to ion pairing and charge trapping effects.

1.5.3

Boron trifluoride ethyl etherate

Boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE) can be used as a medium with (110) or
without (106) a cosolvent to facilitate electrochemical syntheses. It is a strong Lewis acid
which lowers the formation potential for many conducting polymers because it
facilitates the oxidation process. However, pure BFEE can damage the aromaticity of
some

conducting

polymers

due

to

overoxidation

which

results

in

additive

polymerization. As a result, cosolvent is often used to reduce its activity and protect the
aromaticity of conducting polymers. For PPy formation from BFEE, isopropyl alcohol
(104) or acetonitrile, as done in this work, can be used to improve the film quality.

1.6

Characterizations of conducting polymers
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are

the most used techniques for electrochemical characterizations of polymer films. CV is
also used for electrochemical synthesis of conducting polymers as mentioned previously.
The thermodynamics of polymer films can be studied in general by CV where all
qualitative aspects of chemical and electrochemical reactions can be identified. During
polymer formation the current increase with cycling is a direct measure of the thickness
of the electroactive polymer layer on the electrode surface, and so relative growth rates
can be established (48). The kinetics of the electrochemistry of polymer films, on the
other hand, can best be studied by EIS where quantitative measurements can be
obtained for electron and ion transport. It has been used to characterize different PTh
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coated electrodes (58) as well as to probe ppyfcarbon black composite electrodes at
various doping levels (111).
Electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) techniques can be used with
cyclic voltammetry or potential step techniques to observe net mass changes and ion
transport rates during electrochemical deposition by measuring the

resonance

frequency shift which is linearly related to mass changes. It can be also used to monitor
ion exchange during the redox processes of polymer films (112; 113; 114; 115). A mass
decrease, for example, is observed by EQCM for polypyrrole films, which is clear
evidence for anion removal from the film under reduction. Low mobility of the
counterions can result in switching of the mobile ions as shown by EQCM as a mass
increase. The mass increase attributed to cation insertion is observed at the end of the
reduction wave, and so mixed ion transport for a reduction process is clearly illustrated
by EQCM (20). This transient cation insertion was also observed by CV for polypyrrole,
but is not yet fully understood (75).

1.7

Applications of conducting polymers
Redox switching between the conducting and

nonconducting states of

conducting polymers is a crucial property in many applications. As a result of redox
switching many properties can be altered, such as electronic conductivity, polymer ionic
strength, polymer ion permeability, and optical properties (116).

There are many applications for conducting polymers in electrochemical devices
including

rechargeable

battery

electrodes

(103;

117),

supercapacitors

(118),

electrochromic display materials (119), molecular electronic devices, biosensors (7),
electroanalysis, and electrocatalysis (120). In addition, conducting polymers can be used
as corrosion protection layers when deposited onto metal surface, where the metal
oxide layer becomes thicker due to a redox reaction with the conducting polymer.
Finally, conducting polymers can be used in artificial muscles where high doping level
can cause up to a 30% increase of polymer volume (16).

1.8

Objectives
The main objective of this work was to understand the kinetic limitations of ion

transport in conducting polymers. Improving ion mobility in polymer films by changing
morphology and electrolyte counterions are the main approach to facilitate doping
processes. Both n-doping and p-doping have been characterized throughout the thesis
work.
In the first part of the thesis, dopant anions of various size/charge including
electroactive species were incorporated into polypyrrole films and characterized to
facilitate the understanding of ion transport mechanisms.

In the second part,

polyfluorenone films deposited from BFEE, with and without a steric stabilizer, were
investigated during n-doping for deactivation/reactivation processes.
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Chapter 2

Experimental

2.1

Chemicals and Reagents
Two monomers were used to prepare the polymer-coated electrodes: pyrrole

and fluoren-9-one. Pyrrole (Py, Aldrich, 98%) was purified on a dry aluminum oxide
column. Fluoren-9-one (FO, Aldrich, 98%) was recrystallized from n-hexane and dried
under vacuum overnight.
The solvents over the work of this thesis were used as received. Acetonitrile
(CH 3 CN, Aldrich, HPLC grade, 99.8%), dichloromethane (CH 2 C1l, ACP Chemicals INC.),
boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE; Aldrich, 46% BF 3 basis), and isopropyl alcohol
(IPA, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) were used for film deposition. All aqueous solutions were
prepared with deionized water.
The supporting electrolytes and reagents were electrochemical grade and were
used as received. The electrolytes that were used in CH 3 CN:
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (BU4NPF6; Fluka)
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4NCI04; Fluka)

tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEABF 4; Alfa Aesar)
tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP; Alfa Aesar)
The reagents and electrolytes that were used in aqueous solutions:
poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (NaPSS, Aldrich, MW ca. 70000 g mor

l

)

sodium perchlorate (NaCl0 4, Alfa Aesar, 98%)
Alizarin

Red S (ARS, synonym 3,4-dihydroxy-9,10-dioxo-2-anthracenesulfonic acid

sodium salt, Sigma-Aldrich, C14H7Na07S, MW 342.26 g mor l )
sodium sulfate (Na2S04, J.T. Baker Chemicals, 99.9%)
trisodium orthophosphate (Na3P04, BDH Chemicals)
sodium chloride (NaCl, ACP Chemicals, 99%)
lithium perchlorate (LiCI0 4, Aldrich, 95+%)
The reagents that were used as additive to the polymerization solution for
polymer film modification are:
polyethylene glycol (PEG, Fluka, analytical grade, MW avo 200,400, or 1000),
l-(ferrocenyl)ethanol (FcOH, Fluka, 97%, MW 230.08 g mor l )
Chemical structures of some of these compounds are shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2

Electrochemistry
Electrochemical

experiments

were

carried

out

in

compartment glass cells under a nitrogen atmosphere at 23 ± 2

conventional

2
2
disc electrode (0.071 cm ) or a Pt electrode (0.0045 cm ) was used as the working
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three-

.c. A glassy carbon (GC)
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Figure 2.1 Chemical structures for A. polyfluorenone, B. polypyrrole, C. Alizarin Red 5,
o. poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate), E. polyethylene glycol, F. l-(ferrocenyl)ethanol

electrode. A Pt wire and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used as counter
electrode and reference electrode, respectively. All potentials were quoted with respect
to the SCE which was tested in ferrocene solution, Figure 2.2.

2.3

Electrodeposition of polymer films
Polypyrrole films were deposited from aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. In

typical experiments for aqueous solution deposition, polypyrrole films were deposited
from 0.1 M Py in an aqueous solution containing 0.5 M electrolyte, such as NaCI0 4 • For
the non-aqueous deposition, polypyrrole films were deposited from 0.1 M Py and 20%
BFEE in CH 3 CN or IPA as the main solvent. In the case of incorporating a modifier into
the polymer film, various concentrations of the modifier were also added to the
polymerization solution, such as 10 mM of FcOH and 1% PEG.
Polypyrrole films were deposited on glassy carbon (GC) electrodes with a surface
area of 0.071 cm z. The deposition charge was typically 0.018 C (0.25 C cm-z) for
galvanostatic polymerization. For potentiostatic and potentiodynamic polymerization,
deposition conditions of holding potential at 1.0 V (for 1, 2, or 3 minutes) and scan rate
of 0.1 V

S·l

(between -0.2 V and 1.2 V) were used for deposition onto the electrode

surface,respectively.
Polyfluorenone films were deposited electrochemically on Pt working electrodes
from 30 mM FO in BFEE potentiodynamically between 0.7 V and 2.0 V for various
numbers of cycles at 0.1 V S·l. For potentiostatic deposition, the potential was held at

-3 .................._+--.........- 1 - - - ' - - - 1 -........--+-"""'-......
o
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

potential (V vs SeE)
Fig. 2.2 Ferrocene cyclic voltammogram (10 mM) in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M Et4NBF4 at
scan rate of 0.05 V S·l.
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1.6 V for one minute. For galvanostatic deposition, the current was held at 0.01 mA for
one minute (0.06 me). In the case where CHzCl z was used as the main solvent, a
supporting electrolyte, such as BU4NBF4, was added with concentration of 0.1 M. The
deposition from CHzCl z was conducted potentiodynamically between 1.0 V and 2.8 V for
various numbers of cycles at 0.1 V S·l.

2.4

Equipment and Instrumentation
The

cyclic

voltammetry

experiments

were

carried

out

using

HA-301

Potentiostat/Galvanostat and HB-1I1 function generator.

The electrochemical and

impedance

a

measurments

Potentiostat/Galvanostat

were
and

carried

Model

5210

out

using

Lock-in

Model

Amplifier

with

273A

EG&G

Power-Suite

commercial software. The measurements were performed over the range of 10 kHz to
0.5 Hz with an ac amplitude of 10 mV at various dc potentials. A logarithmic scale was
chosen over 20 points from high to low frequency. Impedance spectra were collected in
the order of decreasing electrode potential, unless otherwise stated.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imges and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectra were obtained with a FEI Quanta 400 Enviromental SEM (ESEM) used in highvacuum mode, and equiped with a Bruker XFlash 4010 SDD X-ray detector for acquiring
elemental X-ray spectra with high effeciency, which can be used for qualitative
elemental identification and semiquantitative analysis for any specific spot on the
sample. The acceleration voltage was 20 keV, and the tungsten thermal emitter was
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biased for 80 IlA emission current. The beam current (i.e. spot size) was adjusted for
necessary resolving power. The Everhart-Thornley SE detector was used when necessary
for imaging, and the working distance was 10 mm.
A Perkin Elmer AD-2Z model microbalance was used to measure the deposited
mass of the polymers on Pt wires.
The UV-Vis spectra were recorded by an Agilent HP8453A UV-Visible diode array
spectrophotometer, using tungsten and deuterium lamps for a 190 - 1100 nm spectral
range. The instrument is precise within ± 0.5 nm. The flame atomic absorption
instrument is a Varian SpectrAA 50 and an iron lamp was used.

Chapter 3

Ion Transport Properties of Polypyrrole Films in
Aqueous Electrolytes

3.1

Introduction
Ion transport in conducting polymers has attracted considerable interest due to

its importance in many potential applications, such as batteries, flexible displays, and
other electrochemical devices (1; 2; 3; 4; 5). The ion transport properties of composite
polymer films, such as polypyrrole doped with polystyrene sulfonate (PPy/PSS), can be
used in ion exchangers for softening drinking water (6). Such useful electrochemical
behaviour of these types of films offers a competitive way for softening and
regeneration processes without the need for any chemical additives. Under reduction
conditions, the negative charges of the composite polymer film are compensated by
cation uptake from the water resulting in Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ removal, Le. softening process.
Under oxidation conditions, the cations are released into a different solution, Le.
regeneration of the polymer film.

Different polymer compositions have different ways to fulfill the charge
compensation or electroneutrality condition. Electron transport takes place across the
electrode/polymer interface under a potential difference (i.e. oxidation or reduction). As
a result, ion transport takes place to compensate or neutralize the polymer film charges
as follows. Conducting polymer films made by oxidative polymerization are in their
oxidized state, existing as polycations with dopant anions. Reducing these films in an
electrolyte solution results in either releasing the dopant anions incorporated during the
electropolymerization or insertion of cations from the electrolyte solution to neutralize
the electrogenerated negative charges of the polymer film. When the polymer film is
subsequently re-oxidized, the cations already inserted can be released or anions from
the electrolyte solution can be inserted to neutralize the electrogenerated positive
charges of the polymer film. In such ways, transport of just anions or just cations can
contribute to the charge compensation process. Simultaneous movement of anions and
cations can also contribute in such processes, i.e. mixed ion transport (6; 7; 8).
There are many factors that can influence the ion transport properties, such as
counterion mobility inside the polymer film, morphology of the polymer film, and ion
pair formation (i.e. association between ions of opposite charges). Counterion mobility
in polymer films can be predicted to some extent from the size of the mobile ion, where
small ions tend to have high mobility, medium ions have low mobility, and large ions are
generally immobile (9; 10). The electrostatic interactions between counterions and
polymer chain charges can also affect the mobility but it is not easy to predict its degree.

Ion transport rates have been studied extensively in conducting polymer films
(11; 12; 13). Determination of the ion transport rates can be achieved by measuring the
rate of the electrochemical switching between doped and undoped states (i.e.
conducting and non-conducting states, respectively) of the polymer film, which can also
reveal important insights into the morphologies of these materials (14). Understanding
the ion transport properties and how they vary from one polymer film to another is a
central part toward enhancing the electrochemical switching rates of conducting
polymers. The electrochemical switching between doped and undoped states requires
charge compensation, which involves both electron and ion transport across the
electrode/polymer and polymer/solution interfaces, respectively (12; 15; 16; 17).
The ion transport properties are very complicated as revealed by many studies,
and strongly depend on the polymerization conditions employed, such as the degree of
oxidation of the polymer film, and the electrolyte nature and concentration (7; 18). Ion
transport is also strongly influenced by the structure of the polymer film which can be
altered by the dopant anions, and so different modes of ion transport can be observed
based on the film structure (19). Polymer films doped with small anions (e.g.

en exhibit

dominant anion transport during the switching process. On the other hand, polymer
films doped with larger dopant anions (e.g. eI0 4-) exhibit cation transport in addition to
anion transport, which results in swelling of the polymer films. The original polymer fil m
can be regenerated by polarizing at positive potentials to eject the trapped cations.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 describe anion and cation transport, respectively.

(PPytA- + e- ~ (PPy)o + A(PPytAL- + C+ + e- ~ (PPy)OAL-C+

[3.1J
[3.2J

Where PPy represents a segment of a polymer chain for polypyrrole or any conducting
polymer, e- is an electron, A- is a dopant anion, A l - is a large dopant anion, and C+ is a
small cation from the electrolyte solution. From Equation 3.1, the fast mobility of the
anions results in a charge compensation mechanism preserved by only anion transport.
However, if the anions are immobilized inside the polymer matrix due to their large size
or high electrostatic interactions with the positive charges on the polymer chains, the
charge compensation mechanism involves both anion and cation transport (Equations
3.1 and 3.2). As ions transport int%ut of the polymer film, a change in volume is
observed, which can be used in many potential applications, such as soft actuators and
artificial muscles (20; 21;22).
Ion exchange can accompany ion transport if the polymer film is deposited from
one electrolyte solution, and then placed in a different electrolyte solution (Le. redoped
from different electrolyte). In general, ion exchange is just an equilibration process that
occurs when an ionomer or a membrane containing charged species is placed in a
solution containing different counterions, and so such processes are primarily under
thermodynamic control. However, the exchange process can be strongly influenced by
the mobility of both ions. Over typical timescales employed, full and partial exchange
processes

are

expected

at high

and

low mobility of ions,

respectively.

An

electrochemically driven exchange of ions, or simply driven ion exchange, can therefore

occur if the film is subjected to potential cycling or potential bias, and so the film can be
under kinetic control. It has been reported that ion exchange mechanisms depend on
the type and size of the dopant anion (7; 23). Typically, ion exchange processes take
place between dopant anions in the polymer films and anions of the external electrolyte
solution (3; 24). However, polymer chains with localized negative charges, such as
sulfonated polyaniline, have different modes of ion exchange (25). Cation exchange is
found to be the dominant process for these polymer films. Equations 3.3 and 3.4
describe the two possible ion exchange processes;

(PPytA l - + Az(sol)- ~

(PPytA z- + A1Isol)-

(PPY/Atl"C l + + CZ(sol)+ ~ (pPy/A 1 rC/ + C 1(501)+

[3.3]
[3.4]

Equation 3.3 can be used to describe oxidized polymer films doped with small anions,
and so the high mobility of the dopant anions results in anion exchange. Equation 3.4
can be used to describe reduced polymer films incorporating large dopant anions, where
immobility of these anions results in cation exchange.
There are various other techniques that can be used to probe insertion and
expulsion of the mobile ions, including the use of an electrochemical quartz crystal
microbalance (EQCM) (26), which can be used to monitor ion and solvent movement
int%ut of the polymer film directly. Cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy
can also be used to probe ion transport indirectly (27). It has been found that insertion
of the mobile ions is associated with a larger potential drop compared with their
expulsion, and so anion insertion is associated with anodic peak shifts to more positive

potentials as the scan rate is increased. In contrast, cation insertion is associated with a
cathodic peak shift to less positive potentials. However, a better diagnostic tool for
insertion and expulsion of the mobile ions is impedance spectroscopy, where ionic
conductivity is directly related to the mobile ion concentration in the polymer film. Ionic
conductivity measured as a function of oxidation levels increases with increasing
oxidation level ifthe mobile ions are anions. In contrast, ionic conductivity deceases with
increasing oxidation level if cations are the mobile ions (28).
The objective of the work described in this chapter was to study the ion transport
properties of five polypyrrole films in aqueous solutions by using dopant anions of
various sizes and charges. The study aims to enhance ion transport in polymer matrices
and facilitate the doping process of conducting polymers, understand the charge
compensation mechanisms and charge trapping effects, and understand the kinetic
limitations caused by steric effects and ion-polymer interactions.

3.2

Experimental

3.2.1 Electrochemistry
Electrochemical

experiments

were

carried

out

compartment glass cells under a nitrogen atmosphere at 23
disc working electrode of 0.071 cm

2
,

in

conventional

three-

± 2 'c. A glassy carbon (GC)

a Pt wire counter electrode, and a saturated

calomel electrode (SeE) reference electrode were used. All potentials are quoted with

respect to the SCE. All cyclic voltammograms and impedance measurements were taken
under nitrogen gas.

3.2.2 Chemicals
Pyrrole (Py, Aldrich, 98%) was purified on a dry aluminum oxide column.
Acetonitrile (CH 3CN, Aldrich, HPLC grade), poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (NaPSS,
Aldrich, MW ca. 70 000 g mor\ sodium perchlorate (NaCI0 4, Alfa Aesar, 98%), Alizarin
Red S (ARS, synonym 3,4-dihydroxy-9,10-dioxo-2-anthracenesulfonic acid sodium salt,
Sigma-Aldrich, C14H7Na07S, MW 342.26 g mor\ sodium sulfate (NaZS04, J.T. Baker
Chemicals, 99.9%), trisodium orthophosphate (Na3P04, BDH Chemicals), sodium chloride
(NaCl, ACP Chemicals, 99%), and lithium perchlorate (LiCl0 4, Aldrich, 95+%) were used as
received unless otherwise stated. All solutions were prepared with deionized water. The
chemical structures of ARS and NaPSS are shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2.3 Electrodeposition of polymer films
Polypyrrole (PPy) films were prepared electrochemically at a constant current
density of 4.2 rnA cm' z, which correspond to a 0.3 rnA deposition rate. A polymerization
charge of 0.018 C was used for all films in this work, which gives a charge density of 0.25

z
C cm' z for GC electrodes with an area of 0.071 cm . The five types of PPy film were
deposited from different electrolytes as follows:
PPy/CI0 4' represents PPy films prepared from 0.1 M Py + 0.5 M NaCI04,

PPy/ARS represents PPy films prepared from 0.1 M Py + 0.006 M Alizarin Red S (ARS),
PPy/SO/- represents PPy films prepared from 0.1 M Py + 0.5 M Na2S04,
PPy/PO/- represents PPy films prepared from 0.1 M Py + 0.5 M Na3P04, and

(8)
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Fig. 3.1 Chemical structures for A. Alizarin Red S (ARS), B. poly (sodium 4styrenesulfonate) (NaPSS)

PPy/PSS represents PPy films prepared from 0.1 M Py + 0.5 M poly(sodium 4styrenesulfonate) (NaPSS).
A concentration of 2 mg mL- 1 (ca. 0.006 M) was used for ARS due to its lower
solubility in H20 compared with the other used electrolytes.

3.2.4 Equipment
The electrochemical and impedance measurments were carried out using a
Model 273A EG&G Potentiostat/Galvanostat and Model 5210 Lock-in Amplifier with
Power-Suite commercial software. The measurements were performed over the range
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of 10 kHz to 0.5 Hz with an ac amplitude of 10 mV at various dc potentials. A logarithmic
scale was chosen over 20 points from high to low frequency. Impedance spectra were
collected in the order of decreasing electrode potential from +0.2 V to -0.2 V at 0.1 V
intervals, unless otherwise stated.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imges and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectra were obtained with a FEI Quanta 400 Enviromental SEM (ESEM) used in highvacuum mode (Le. not ESEM mode), and equiped with a Bruker XFlash 4010 SDD X-ray
detector for acquiring elemental X-ray spectra with high effeciency, which can be used
for qualitative elemental identification and semiquantitative analysis for any specific
spot on the sample. The acceleration voltage was 20 keY, and the tungsten thermal
emitter was biased for 80 IlA emission current. The beam current (Le. spot size) was
adjusted for necessary resolving power. The Everhart-Thornley SE detector was used
when necessary for imaging, and the working distance was 10 mm.
A Perkin Elmer AD-2Z model microbalance was used to measure the deposited
mass of the polymers on Pt wires.

3.2.5 Ionic conductivity and capacitance
The impedance spectra for the ionic conductivity measurements were recorded
in the order of decreasing potential. Each polymer film was used in only one type of
electrolyte solution to avoid influences from its previous history. The ionic conductivity
of the film (Oion) was calculated from:
aion

=d/(A * Rion)
50

[3.5J

Where A is the area of the electrode, d is the film thickness, and Rion is the ionic
resistance of the film, which is given by:

[3.6J
where

Rlow

is the real axis intercept of the almost vertical low-frequency region and

Rhigh

is the real axis intercept of high-frequency region (28; 29). Figure 3.2 illustrates how
these values are taken from a Nyquist plot (imaginary impedance versus real
impedance) for PPy/CI0 4- in 0.2 M NaCI at -0.1

v.

The polymer film capacitance, or layer capacitance (CLl, were calculated using

[3.7J
Where CL has a unit of farad (F), (w
f is the frequency in hertz, and

=2nf) is the angular frequency in radians per second,

lim

is the imaginary impedance in ohm. At the lowest

frequency, CL corresponds to the limiting capacitance of the polymer layer, because the
redox reaction starts at the polymer/solution interface at high frequency and grows into
the polymer film as the frequency decreases (28). The plots of series capacitance versus
real impedance (Z,e) presented here are a convenient way to estimate and compare the
limiting capacitances for different polymer films.

150 - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . - - - - - - - .

150

Z(real)/Ohm

Fig. 3.2 Imaginary impedance versus real impedance plot for PPy/CI0 4- measured at -0.1
V (vs. SCE) in 0.2 M NaCI.

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Film characterization
3.3.1.1 Film thickness and mass
The polymerization conditions for all the polymer films used in this work are
given in Table 3.1. The deposition rate and the polymerization charge were kept
constant for each film, namely 0.3 mA and 0.018 C, respectively. The current and charge
densities for the films deposited on glassy carbon (GC) electrodes with 0.071 cm 2 surface
area were also kept constant at 4.2 mA cm· 2 and 0.25 C cm' 2, respectively. A platinum
wire with a diameter of 0.1 mm was used to determine the deposited masses for
polymerization charges of 0.018 C. The weight of the platinum wire was measured
before and after electrodeposition of the polymers by using a microbalance.
The film thickness was measured on GC electrodes and on Pt wires by using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). For GC electrode measurements, the films were
scratched and tilted by 45· in order to measure the height of the grooves. The actual
height was calculated by using the trigonometry equation for a right angle triangle, Le.
sin (45·)

= HJH 2,

where HI is the measured height and H2 is the actual height, Le. the

opposite side over the hypotenuse, (Figure 3.3). For the Pt wire measurements, the
width difference of the coated and uncoated parts of the wire divided by two gives the
polymer film thickness. Figure 3.4 shows PPy/CI0 4' films (A) on GC electrode and (B) on
Pt wire. The dry film thickness of PPy/CI0 4' on the GC electrode was found to be 1.05
11m, which agrees well with the result from reference (11). The conversion factor of 0.24
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Table 3.1 Electropolymerization conditions and characterization of PPy films.

Film

[Py]
(M)

Opol
(Ccm- 2 )"

E
(V)b

PPy/CI04

0.1

0.25

0.65

PPy/ARS

0.1

0.25

0.95

PPy/S04

0.1

0.25

0.65
g

PPy/P04

0.1

0.25

2.65

PPy/PSS

0.1

0.25

0.65

d
(IIm )C

mexpt
(lIg)d

mtheor
(lIg)e

density
(gcm- 3 )f

1.05

12

7.7

1.61

0.90

10

13

1.56

1.14

10

6.4

1.24

0.21

2.5

6.0

1.68

1.39

13

9.7

1.32

"polymerization charge
b measured potential of steady state values during polymerization
C film thickness measured by using SEM on GC electrodes
d experimental mass deposited for 0.018 C polymerization charge on Pt wire
etheoretical mass calculated by using equation 3.8
f polymer layer density calculated using mexpl
g such a high potential value indicates a high resistance of the film due to a low doping
level of trivalent anions

C cm- 2

= 1.0 11m gave a value

of 1.04 11m for polymerization charge of 0.25 C cm- 2. The

skirt-like structure shown for the polymer layer at the interface between the coated and
uncoated areas was observed for all polymer films grown on Pt wires. This behaviour is
believed to be due to the surface-induced polymerization indicating that most of the
polymer nucleation process occurs at the surface of the solution or at the interface
between the solution and air.
The deposited mass was determined from the mass difference of a Pt wire (ca.
length of 1 cm and diameter of 0.1 mm) before and after a deposition charge of 0.018 C

Hl

J
l~.,/ H2~
~\I

L
vi:.':. .:
~

45·tilt

:

i

45·

Fig. 3.3 Film thickness was measured on GC electrode by using sin (45")
H1isthe measured height and Hzistheactual height.

= HJH z, where

Fig. 3.4 SEM images for PPy/CI0 4 ' films A. on GC electrode, the film is scratched and
tilted by 45· to measure film thickness, B. on Pt wire at the junction of coated and
uncoated part (skirt-like shape).

in the corresponding solution. The deposited mass was linearly proportional with the
polymerization charge, Le. mass deposition is additive. For example, the deposited
masses for 0.018 C, 0.036 C, and 0.054 C polymerization charges were 12
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~g

~g,

25

~g,

and

respectively for the PPy/CI0 4- films.
The theoretical masses for 0.018 C deposition charges were calculated by using

Faraday's law, Equation 3.8. The variations between the theoretical and experimental
values are due to the propagation error resulting from subtracting two values with
uncertainties of ±2

~g,

m

=

and so the total error is ca. ±3

~g.

Q [MMpy+(MM an ndoping /zan)]
F

[3.8]

(2+ndoping)

Where m is the deposited mass of the polymer in grams, Q is the polymerization charge

(0.018 C), MMPy is the molar mass of pyrrole in the polymer chain (65.1 g mor l ), MM an is
the molar mass of the anion used for electropolymerization,

ndoping

is the number of

electrons used for the doping process (Le. doping level), Zan is the charge of the anion, F
is the Faraday constant (96,485 C mol-\ and

2+ndoPing

is the number of electrons

consumed during polymerization (typically 2.3, 2 electrons for the coupling step and 0.3
electron for the partial reversible oxidation or doping).
Although the charge density used for deposition of all films was the same (Le.

0.25 C cm-\ the film thickness and the deposited mass varied for the different
electrolyte solutions. The relationship between the film thicknesses and deposited
masses is shown in Figure 3.5. All the films fall into an average value of 1
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Fig. 3.5 Relationship between the film thickness and deposited mass of PPy films.
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and 11 ~g deposited mass, except for Ppy/P0 43- which has significantly lower values
indicating low polymerization efficiency with the trivalent anions.
3.3.1.2 Film morphology and composition
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) have been used to probe the surface morphology and elemental composition of
the polymer films. Aluminum (AI) was observed in some EDX spectra for the polymer
films. The source of AI in the EDX spectra came from aluminum oxide (AI 20 3 ) which was
used for polishing the GC electrode surface, and indicates that AI 20 3 was trapped into
the carbon layer.
Figure 3.6 shows SEM images of the polymer films deposited on Pt wires. The
polymer films doped with CI0 4 -, ARS, SO/-, PO/-, and PSS are shown from (A) to (E),
respectively. PPy/CI0 4- shows an uneven surface with large granules. ARS shows a
porous surface with very small granules. PPy/SO/- shows very few granules of medium
size; an extended polymer layer is shown at the bottom of the image which was grown
at the interface between the coated and uncoated areas of the wire. PPy/PO/- shows
aggregation areas in some parts of the film revealing that the presence of the trivalent
anions was responsible for the dense nature of the polymer chains as shown in Table
3.1. PPy/PSS shows a smooth surface of the composite film indicating that the two
polymer matrices of opposite charges combine in highly ordered structure. Comparing
the SEM images for the polymer films with different anions, it can be concluded that the
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Fig. 3.6 SEM images for PPy films on Pt wires: A. PPy/CI0 4 B. PPy/ARS C. PPy/S04
PPy/P0 4 andE.PPy/PSS.

D.

surface of each film is significantly influenced by the dopant anions used for the
electropolymerization.
The morphology on GC electrodes is shown in Figure 3.7 for (A) PPy/SO/- and (B)
PPy/ARS. Both of them show ring morphology, where the former shows bigger rings of
various sizes and the latter shows smaller rings of equal sizes. When the surface of the
PPy/ARS is tilted by 45·, its enlarged SEM image showed an interesting volcano
morphology with an uneven surface (Figure 3.7-C). This type of morphology could be
responsible for its enhanced ion transport behaviour described below.
Figure 3.8 shows SEM images of four PPy/CI0 4- films on GC electrodes prepared
in the same way and then equilibrated in NaCl0 4 as follows: (A) as-prepared, (B)
potential cycled between +0.5 V and -1.0 V at 0.1 V

S-l,

(C) polarized at +0.2 V for one

minute, and (D) polarized at -0.2 V for one minute. The different equilibration conditions
resulted in distinct morphologies indicating that the polymer films restructure as a result
of gaining or losing different electrolyte ions. The as-prepared and 0.2 V polarized films
(A and C) show similar morphologies with granules of various sizes, which indicates that
the deposited film is in its oxidized state. However, cycling the film between its oxidized
and reduced states results in a smooth morphology; reducing the film at -0.2 V results in
a morphology with bigger granules. These changes in the surface morphology of the
polymer films reveal ion transport influences the structure of the film.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show EDX spectra of polymer films on GC electrodes. The
films had been cycled three times between 0.5 V and -1.0 V in NaCI04 at 0.1 V S-l before
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Fig. 3.7 SEM images for PPy films on GC electrodes for A. PPy/SO/- B. PPy/ARS, and C.
Magnified image of PPy/ARS tilted by 45·,

Fig. 3.8 SEM images for PPy/CI0 4 - films prepared in the same way on GC electrodes and
then polarized in NaCl0 4; A. as-prepared, B. cycled, C. polarized at +0.2 V, and D.
polarized at-0.2V.

the measurements to bring the films to the same conditions. PPy/PSS shows the highest
sulfur content due to immobilized polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) in the polymer matrix.
PPy/ARS also shows some content of sulfur, but the high amount of chlorine indicates
anion exchange between ARS and CI0 4', i.e. high eI/S ratio. From Figure 3.10, the
Ppy/P0 43. film shows various amounts of phosphorus at different locations of the film
indicating that the dopant anions (i.e. PO/Oj are unevenly distributed over the film,
which can be attributed to the low doping level. Sulfur was detected in PPy/PO/-,
presumably this is related to the presence of A1 20 3, i.e. impurity. Table 3.2 summarizes
the SEM and EDX data.
From Table 3.2, the high amount of CI- and Na+ in PPy/ARS and PPy/SO/' after
cycling in NaCI04 indicates mixed ion transport behaviour described below. The high
Na+/Cr ratio in PPy/PO/- indicates cation transport mechanism which also indicated by
the impedance results described below.

Table 3.2 Surface morphology and elemental compositions for PPy films.
Content (eV)a
Film

Morphologyb

PPy/CI0 4'

large granules

0.5

PPy/ARS

porous

4.5

PPy/SO/-

few granules

PPy/PO/-

aggregation

6+

c

2.3

smooth

0.9

4.8

PPy/PSS

Na

2.3

S

CI

2.5

4.8

2.2

3.5

2.0

4+

c

1.7

athe concentration of the content is described as count per second (CPS)
witheVunit.
bonPtwires
Cvarywith different positions
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Fig. 3.9 EDX spectra for PPy films on GC electrodes; films were cycled three times in 0.2
M NaCl04 before the measurements were taken; 1. PPy/CI0 4, 2. PPy/ARS, 3. PPy/S04,
and 5. PPy/PSS.

a>s/.V

1.5
bindineert<ff.Y/k.v

Fig. 3.10 EDX spectra for Ppy/P0 43- film on a GC electrode showing various phosphate
amounts at different positions of the film (1,2,3, and 4 are different positions where
measurements were taken). Films were cycled three times in 0.2 M NaCI0 4 before the
measurements were taken.

3.3.2 Cyclic voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry was used to probe the ion transport properties of the
polypyrrole (PPy) films, which reveals useful thermodynamic and kinetic information.
Because cyclic voltammetry is a dynamic technique (Le. describes changes over time),
kinetic information can be extracted from the voltammograms in addition to
thermodynamic information. The thermodynamic properties, such as the formal
potential (Eo), can be determined from reversible peaks where the ratio of the cathodic
peak current (i pc ) to anodic peak current (i pa) equals one. The kinetics of electron
transfer and the nature of any chemical process coupled with the electron transfer can
be determined from semi-reversible peaks (Le. ipJipa > 1).
Counterions

can

be

inserted

into

a

polymer

matrix

during

the

electropolymerization to compensate for the partial reversible oxidation of the polymer,
because the potential used for polymerization of the monomers is sufficient for doping
to occur. They can also be inserted during the switching process to balance the
electrogenerated charges on the polymer backbone, i.e. sWitching between doped and
undoped states. Co-ions can be inserted into a polymer matrix during the switching
process if the counterions are fully or partially bound to the polymer chains, Le. selfdoped polymers. In the case where polymers are formed by oxidative coupling, such as
polypyrrole, the counterions are anions and the co-ions are cations.
The typical voltammograms of PPy films show electrochemical hysteresis
between the anodic and cathodic peaks with the former being sharper than the latter.
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Such hysteresis has been attributed to difficulty in oxidizing the reduced form (Le.
insulating), which requires an overpotential. Such an overpotential has a kinetic origin
and results in a rapid oxidation process shown as a sharp anodic peak at a more positive
potential. There are two processes that occur during such oxidation; electron transfer at
the polymer/electrode interface and anion transport at the polymer/solution interface.
The latter involves a nucleation type process as the anions move from the solution
phase to the solid phase (30).
Herein, five different PPy films were chosen based on the size and charge of their
dopant anions. The PPy films used in this work can be divided into two groups. First, PPy
films prepared with CI0 4-, ARS, and PSS represent small, medium, and large dopant
anions, respectively. Second, PPy films prepared with CI0 4-, SO/-, and PO/- represent
uni-, di-, and tri-valent dopant anions, respectively. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of PPy
films were very stable to cycling between +0.5 V and -1.0 V at various scan rates in the
electrolyte solutions used in this work.
3.3.2.1 Influence of size and charge of dopant anions
Figure 3.11 shows second cycle voltammograms at 0.1 V

S·l

for PPy films

deposited with various dopant anions, and then redoped (Le. placed in different
electrolyte for measurement) in 0.2 M NaCi. Since the first cycle of a voltammogram is
usually influenced by the previous history of the film, the second cycle is shown here to
illustrate the steady state behaviour. The distinct voltammograms of these PPy films
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of the five PPy films in 0.2 M

reveal significant differences in the ion transport properties of each film, suggesting that
charge compensation follows different mechanisms for each film. PPy/CI0 4- exhibited a
typical CV for PPy films, characterized by a broad cathodic peak and sharper anodic peak
at ca. -0.2 V. PPy/ARS and PPy/PSS exhibited similar characteristic CVs indicating similar
ion transport properties for each film presumably due to localization of the dopant
anions. The film with the divalent anion (i.e. PPy/SO/-j shows a CV characterized by two
cathodic peaks at ca. 0 V and -0.5 V. The film of the trivalent anion (i.e. Ppy/P0 43-j shows
a featureless CV with a small cathodic peak at ca. -0.9 V.
From Figure 3.11, it is clearly shown that the size and the charge of the dopant
anion incorporated into the polymer films during polymerization significantly influence
the electrochemical behaviour of the films even though they were all redoped in the
same electrolyte solution. In another word, although ion exchange processes may take
place in these films to form ppy/cr, the original dopant anion of each film affects the ion
transport properties of the film to a significant extent. These distinct properties were
further probed by cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy to elucidate the key
factors behind such behaviours.
3.3.2.2 Transient cation insertion
It has been reported that the irreversible cathodic peak at ca. -0.8 V that appears
in addition to the main redox peak at ca. -0.2 V for polypyrrole films doped with C10 4(i.e. PPy/CI0 4-j is due to transient cation insertion. However, there is no comprehensive
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understanding for such peaks (28). The presence and absence of such peaks provide
valuable kinetic information which helps to understand the ion transport properties.
Figure 3.12 shows the first cycles of voltammograms for PPy/CI0 4- films in 0.2 M
electrolytes (NaC10 4 and NaCl) at 0.1 V S-l. Both films were prepared in the same way
and the starting potential was 0.5 V. It can be seen that an irreversible cathodic peak for
PPy/CI0 4 - at ca. -0.8 V appears in NaCI04 but not in NaCI. Typically, the charge
compensation mechanism of a PPy film is maintained by anion transport during the
electrochemical switching between the oxidized (doped) and reduced (undoped) states.
However, cations can be involved in the switching process under certain conditions, such
as localization of large dopant anions in polymer matrices. In such cases, cations from
the external electrolyte solutions can become the mobile ions for the electrochemical
SWitching between doped and undoped states. In addition, cation transport can partially
be involved in the switching process if the dopant anions have low mobility due to a
kinetic factor, such as steric effects or ion-polymer interactions. The cation insertion is
shown here as a reduction peak at -0.8 V indicating that anion transport is unable to
fulfill the charge compensation due to low mobility of C10 4 - inside the PPy matrix. This
explanation has been proven by redoping PPy/CI0 4 - in NaCi solution, which results in
disappearance of the reduction peak. Thus, the smaller counterions (Cn can better
maintain the charge compensation compared with C10 4 - due to its fast mobility inside
the PPy matrix (Figure 3.12). It is believed that the ion exchange process shown in
Equation 3.9 occurs once the film is exposed to NaCI solution (31; 19).
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Fig. 3.12 Cyclic voltammograms (1 st cycles) at 0.1 V S-l for PPy/CI0 4- films in 0.2 M
electrolytes as indicated. Both films were prepared in the same way. Initial potential 0.5
V.
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[3.9]
There are two main factors affecting the mobility of the counterions inside
polymer matrices, namely the size of the counterion and its interactions with the
polymer charges. Comparing CI0 4' versus cr, C10 4' has a radius of 0.236 nm with a
polyatomic tetrahedral structure and cr has a radius of 0.181 nm with a spherical
structure. The different charge distributions for these two anions result in different
interactions with the polymer charges. The hard anion (Cn has weak interactions with
the soft oxidized pyrrole units. However, the perchlorate ion has stronger interactions
with the PPy chains since the structure and size of the perchlorate ion make it
appropriate to hydrogen bond with four pyrrole units, between the oxygen of CI0 4' and
the hydrogen of the pyrrole N-H group (32). Thus, Cl0 4' has lower mobility than cr inside
the PPy matrix, which can explain why the hysteresis for the PPy/CI0 4' films is more
pronounced in NaCI0 4 compared with NaCi (Figure 3.12).
Two ion transport processes can take place for PPy/CI0 4' films in NaCl, after the
film becomes ppy/cr by spontaneous ion exchange. From Figure 3.12, A is anion
expulsion (CI') and D is anion insertion (Cr). The proposed electrochemical equations for
these two processes can be represented by;

A. (PPyt cr + e' -7 (PPy)o +
D. (PPy)o +

cr

cr

[3.10]

-7 (PPyt cr + e'

[3.11]

In contrast, four distinct ion transport processes can take place for PPy/CI0 4'
films in NaC10 4 , indicated in Figure 3.12 as: A, anion expulsion (Cl0 4 '); B, cation insertion

(Na+); C, cation expulsion (Na+); and D, anion insertion (C10 4l

The proposed

electrochemical equations for these processes can be represented by;

A. {PPyt (CI0 4 -) + e- -7 (ppy)(l-X)+ (CI0 4 - hx) + x{CI0 4 -)

[3.12]

B. {PPyt C104 - + Na+ + e- -7 {PPy)o C10 4- Na+

[3.13]

C. {PPy)o CI0 4 -Na+ -7 {PPyt C10 4 - + Na+ + e-

[3.14]

D. {PPy)o CI04 -Na+ + C104 - -7 {pPynCI0 4 -hNa+ + e-

[3.15]

Where PPy represents a segment of a polymer chain for polypyrrole or any conducting
polymer; and x (from 0 to 1) represents the oxidation level and indicates that some
dopant anions stay in the polymer matrix. Equation A is written for any charge ratio, but
the other equations are taken for x equals zero for simplicity.
A and D are anion transport; Band C are cation transport. The slow Na+ ejection
resulting in charge trapping is due to ion pair formation with the original dopant anions.
Thus, both Na+ and C10 4• stay inside the PPy matrix as non-exchange electrolyte. In
addition, the film has two main structures for the reduced form (31), Le. partially
reduced form (PPy)(l-X)+ (CI0 4-

)(1-x)

and fully reduced form (PPy)o C10 4- Na+. It can be

noticed from Figure 3.12 that the cathodic peak associated with anion expulsion (peak
A) is bigger in NaCI than NaC10 4 • This indicates that the film is partially reduced in
NaC10 4 , and becomes fully reduced after cation insertion.
The second reduction peak has been further probed by cycling PPy/CI0 4between 0.5 V and -1.0 V in NaCl0 4 which results in deactivation of the cathodic peak

associated with Na+ insertion (Figure 3.13). This peak was regenerated by polarizing at

0.5 V for 5 minutes. The CV after the polarization shows a peak shift to less negative
potential indicating restructuring or relaxation of the polymer chains during the
potential cycling (10; 33).
In contrast to PPy/CI0 4-, PPy/ARS exhibited no or very little transient cation
insertion in either NaCI or NaC10 4 , which indicates enhanced anion transport (Figure

3.14). This behaviour can be attributed to the porous morphology as shown by the SEM
results (Figures 3.6-B and 3.7-C). The multi redox peaks in NaCI04 suggest contributions
from various ions during the potential scan. Presumably, the large dopant anions
incorporated during the electropolymerization have a significant influence on the
structure of the polymer film causing the enhanced ion transport, while large
counterions inserted into the polymer film after the deposition of the film can hinder ion
transport (i.e. the case of PPy/CI0 4- in NaCI04 ). As a result, it can be concluded from the
results of CVs and EDX spectra that a large dopant anion (e.g. ARS) with weak ionpolymer interactions can undergo partial ion-exchange with counterions from the
external electrolyte solution (Figure 3.9 for EDX spectra).
It has been shown that PPy films doped with univalent anions (i.e. CI0 4 -) exhibit
transient cation insertion in order to overcome the slow mobility of the counterions
(28). However, when the same film is redoped with smaller counterions (e.g. Cr), the
film maintains its electroneutrality without the need for cation uptake due to the fast
mobility of the counterions. In contrast, polymer films doped with larger dopant anions
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Fig. 3.13 Cyclic voltammograms at 0.1 V S·l for PPy/CI0 4' films in 0.2 M NaCI04 . The film
was first cycled ten times between 0.5 V and -1.0 V (thin line), then polarized at 0.5 V for
5 minutes to remove any trapped charges, finally a CV was taken again with the same
settings (thick line).
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Fig. 3.14 Cyclic voltammograms (2 nd cycles) at 0.1 V S·l for PPy/ARS films in 0.2 M
electrolytes as indicated. Both films were prepared in the same way. Initial potential 0.5
V.

(e.g. ARS, weak ion-polymer interactions) during the electropolymerization exhibit
porous morphology and enhanced ion transport.
3.3.2.3 Overpotential on the first scan
Figure 3.15 shows CVs of PPy/SO/- films for the first three consecutive cycles in
two different electrolytes, namely NaCI and NaC10 4 . In both cases, the first cycle started
at +0.5 V in the cathodic direction was different from the subsequent cycles with sharp
cathodic peaks at ca. -0.7 V to -0.9 V. Another feature of the first cycle is the absence of
the main cathodic wave at ca. -0.2 V which can be seen in the subsequent cycles.
Large overpotentials are generally observed on the first cathodic scan, which
cause the cathodic peak to be shifted to more negative potentials with usually large
currents. It has been reported that such overpotentials result in cation uptake causing a
large increase in the ionic conductivity and structural changes of the polymer chains (34;

35; 36). A large overpotential was clearly observed for the PPy films doped with divalent
anions (e.g. SO/') owing to ion-polymer interactions which hinder the mobility of the
dopant anions. Such hindrance results in absence of the main reduction wave on the
first cycle. However, after re-oxidation takes place in the NaCi electrolyte, the
overpotential disappears in the subsequent cycles and the main reduction peak appears.
The ion-polymer interactions for the divalent anions are stronger than for univalent
anions, because the divalent anions are surrounded by more monomer units to balance
their charge. Typically, every three to five pyrrole units can hold one negative charge,
and so six to ten pyrrole units can hold either two univalent anions or one divalent
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Fig. 3.15 The first three cycles of PPy/SO/' voltammograms at 0.1 V S·l in 0.2 M of; A.
NaCl, B. NaCI0 4 • Initial potential 0.5 V.

anion. Thus, divalent anions are bound more strongly to the polymer matrix than
univalent anions.
When PPy/50/- is redoped in NaCI solution, a slow ion exchange process is
expected to take place where the univalent anions replace the divalent anions (i.e.
Equation 3.16 has small equilibrium constant, Keq ). This is because 50/- is bound
strongly to the PPy matrix, and so the ion exchange is presumably slow. The absence of
the main reduction wave at -0.2 V on the first scan indicates that 50/- was not expelled.
In addition, the appearance of a new reduction peak at a lower potential (ca. -0.8V)
indicates that the electroneutrality of the film was preserved by cation uptake from the
electrolyte solution.

As a result, the original dopant anions form ion pairs with the

electrolyte cations and stay inside the polymer matrix as a non-exchange electrolyte (i.e.
Na2504(aq))_ This can be concluded because the cation uptake peak at ca. -0.8 V has no
counterpart peak (i.e. irreversible peak) indicating that the cations are trapped in the
film due to the ion pair formation.

[3.16]
The ion transport process during the first cycle for PPy/50/- is believed to take
place in NaCI solution according to Equations 3.17 and 3.18. For the subsequent cycles,
only

cr insertion and expulsion are taking place, Equation 3.19.

(PPy)Z+SO/- + 2x Na+ + 2x e- -7 (PPy)O(SO/-hx)(Na+hx+ X (SO/-) [3.17]
(PPy)o(SO/-hxl (Na+hx+ 2 cr -7 (PPy)z+(Crh-(NazS04)pore + 2x e- [3.18]
(PPy)o-(Na ZS04)pore + 2 cr ~ (PPy)z+(Crh-(NazS04)pore + 2 e78

[3.19]

There is only partial ion exchange taking place as indicated by equation 3.17 where x
indicates the amount of the original dopant anions which are removed. In contrast, the
film becomes (PPy)z+(CI04hz--(NazS04}POre after the first scan in NaCl0 4 solution and the
ion transport will follow the same electrochemical behaviour with transient cation
insertion (i.e. cation uptake at low potential) to overcome the low mobility of the
counterions (i.e. C10 4}

This can be concluded from the presence of the second

reduction wave at ca. -0.6 V in NaCl0 4 for the subsequent cycles. In both cases, ionpolymer interactions for the divalent anions result in an overpotential on the first scan,
causing cation uptake from the electrolyte solution.

3.3.2.4 Scan rate dependence
Further insight into the ion transport properties of the polymer films can be
obtained from scan rate dependence experiments. Changing the scan rate while taking
CV measurements over a fixed potential window was used to test the thermodynamic
and kinetic control of each peak. Under thermodynamic control, the peak shape should
not change with changing scan rate. However, the peak shape is changed with changing
scan rate under kinetic control. Since the electroactive material (i.e. the polymer film) is
immobilized on the electrode surface, the charged species (i.e. electrolyte ions) in the
solution are responsible for any mode of mass transport (i.e. diffusion and/or migration).
The results of scan rate dependence experiments are shown in Figure 3.16 for
four films doped with different anions, namely CI0 4-, AR5, 50/-, and P55-. The trivalent
anion (i.e. PO/Oj has been excluded due to the high film resistance, causing very low
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Fig. 3.16 Cyclic voltammograms of four PPy films in 0.2 M NaCI at various scan rates; A.
PPy/CI0 4', B. PPy/ARS, C. PPy/SO/', D. PPy/PSS. Scan rates in mV S,l are indicated.
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currents. Each film was tested in NaCI over five scan rates from high to low rate, namely

0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.02 V

S·l.

The first cycle of the as-prepared films has been

excluded in each caseto showthe steady state behaviour.
The peak separations in Figure 3.16 increase with increasing scan rate as a result
of the anodic peaks shifting to more positive potentials and the cathodic peaks shifting
to more negative potentials. However, the cathodic peak of PPy/CI0 4- very slightly
shifted to more positive potentials with increasing scan rate. Both PPy/ARS and PPy/PSS
films exhibited similar peak shifts with scan rate.

In contrast, the PPy/SO/- film

exhibited two cathodic peaks in NaC!. The main cathodic and anodic peaks at ca. -0.2 V
were almost constant with increasing scan rate. However, the second cathodic peak at
ca. -0.8 V became more pronounced at higher scan rates and was significantly shifted to
more negative potentials with increasing scan rate.
It can be seen that ion insertion from the solution into the polymer films is
associated with higher film resistance than ion expulsion as indicated by the peak shifts.
The film is in its reduced (neutral) state at the beginning of ion insertion at about -0.6 V,
which is non-conducting and has very low ionic conductivity because it is undoped. The
film resistance in this case is high and causes the anodic peak shifts with increasing scan
rate. In contrast, the film is in its oxidized state at the beginning of ion expulsion at
about +0.5V, and so the film resistance is at its minimum value (i.e. conducting state).
Thus, there are no peak shifts with increasing scan rate if the peak corresponds to ion
expulsion (28). In the case where mixed ion transport is involved (e.g. PPy/ARS and

PPy/PSS), peak shifts are observed in both peaks indicating that there is ion insertion in
both cases.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 summarize the changes of the peak potentials (E p ) and the
peak currents (i p ) with scan rate, respectively. These changes are indicative of various
rates and modes of ion transport in the polymer films. Plots for the anodic peaks and
cathodic peaks versus scan rate are shown separately. From Figure 3.17, it can be
noticed that the peak shifts for the polymer films exhibited different slopes as follows.
The anodic peak for PPy/CI0 4- is more sensitive to scan rate than the cathodic peak,
where the former has a high slope and the latter is almost unchanged. Based on the
previous discussion, such behaviour can be attributed to anion transport. Both PPy/ARS
and PPy/PSS films exhibited similar dependences on scan rate where the cathodic and
anodic peaks are significantly shifted away from each other indicating ion transport has
both contributions of anions and cations at the same potentials. However, in the case of
PPy/SO/- where two cathodic peaks are present at two distinct potentials, the ion
transport process revealed anion and cation contributions but at different potentials.
The peak corresponding to anion insertion exhibited very little shift compared with
cation insertion indicating low anion insertion presumably due to the electroactive
centers on the polymer backbone being blocked by the original dopant anions (50/-),
and so cation insertion occurs to compensate for the localized divalent anions.
From Figure 3.18, the current of the anodic and cathodic peaks increases linearly
with increasing scan rate in all cases indicating that the peaks are under thermodynamic
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control. As scan rate increases, electrolyte ions travel faster to maintain the
electroneutrality of the film, causing bigger currents. Thus, the way the potential varies
with time affects the way the current varies with time. PPy/CI0 4" shows the highest
increase in the anodic current indicating dominance of anion contributions in the redox
process. In contrast, PPy/ARS and PPy/PSS show the highest increase in the cathodic
current indicating dominance of cation contributions compared with the other films.
However, such indication is not quantitative enough to find the dominance of ion
transport in each case. The ion transport properties for the five PPy films are described
more quantitatively in the next section by using impedance spectroscopy.

3.3.3 Impedance spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful technique to probe charge transport in
polymer-coated electrodes quantitatively (37). The impedance (vector Z

= rotating

vectors E/I) is measured at a fixed frequency or as a function of frequency and one can
assume a linear behaviour of current versus potential. Ionic and solution resistances can
be identified from Nyquist plots, and so the ionic conductivity can be calculated based
on Equations 3.5 and 3.6 (38). Nyquist plots are a way of showing a frequency response
by plotting imaginary impedance versus real impedance. From Nyquist plots, three
processes can be identified as the frequency is swept from high to low values: electron
transfer across the electrode/polymer interface at high frequencies, ion transport
processes within the polymer layer at medium frequencies, and capacitive charging

behaviour at low frequencies (39). Since the electron transport for PPy films is very fast,
the charge transfer resistance (ReT) is negligible, causing the absence ofa semicircle at
high frequencies inthe Nyquist plots.
Nyquist and capacitance plots are the most useful depictions of the polymer film
impedances, and so they are shown here for comparative studies of the polymer films.
Impedance measurements were recorded for oxidized (i.e. doped and so conducting)
states of the polymer films between +0.2 V and -0.2 V, unless otherwise stated. High
potential values were avoided to prevent overoxidation of the polymer films, which
damages the conjugation of the polymer chains causing them to become nonconducting. Results were recorded in the order of decreasing potential values for any
potential dependence experiment to have consistent measurements. Because current
sensitivity is changed automatically while taking the impedance measurements, some
points show inconsistent values compared with others.
3.3.3.1 Potential dependence
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show Nyquist plots for the polymer films' impedance
measured in 0.2 M NaCI at various potentials from +0.2 V to -0.2 V. All polymer films
were equilibrated under potential cycling conditions in 0.2 M NaCI before the
impedance measurements were taken to bring the films to the same ion equilibrium
conditions. The results of these two figures indicate that the ion transport properties of
the polymer films exhibited significant potential dependence, which are summarized in
Figure 3.21.
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Fig. 3.19 Nyquist plots for PPy films equilibrated under cycling conditions in 0.2 M NaCl,
and measured at different potentials as indicated. A. PPy/CI0 4-, B. PPy/ARS, c. PPy/SO/Inset series capacitance versus real impedance.
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Figure 3.21 summarizes the ionic conductivities exhibited by the polymer films at
various oxidation levels which increase as the potential is increased. The ionic
conductivities of PPy/CI0 4', PPy/ARS, and PPy/SO/- increased with increasing electrode
potentials, while the ionic conductivities for Ppy/P0 4 3- and PPy/PSS decreased with
increasing electrode potentials. The ionic conductivity of the polymer film with trivalent
anions (Le. Ppy/P0 43-) was multiplied by a factor of one thousand to fit with the scale of
the other films.
The ionic conductivities are directly related to the mobile ion concentrations in
the polymer films.

As the mobile ion concentration in the film increases, the ionic

conductivity increases and vice versa. The charge carried by the mobile ions can
therefore be inferred from how ionic conductivities changes with potential, Le. oxidation
levels (14; 28). For an oxidation process (Le. p-doping), anion transport is indicated by an
increasing ionic conductivity at higher potentials, where the mobile ion concentration
(Le. anion) increases with oxidation. On the other hand, cation transport is indicated by
a decreasing ionic conductivity at higher potentials, where the mobile ion concentration
(Le. cation) decreases with oxidation. It is also worthy to note that the electroneutrality
of the oxidation process for polymer films can be maintained either by anion insertion
and/or by cation expulsion. The former is associated with an ionic conductivity increase
while the latter is associated with an ionic conductivity decrease. The redox process can
therefore be accomplished by mixed ion transport and dominated by either anion or
cation transport which influences the net ionic conductivity of the film.
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Fig. 3.21 Ionic conductivity versus electrode polarization potential measured in 0.2 M
NaC!. The ionic conductivity of the polymer film with trivalent anions (i.e. Ppy/P0 4 3-) is
multiplied by a factor of one thousand to fit with the scale for the other films.

The real impedance (Zre) should be constant at low frequency (Le. capacitive
behaviour). However, inhomogeneity of the polymer films results in Zre continuing to
increase at low frequency (34) which is observed particularly for the polymer film doped
with trivalent anions (Le. Ppy/P0 43-).
Capacitance plots (series capacitance versus real impedance) are shown in the
insets of Figures 3.19 and 3.20 for comparison with their impedance plots. They
illustrate the rate and the way of reaching the limiting capacitance for each polymer
film. The rate can be inferred from the slope of rising where the steeply rising or bigger
slope indicates the higher conductivity, and so the absence of charge transfer resistance.
However, the zero slope or constant capacitance values indicate the presence of
significant charge transfer resistance. The way of reaching the limiting capacitance can
be inferred as the frequency decreases where the redox reaction encompasses the
whole polymer layer at the lowest frequencies. Thus, the low-frequency capacitance can
be seen as equilibrium charge storage in the polymer layer where charge insertion and
expulsion are in equilibrium as the AC potential wave oscillating between the cathodic
and anodic directions (40). The limiting capacitance is also proportional with accessible
electroactive centers, and so for polymer films with same polymerization charges the
higher limiting capacitance is the more accessible electroactive centers. Interestingly,
the offset of rising capacitance for PPy/SO/- exhibited zero slope with constant
capacitance at -0.2 V indicating significant charge transfer resistance presumably due to
low concentration ofthe mobile ions at such a potential.

From the insets of Figures 3.19 and 3.20, it can be noticed that each polymer film
has a different rising capacitance, and so the rate of reaching the limiting capacitance
varies. The highest rates can be seen at +0.2 V for PPy/CI0 4 -, PPy/ARS, and PPy/SO/indicating that p-doping is facilitated at higher levels of oxidation. In contrast, for
PPy/PSS and PPy/PO/- the rate was highest at -0.2 V indicating that p-doping of the selfdoped polymer (i.e. PPy/PSS) is facilitated at lower levels of oxidation. The polymer film
with trivalent anion (i.e. Ppy/P0 4 3-) exhibited as self-doped polymer regarding the rate
of reaching the limiting capacitance. These results also confirm the one in Figure 3.21
where ionic conductivity is related to the rate of reaching the limiting capacitance.
Figure 3.22 shows the limiting capacitance versus the electrode potential for
each polymer film, which refers to accessible electroactive centers at each oxidation
level. The capacitance of the polymer film with trivalent anions (i.e. PPy/PO/-) was
multiplied by a factor of ten to fit with the scale of the other film. It can be seen that the
accessible electroactive centers had their maximum values at -0.1 V for PPy/CI0 4-,
PPy/SO/-, and Ppy/P0 43-, while for PPy/PSS and PPy/ARS increased as the polymer films
reduced and reached the neutral state.
It has been shown that anion transport is indicated by increasing ionic
conductivities at higher oxidation levels, while cation transport is indicated by
decreasing ionic conductivities at higher oxidation levels. The rate of reaching the
limiting capacitance is facilitated at higher oxidation levels for the polymer films with
anion transport properties, but at lower oxidation levels for the polymer films with
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cation transport properties. In addition, the way of reaching the limiting capacitance is
significantly influenced by the nature and mobility of the dopant anions used for
polymerization and deposition of the polymer films.
3.3.3.2 Ionic conductivity with different electrolytes
Impedance spectroscopy was used to measure the ionic conductivities of the
polymer films at +0.2 V in three different 0.2 M electrolyte solutions (i.e. NaCl, NaCI0 4,
and LiCI0 4). These electrolytes were chosen based on their ions' size, and so the
influence of counterions and co-ions is illustrated for the comparative study. Figure 3.23
shows Nyquist plots measured at +0.2 V for the polymer films (i.e. PPy/CI0 4', PPy/ARS,
and ppY/SO/') equilibrated under potential cycling conditions in the corresponding
electrolyte solution. It can be seen that the solution resistance (RsL offset of the
impedance spectrum, of each film was sensitive to the both electrolyte ions but to
different degrees. Table 3.3 summarizes the ionic conductivities for the five polymer
films calculated at a constant film thickness of 111m.

Table 3.3 Ionic conductivities measured at +0.2 V for polymer films.
Ionic conductivity (¢ cm'l)
Electrolyte
(O.2M)

PPy/CI04 PPy/ARS

PPy/S04

PPy/P04 PPy/PSS

NaCI

39.1

42.7

31.3

1.3

NaCI04

5.9

36.1

29.3

1.2

LiCI04

11.7

39.1

39.1

2.8
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Fig. 3.23 Nyquist plots measured at 0.2 V for three PPy films in three different
electrolytes (0.2 M) as indicated; A. PPy/CI0 4-, B. PPy/ARS, C. PPy/SO/-. The films were
equilibrated under cycling conditions in the corresponding solution before the
measurements were taken.

The dependence of ionic conductivity on the electrolyte ions reveals kinetic
limitations about the mobile ions. As can be seen from Table 3.3, the polymer films with
univalent small anions (i.e. PPy/C10 4-) exhibited enhanced ion transport in NaCI solution.
However, the ionic conductivity decreased by a factor of seven in NaCI0 4, where the
perchlorate ion is almost three times more massive than the chloride ion. This indicates
that the electrostatic interactions between the anions and polymer chains play a
significant role besides the steric effects. In LiCI0 4 , the ionic conductivity increased by a
factor of two compared with NaCI0 4, where

Lt is

almost three times less massive than

Na+. Thus, the ionic conductivity of PPy/CI0 4- is influenced by both electrolyte ions, but
more significantly by counterions indicating anion transport properties.
For the polymer films with univalent large anions or divalent anions (i.e. PPy/ARS
and PPy/SO/-j, the ionic conductivity is not significantly affected by changing the
electrolyte ions, and so almost steady values of ionic conductivities were observed while
changing the electrolyte ions. This indicates that these polymer films exhibited mixed ion
transport properties, and so both ions compensate for each other to overcome any
kinetic limitation. This behaviour can be attributed to the partially localized dopant
anions which act as anionic sites besides the cationic sites of the polymer chains.
For PPy/PO/-, it has been shown from potential dependence experiments that
such films exhibit cation transport properties similar to PPy/PSS films, and so the change
of co-ions influences the ionic conductivity more than the counterions. For PPy/PSS, the
ionic conductivity is expected to be significantly influenced by co-ions due to the fully
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localized dopant anions which act as anionic sites. However, due to uncharacteristic
impedance behaviours or bad experimental results in NaCI0 4 and LiCl0 4, it was not
possible to get accurate values for comparison.
The low ionic conductivity of Ppy/P0 43- can be attributed to the compact
agglomerate nature and low doping level of the films as shown by SEM and EDX images,
respectively. Interestingly, the ionic conductivity of PPy/PSS is significantly bigger than
for any other film in NaCI electrolyte. This behaviour has been attributed to the large
dissociation constant between the mobile ions (i.e. Na+) and the sulfonate groups (S03-)
of the polyanion electrolyte, which is believed to be due to strong solvation after
dissociation compared with the positive charges on the polypyrrole chains. These
positive charges have diffuse nature causing polarisable chains, and so strong
interactions with the mobile ions are expected (28; 41).
The capacitance plots for the polymer films (i.e. PPy/CI0 4-, PPy/ARS, PPy/SO/-,
and Ppy/P0 4 3-) are shown in Figure 3.24 and were measured under the same conditions
of Figure 3.23. These plots show the limiting capacitance level and the slope of the rising
capacitance for each film in the three different electrolytes. The limiting capacitance
level indicated by the maximum capacitance reached at low frequencies reveals how
many electroactive centers are accessible to the electrolyte ion charges and the slope of
the rising capacitance shows how easily (i.e. fast) these centers are occupied with the
charges, and so steeply rising curves indicate high ion mobility (i.e. short charging time)
(40). It can be seen that the limiting capacitance level was not greatly influenced by the
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Fig. 3.24 Capacitance plots measured at 0.2 V for PPy films in three different
electrolytes as indicated; A. PPy/CI0 4-, B. PPY/ARS, C. PPy/SO/-, D. Ppy/P0 43- . Enlarged
plots of the high frequency regions are inset (same axes for the inset plots). The films
were equilibrated under cycling conditions in the corresponding solution before the
measurements were taken.

external electrolyte ions when the polymer films were doped with univalent or divalent
anions (i.e. CI0 4-, ARS, SO/l However, the slope of the rising portion was influenced by
the electrolyte ions as shown clearly for PPy/CI0 4 -. The mobility of ions inside the
polymer matrix in the electrolyte solutions is in the order of NaCI0 4 < LiCI0 4 < NaCl,
confirming the results in Table 3.3 for the ionic conductivities. Thus, the ion mobility is
influenced by both counterions (Cr and CI04-) and co-ions (Li+ and Na+).
For PPy/ARS, the slope of the rising portion was almost the same in each
electrolyte indicating that the ion mobility exhibits similar values as also shown in Table
3.3. Similar results are shown for PPy/SO/- with little slope distinction in different
electrolytes in the order of NaCI04 < NaCI < LiC10 4 . For PPy/PO/-, the slopes of the rising
portions indicate that the ion mobility in the three electrolytes increases in the order of
NaCI04 < NaCI < LiCI0 4 as magnified in the inset of Figure 3.24(D). However, the limiting
capacitance level (i.e. the number of electroactive centers which are accessible to ion
charges) of the film exhibited its maximum value in NaCI where both counterions and
co-ions can be easily accommodated due to their smaller sizes.
It has been shown that the dependence of ionic conductivity on ion transport
properties for the polymer films can be divided into three groups: anion transport where
the ionic conductivity is most influenced by the counterions (i.e. the case for PPy/CI0 4-),
mixed ion transport where the ionic conductivity is fairly constant (i.e. the case for
PPy/ARS and PPy/SO/-), and cation transport where the ionic conductivity is most
influenced by the co-ions (i.e. the case for Ppy/P0 43-).

3.3.3.3 Influence of the initial oxidation state of the film
One of the crucial points for conducting polymers, which still needs to be
resolved, is the dependence of ion transport properties on the initial degree of oxidation
of the polymer film. For that reason, the polymer films were equilibrated at different
conditions in order to vary their oxidation states. Impedance measurements were taken
at +0.2 V after the films deposition without any further treatment for the as-prepared
film. The cycled films were cycled between 0.5 V and -1.0 V for three times at 0.1 V S-l in
NaCi. The polarized films were held at a specified potential for one minute, except
otherwise stated, in NaCI. All films were deposited under the same conditions, and so all
should have same amount of electroactive materials.
The polymer films that are considered here are PPy/CI0 4- and PPy/PSS. The
Nyquist plots and the capacitance plots for PPy/CI0 4- and PPy/PSS are shown in Figures
3.25 and 3.26, respectively. For PPy/CI0 4-, four equilibration conditions were tested at
+0.2 V. It can be seen that the as-prepared film was in a highly conducting state and
exhibited a high capacitive nature indicating that the film was deposited with a high
concentration of mobile ions. The cycled film exhibited a medium conductivity between
the two polarized films. The -0.2 V polarized film exhibited the lowest conducting state
and lowest capacitive nature as well indicating that the film loses a significant amount of
the mobile ions after polarizing at such low potential. The low concentration of mobile
ions can be seen from the limiting capacitance level at low frequencies. In addition, the
capacitance plots show the way of reaching the limiting capacitance which reflects about
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charging time of the film. It can be seen that most of the films exhibited the same slope
to reach the limiting capacitance, while the -0.2 V polarized film exhibited two different
slopes. Because the higher slope of rising indicates higher conductivity, it can be
concluded that such film exhibited higher conductivity at lower frequencies.
The capacitance plots show that the steepest slope of rising was for the asprepared film. This can be attributed to a high doping level (Le. high oxidation state) that
can be achieved by the electrochemical polymerization. The least steep slope of rising
for the -0.2 V polarized film indicates that the film approaches its neutral (nonconducting) state by polarizing at low potentials. It can be seen that as the slope of rising
became less steep, the lower limiting capacitance level. The low level of limiting
capacitance indicates a lower number of electroactive centers that can be reached, and
thus a lower oxidation (doping) state is expected for the lower capacitance levels.
For PPy/PSS, three equilibration conditions were tested at +0.2 V. It should be
noticed that some equilibration conditions showed uncharacteristic behaviours or bad
experimental results, and so they are not used here. Figure 3.26(A) shows high ionic
conductivity for the cycled film and the -0.9 V polarized film. However, it can be seen
from the capacitance plots that these two films exhibited distinct limiting capacitance
levels where the -0.9 V polarized film had significantly higher capacitance level. This can
be attributed to a solely cation transport mechanism which occurs while the film is
reduced at such low potential. On the other hand, the -0.4 V polarized film exhibited
slow ionic conductivity indicating low cation insertion occurs at this potential. It can also
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be seen that the slope of rising became significantly less steep at such an oxidation state
indicating low ion mobility (Le. long charging time). It can be concluded that high ionic
conductivity and more electroactive centers can be achieved after reducing the film at O.9V.

3.4

Conclusions
Five polypyrrole films have been electrochemically synthesized from five

different electrolytes with anions of varying size and charge. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) reveal distinct
morphologies and elemental compositions, respectively. It was found that the
morphologies of the polymer films can be changed electrochemically.
The polymer films show significant differences in their ion transport properties
and charge compensation mechanisms due to the different dopant anions incorporated
during the polymerization. The kinetic limitations resulting from the size and charge of
the dopant anions can be overcome by redoping the film in a different electrolyte with
smaller ions (e.g. NaCI). The low mobility of counterions resulting from steric effects or
ion-polymer interactions influences the ion transport properties of the polymer films
causing cation uptake from the electrolyte solution. Both of the resulting overpotential
and transient cation insertion have kinetic rather than thermodynamic origins, where
the restricted anion transport is overcome by cation uptake. The scan rate dependence
indicates that the main redox peak of each film is under thermodynamic control. In

addition, the peaks corresponding to ion insertion shift with increasing scan rate
because the films exhibit high resistance at the beginning of ion insertion.
The polymer films doped with univalent aromatic anions (i.e. PPy/ARS) show
enhanced rates of ion transport (i.e. both anion and cation) after redoping with a smaller
anions (e.g. in NaCl), which is attributed to the porous morphology caused by the
aromatic anions. PPy/PSS shows an enhanced rate of cation transport, which is
attributed to the large dissociation constant between the mobile ions and fixed
polyanion charges.
The ion transport properties of the polymer films exhibited significant potential
dependence as indicated by the ionic conductivity measurements in NaCI electrolyte.
Ionic conductivities measured as a function of oxidation levels can be used to identify
the mode of ion transport within the polymer films. In addition, the limiting capacitance
and ion mobility can quantitatively be identified by using capacitance plots. It was found
that these ion transport properties are significantly influenced by the dopant anions
used for polymerization and deposition of the polymer films. It can be concluded that
the ion transport properties of the self-doped films are significantly influenced by the
initial oxidation state compared with the normal doped films. Valuable information can
be taken from the dependence of ion transport properties on the oxidation state of the
conducting
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Chapter 4

Ion Transport in Modified Polypyrrole Films

4.1

Approach and importance
Conducting polymers can be utilized to incorporate and immobilize different

species in their matrices, Le. modified polymer films. It has been found that modified
polymer films can possess interesting chemical, electrical, and magnetic properties (1).
Conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PTh), and polyaniline
(PAn), have been utilized to incorporate ferrocenes (two cyclopentadiene rings with Fe)
and other metallocene complexes (two cyclopentadiene rings with a transition metal
e.g. Ru, Co, Ni) (2). Ferrocene-containing polypyrrole (PPy-Fc) was exploited to increase
the sensitivity of carbon monoxide gas sensors, Le. electrocatalysis applications (3). A
paramagnetic property of conducting polymers was shown for polypyrrole doped with a
ferrocene derivative, Le. p-ferrocenyl benzene sulfonic acid (4). A platinum coated
electrode with polypyrrole containing ferrocene sulfonate (PPy-FcS03) was shown to
electrocatalyse the hydrogen gas evolution reaction in strong acid solutions (5).
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Polymer-coated electrodes with electroactive species containing a redox center
can work as electron-transfer mediators to regenerate redox enzymes, e.g. glucose
oxidase, without the need for additive reagents, Le. reagentless. Such electrodes have
applications in biosensors with high selectivity and sensitivity (6). It was also shown that
conducting polymer composites with ferrocene groups as dopant molecules possess
increased charge capacity due to the additional electroactivity of the dopant molecules.
These composite materials can be used as electrode materials for rechargeable batteries

(7; 8).
Conducting polymer films can also be modified with large molecules, such as
steric stabilizers and surfactants. It was shown that such modification can influence the
physical properties of the polymer films, such as morphology, mechanical strength,
conductivity, and solubility. The large molecules can act as counterions and can stabilize
the polymerization process by reducing the natural repulsion of the radical cations (9;

10).
It is an interesting property of conducting polymers that electroactive and nonelectroactive species can be incorporated into their matrices, and both can significantly
influence the ion transport properties of the film. The focus of the work in this chapter
was to study ion transport of a variety of modified polymer films by cyclic voltammetry
and impedance spectroscopy where the electroactive dopant ions can be monitored
during the insertion and ejection int%ut of polymer films.
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Electroactive species can be incorporated into conducting polymers either during
or after the electrodeposition process (4; 11). In both cases, the electroactive species
should possess a charge. The incorporation process during the electrodeposition of
conducting polymers requires negative charged species if the polymer is deposited by
oxidative polymerization; and positive charged species if the polymer is deposited by
cathodic polymerization. As such, the electroactive species will be incorporated as
counterions. However, incorporation after the electrodeposition of the conducting
polymer involves ion exchange between the counterions of the polymer film and the
external electrolyte ions of a monomer-free solution. For maximum incorporation of the
desired species, the monomer-free solution should not contain any other charged
species which could compete with the desired species.
Non-ionic species can be incorporated into polymer matrices by activation with a
Lewis acid, such as boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE). Non-ionic species containing
an electron-donating group, such as a hydroxyl group, can form a complex with the
Lewis acid making charged species which are suitable for incorporation into polymer
matrices (12).

4.2

Modification of polypyrrole films with a ferrocene derivative
1-(Ferrocenyl)ethanol (FcOH) is a ferrocene derivative with an ethyl alcohol

group attached to one of the cydopentadienyl rings (Figure 4.1). It is also known as amethylferrocenemethanol. Ferrocene and its derivatives (e.g. FcOH) exhibit useful

electrochemical behaviour characterized by a reversible one electron Fe(IIi/II) redox
couple. In the present case, the ethanol group attached to ferrocene was chosen to
produce a negatively charged ion which can act as dopant anions for polypyrrole
electrodeposition. The non-ionic molecule FcOH can be activated by using a Lewis acid,
such as boron trifluoride diethyl etherate (BFEE). Figure 4.2 shows that the lone pair of
the oxygen of the hydroxyl group attacks the empty orbital of boron of the Lewis acid.
Following deprotonation, the net charge of the formed complex is negative.
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Fig.4.1 Chemical structures of A. l-(ferrocenyl)ethanol (FcOH); B. Alizarin Red S (ARS);

c. polyethylene glycol (PEG); D. boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE).
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Fig. 4.2 Complex formation between a hydroxyl group and BFEE (X is a substituent
group).

4.2.1

Preparation of ferrocene-modified polymer films
The system used to produce ferrocene-containing polypyrrole coated electrodes

(PPy-Fc) utilized the Lewis acid solution (i.e. BFEE) as a conducting medium and to
activate the hydroxyl group of FcOH. Acetonitrile (CH 3 CN) was used as a co-solvent,
except

where

otherwise

stated.

Figure

4.3

shows

voltammograms

for

the

electrochemical polymerization of Py in the presence of FcOH. Three non-consecutive
cycles (1 st , 4 th , and 8

th

)

are shown; the first cycle signifies the nucleation process which

indicates the starting of the electrodeposition of the film on the electrode surface as a
result of a phase change from solution to solid; the fourth and eighth cycles signify that
the current increased as an indication of film growth with cycling. The current of the
initially reversible peak at ca. 0.4 V assigned to FcOH also increased with cycling, which
indicates that the FcOH concentration at the electrode surface increases during the
electrodeposition. The peak separation increased linearly with cycling which can be
attributed to the solution resistance (R) and the current (i) increase with film deposition
(i.e. liE

= 59 mV + iR).

- 1 s t cycle
- - 4th cycle
- 8 t h cycle
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Fig. 4.3 Electropolymerization of pyrrole on a GC electrode (0.071 cm ) from 0.1 M Py,
10 mM FcOH, and 20% BFEE in CH 3CN. The deposition rate was 0.1 V S·l. The starting
potential was -0.2 V and the switching potential was 1.2 V.

Three polymerization techniques were used to prepare PPy-Fc coated electrodes,
namely potentiodynamic (PO), potentiostatic (PS), and galvanostatic (GS). Figure 4.4
shows voltammograms of electrodes

modified

by each technique,

which

are

characterized by reversible couples at -0.10 V assigned to PPy redox and at +0.15 V
assigned to FcOH redox, i.e. Fe(III/II}. The shift of the FcOH redox peak toward less
positive potentials relative to Figure 4.3 is due to the change in solvent, i.e. water vs.
CH 3 CN, where the film is better solvated in water solution indicated by its facile
electrochemistry. It can be seen that the three techniques successfully incorporated
FcOH into the PPy matrices. However, the polymerization charge for each film was
different, and so the voltammograms cannot be used for quantitative comparison. Each
technique has its own advantage over the others. The polymerization charge can be best
controlled by the galvanostatic technique which can be used to control the film
thickness. The insertion of FcOH during the electrochemical polymerization can be
observed and monitored during potentiodynamic polymerization which shows that the
amount of FcOH increases during film growth on the electrode surface (Figures 4.3). The
potentiostatic technique is useful to avoid overoxidation of the conjugated system of the
polymer films as the formation potential is fixed at a certain value. A more compact film
is expected to be produced by this technique indicated by the small peaks at -0.5 V and 0.8 V, caused by charge trapping, which are a characteristic of dense film ion transport
properties (see Chapter 3).
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Fig. 4.4 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc coated electrodes prepared by using different
techniques as follows; GC: galvanostatic, PS: potentiostatic, PD: potentiodynamic. The
measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 electrolyte solution at a scan rate of 0.1 V S·l.
The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, and
20% BFEE in CH 3 CN under the following deposition condition; GS: 0.3 rnA (0.018 C), PS:
1.0 V for 1 minute, PD: 0.1 V S·l (5 cycles between -0.2 V and 1.2 V).

The three polymerization techniques were tested for various polymerization
charges. Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films prepared
by potentiodynamic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic techniques, respectively. The
films prepared potentiodynamically exhibited current responses that were proportional
to the number of cycles used for deposition. The redox waves for PPy (E p
and FcOH (E p

::::

number

polymerization

of

::::

0.0 to -0.2 V)

0.15 to 0.20 V) experienced similar current increases with increasing
cycles.

However,

the

films

produced

with

more

polymerization cycles (from 10 and 15 cycles) exhibited greater current increases for the
FcOH redox wave. This behaviour was even more pronounced for the films prepared by
potentiostatic polymerization, where sharp oxidation peaks can be seen for the films
prepared with longer polymerization times (2 and 3 minutes). The films grown
galvanostatically exhibited more consistent current increases with polymerization
charge for both redox waves. The origin of the disproportionate increases for the anodic
FcOH wave is believed to be charge trapping and was found to be difficult to control.
The three techniques gave linear relationships between the polymerization
charge and the area under the voltammogram which reflects the amount of the
deposited material, i.e. both PPy and FcOH. The polymerization charge can roughly be
estimated by integration of the area under the oxidation peak for the potentiodynamic
technique due to current variation during the film electrodeposition. In contrast, the
galvanostatic technique produces films with polymerization charges that can easily be
calculated, where the current is kept constant throughout the electrodeposition. The
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Fig. 4.5 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCI04 at 0.1 V S-1 with different
polymerization cycles as indicated. The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes
from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN by potentiodynamic polymerization at
a scan rate of 0.1 V S-1 between -0.2 V and 1.2 V.
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Fig. 4.6 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.1 V S·l with different
polymerization time as indicated. The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes
from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN by potentiostatic polymerization at 0.1
V.
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Fig. 4.7 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.1 V S·l with different
polymerization charges as indicated. The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes
from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN by galvanostatic polymerization at a
deposition rate of 0.3 mAo
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charge used for film deposition (Q) can therefore be calculated from (Q = i

* t) where i is

the current in ampere and t is the deposition time in seconds. For the potentiostatic
technique, the produced current can be integrated over the time interval to find the
deposition charge.
Modification of a polymer film with electroactive species (e.g. a ferrocene
derivative) can also be achieved after electrodeposition onto an electrode surface.
Electroactive species can be incorporated into the polymer film after electrodeposition
by potential cycling in a monomer free solution containing the electroactive species
which can act as counterions to maintain the electroneutrality of the film. The exchange
of counterions can be enhanced by cycling the film between doped and undoped states,
in this way. In addition, the incorporation by ion-exchange can be achieved by polarizing
the film at a fixed potential, at which counterion charges are required to maintain
electroneutrality. However, the incorporation cannot be achieved to a significant level if
the polymer film is not porous enough to allow for entry of the electroactive species.
Figure 4.8 shows cyclic voltammograms for PPy films after cycling in FcOH
solution, compared with an as-prepared film. Although there were small peaks at ca. 0.2
V indicating incorporation of FcOH, much greater incorporation was obtained with a
more porous PPy film doped with a large aromatic molecule, Le. PPy/ARS. This film was
characterized in Chapter 3 and found to be highly porous. After electrodeposition of
PPy/ARS onto the electrode surface, the film was polarized at 0.6 V in FcOH containing
BFEE/CH 3 CN solution. The polymer film became polycationic and FcOH is believed to
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Fig. 4.8 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCl0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer
films were deposited from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN at 0.3 rnA with a deposition
charge of 0.018 C. The films were cycled before the measurements in FcOH solution (10
mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN between 0.5 V and -1.0 V for the indicated number of
cycles. PPy/ARS was deposited from 0.1 M Py, 6 mM ARS aqueous solution and then
polarized at 0.6 V (3 minutes) in FcOH solution before the measurement in 0.2 M NaCi.
The current for PPy/ARS was divided by a factor often.

possess a negative charge after complex formation with BFEE (see Figure 4.2)' and thus
FcOH can contribute to the ion transport needed to maintain the electroneutrality of the
polymer film. The redox waves can clearly be seen at ca. -0.2 V and ca. 0.3 V for PPy and
FcOH electrochemistry, respectively. Note the change in the scale of Figure 4.8.

4.2.2

Investigation of electropolymerization conditions
Different FcOH concentrations can be incorporated into PPy films during the

electrodeposition of the film from different solution concentrations as shown in Figure
4.9. Two polymer films were grown from two different FcOH concentrations (Le. 10 mM
and 15 mM) and the CVs of these films were compared with a polymer film grown in the
absence of FcOH, Le. an unmodified polymer film. Obviously, the ion transport
properties of the films were significantly influenced by the FcOH concentration inside
the polymer matrix. It can be seen that the polypyrrole oxidation peak of the film
prepared with 15 mM FcOH was significantly shifted to more positive potentials, but the
FcOH oxidation peak, Le. Fe(III/II), was shifted to a lower degree. This can be attributed
to ion transport being impeded by the high concentration of FcOH inside the polymer
film. It is also probable that the polymer chains were restructured by the introduced
electroactive species, as suggested by the distinct electrochemical behaviour of the
polymer after incorporation.
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Fig. 4.9 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy and PPy-Fc films prepared with different
concentrations of FcOH as indicated (A and B). The CVs were taken in 0.5 M NaCI04 at
0.05 V S·l. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, the indicated
concentration of FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN at a deposition charge of 0.018 C.

Presumably, as the FcOH concentration in the formation solution increases, the
FcOH concentration inside the polymer matrix increases to a certain extent. However,
Figure 4.9(B) shows that the films deposited from the solutions containing

~

15 mM

FcOH exhibited similar electrochemical behaviour with variable charge trapping which
affects the maxima of the oxidation peaks. It can also be noticed that the oxidation peak
of PPy starts to disappear at 20 mM FcOH, and disappears completely at 30 mM FcOH.
At such high concentrations of FcOH, the redox properties of the polymer film became
silent and the redox wave of FcOH prevailed.
Figure 4.10 shows cyclic voltammograms for PPy-Fc films deposited by constant
current polymerization from the same solution at different deposition rates. The
electropolymerization conditions of PPy-Fc films deposited at different rates are
summarized in Table 4.1. The deposition charge was kept constant for all films (i.e. 0.018

C). It can be seen that the deposition rate has a significant influence on the
electrochemical behaviour of the film. For the film deposited at the slowest deposition
rate (0.05 mA), the film exhibited typical "dense film" behaviour where the anion
transport limitation is overcome by cation insertion. A small reduction peak can
therefore be seen at ca. -0.9 V which is attributed to Na+ insertion. This film shows a
clear reversible wave for FcOH at ca. 0.2 V, but a less reversible wave for PPy which can
be seen at ca. -0.2 V. The films deposited at 0.08 mA and 0.3 mA exhibited similar redox
waves with more area under the peak for the former. This behaviour can be attributed
to partial overoxidation of the conjugated system for the film deposited at 0.3 mA where
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Fig. 4.10
Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films prepared by galvanostatic
polymerization at different deposition rates as indicated. The CVs were measured in 0.5
M NaCl0 4 at 0.05 V S-l. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 10
mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with a deposition charge of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm-\

the formation potential rose to 1.3 V at such deposition rate, see Table 4.1. The film
polymerized at 0.2 mA exhibited small peaks for FcOH compared with the other films.
The charges associated with FcOH incorporation have a major influence on the FcOH
wave, as considered in more details in the next section. It can be concluded that the film
polymerized at 0.08 mA shows optimized electrochemical behaviour where the waves
forPPyand FcOH can clearly be identified.

Table 4.1

Electropolymerization conditions for deposition of PPy-Fc films at various

deposition rates
deposition

deposition

measured

deposition

rate (mA)a

time (sec)

potential (V)

charge (mC)b

0.05

360

0.7

18.0

0.08

225

1.0

18.0

0.10

180

1.0

18.0

0.20

90

1.2

18.0

0.30

60

1.3

18.0

aconstant current applied for electropolymerization of pyrrole
2
b electrodeposition of polypyrrole onto a GC electrode of 0.071 cm , corresponding to a
o2
charge density of 0.25 Ccm

126

4.2.3

Film characterization by UV-Vis and atomic absorption spectroscopy
The UV-Vis absorption spectra were measured for modified (PPy-Fc) and

unmodified (PPy) polymer films. Figure 4.11 shows absorption spectra of the polymer
films deposited on indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes (a conducting and transparent glass
with

coated

tin-doped

indium

oxide)

from

BFEE/CH 3 CN

by

constant

current

polymerization (0.18 C). Two absorption bands can be identified for the PPy film at 330
nm and 460 nm. In contrast, two bands at 460 nm and 650 nm and one shoulder at 330
nm can be identified for the PPy-Fc film. The band and shoulder at 330 nm can be
assigned to 1t-1t* transition of the polymer conjugated system (3; 13; 14). The band at

460 nm can be assigned to a bipolaron conducting state of PPy (13). The existence of
FcOH in the modified polymer film could be responsible for changing the 330 nm band
to a shoulder due to disturbing the conjugated system. The band at 650 nm can be
assigned to ferrocenium, indicating the effective modification of PPy with FcOH (3). The
increased absorption at lower wavelengths is due to metal oxide (ITO) of the electrode
surface.
Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was used for quantitative determination
of iron (Fe) in the electrochemically deposited polymer films. The polymer films were
deposited on ITO electrodes to collect measurable amounts of the polymer material
(mass production). After the films were peeled from the ITO electrodes, they were
dissolved in 5 mL aqua regia (HN0 3 : HCI, 1:3), and then diluted to 25 mL with 50 % HCI
solution.
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Fig. 4.11 UV-Vis spectra of PPy and PPy-Fc films on ITO electrodes. The films were
deposited from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH for PPy-Fc, 10% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition
charges of 0.18 C.

Table 4.2 Polymer films used for Fe AAS
[PV)

[FcOH)

BFEE

CH 3CN

Q

(M)"

(mM)a

(mL)b

(mL)

(C)C

(mg)d

(ppm)e

[Fe)
%Fe

Filml

0.1

10

1.44

0.44

0.07

0.4

Film2

0.5

20

4.32

1.10

0.35

0.8

f

aconcentration in the deposition solution
b boron trifluoride ethyl etherate
C polymerization charge in coulomb
dtotal mass of the polymer film
e iron concentration from calibration curve (ppm or mg/L)
f percentage of iron in the polymer film by mass

The polymer films were deposited from two different solutions on ITO electrodes
as shown in Table 4.2. The concentration of Fe in the films was determined by AAS after
calibration with five Fe standard solutions. The data show that the concentration of Fe
was proportional to the FcOH concentration used to deposit the films. It can be
concluded that FcOH can be incorporated into the polymer film by using electrochemical
deposition.
The number of moles of Py and FcOH, mole ratio of Py to FcOH, and number of
electron per Py unit consumed during polymerization (npol) of each film are shown in
Table 4.3. The mole ratio (Py:FcOH) was calculated by assuming that each polymer film
consisted of PPy (65 g mor l of Py ring) and FcOH (230.1 g mor l ) only. The ratio indicates
that FcOH incorporation increased linearly with its concentration in the polymerization

Table 4.3 Properties of the polymer films from AAS measurements
~moleof

Py"

~moleof
a

FcOH

Film1

6.6

0.032

214

2.26

Film 2

16.5

0.15

106

2.71

number of mole of Py and FcOH in the films
bmoleratio
C number of electron consumed per Py unit during polymerization
a

solution. The number of electron consumed per Py unit (npol) was calculated by using
Equation 4.1.

[4.1]
where Opal is the polymerization charge, MPy is the molar mass of Py, mPy is the mass of
Py in the film, and F is Faraday constant (96485 C mor

l

).

The value of npol

=2.26 for Film

1 is a typical value for polymerization of Py (15), where two electrons are consumed per
Py unit and 0.26 electrons are consumed for the partial oxidation (doping) for each Py
unit. This value indicates that every four Py units carry one positive charge. In contrast,
value of npol y

=2.71 for Film 2 indicates some inefficiency in the deposition where some

charge is consumed to oxidize FcOH both in the film and solution.

4.2.4

Monitoring the ion transport processes
One of the crucial points for incorporation of electroactive species into the

polymer matrix is to monitor and control the insertion and ejection processes which in

turn influence ion transport of the polymer film. Many efforts were made to understand
the nature of the interactions between PPy and FcOH in our PPy-Fc films. It is
demonstrated in the preceding sections that FcOH insertion can be observed during the
film growth and during the film cycling in a FcOH solution. Several methods were also
employed to expel FcOH out of the film, such as cycling in aqueous and non-aqueous
solutions, polarizing the film at positive and negative potentials, use of a steric stabilizer,
and overoxidation of the film, which are the subject of this section and the next chapter.
The experiments in this chapter helped in understanding the nature of interactions, but
none of them was able to fully expel the FcOH from the film. This can be attributed to
physical trapping of FcOH inside the polymer matrix, formation of a complex between
the FcOH and the

1t

electrons of PPy, and/or covalent bonding between the FcOH and

PPychains.
Cycling conducting polymer films in electrolyte solutions results in ion exchange
between the film and solution until a steady state behaviour is reached.

Figure 4.12

shows cycling the PPy-Fc films between 0.5 V and -1.0 V in aqueous and non-aqueous
solutions. During cycling, charges trapped into the film during the electrode position
were released at different potentials. It can also be seen that FcOH was not significantly
expelled by cycling in either solution. The redox wave for FcOH can therefore be seen at
the end of the cycling process. In the aqueous solution, a decrease in both anodic and
cathodic peaks can be noticed with continuous cycling, however, the former
experienced more decrease than the latter probably due to higher concentration of
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Fig. 4.12 Cycling of PPy-Fc films in A. 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.05 V S·l; B. CH 3 CN with 0.1 M
Et 4 NCI0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, FcOH (A.
10 mM, B. 20 mM), 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm'\

Fe(lI) than Fe(llI) in the polymer matrix. A small peak shift in the positive direction can be
noticed for both peaks which may indicate polymer chain restructuring. In the nonaqueous solution, the FcOH redox peaks can be seen at ca. 0.4 V which is consistent with
Figure 4.3 for FcOH in the non-aqueous solution. The PPy redox peaks experienced also a
small shift to positive potentials seen at ca. 0.05 V. Both PPy and FcOH redox waves
decreased with cycling, however, the charging current (below -0.1 V) increased during
the anodic scan and decreased during the cathodic scan which may attributed to cation
transport of the reduced form. The current changes were tested by hydrolysis in
aqueous solution (dipping in aqueous solution for about one minute). Figure 4.13 shows
CVs in non-aqueous solution of a PPy-Fc film before and after hydrolysis. It can be seen
that the film exhibited lower cation insertion currents (below -0.3 V) after hydrolysis and
more facile anion insertion (-0.3 V to +0.3 V on the anodic scan), which can be attributed
to a better solvation after hydrolysis.
Polarizing the polymer film at a fixed positive potential causes the film to be in an
oxidized doped state and drives the redox reaction of FcOH to Fe(lIl), Le. Fe 2+ --7 Fe 3 + + e. In contrast, polarizing the film at a fixed negative potential causes the film to be in a
reduced undoped state and drives the redox reaction of FcOH to Fe(II). Le. Fe 3+ + e- --7
Fe 2+. Figure 4.14 shows voltammograms of a PPy-Fc film at three different conditions:
as-prepared, polarized at 0.3 V, and polarized at -0.2 V. The anodic peak of FcOH
decreased significantly with polarization at 0.3 V indicating less Fe(lI) to be oxidized, but
the PPy redox wave was not or very little affected by such polarization.
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Fig. 4.13 Cyclic voltammograms of a PPy-Fc film in CH 3 CN with 0.1 M Et4NCI04 at 0.05 V
S-l before and after hydrolysis (dipping in an aqueous solution for about one minute).
The film was deposited on a GC electrode from 0.1 M Py, 15 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in
CH 3 CN with a deposition charge of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- 2 ).
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Fig. 4.14 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.05 V S·l. The films
were polarized at different potentials for the indicated time. The films were deposited
on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition
2
charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- ). The -0.2 V polarized film is a different film made at the
same conditions.

Shifting the PPy anodic peak to less positive potentials indicates facile
electrochemical switching to the conducting state. On the other hand, a high anodic
peak spike with peak shift to more positive potentials was observed after polarizing the
film at -0.2 V indicating more Fe(lI) to be oxidized. The PPy redox wave almost
disappeared, probably due to the non-conducting neutral state (very low counterion
concentration in the polymer matrix) which requires an overpotential to switch the film
to the conducting state. In both cases, the cathodic peak (i.e. undoping) did not change
significantly indicating insignificant loss of FcOH.
Using a steric stabilizer, such as polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400), during the
electrochemical deposition of the polymer film can increase the porosity of the film and
facilitate the transport of larger molecules and ions. Large molecules, such as FcOH,
could potentially move freely int%ut of the polymer film. PPy-Fc coated electrodes
were therefore prepared in the presence of 1% or 2% PEG-400. The activation and
insertion of PEG molecules into the polymer film follow the same reaction steps as
shown

in

Figure 4.2. The modified films (i.e.

PPy-Fc-PEG) showed

enhanced

electrochemical activity in both aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. Figure 4.15 shows
cycling of PPy-Fc-PEG in aqueous solution where the anodic peak decreased with cycling
more than the cathodic peak. There are clear FcOH peaks showing significant
incorporation of FcOH into the film. However, removal of FcOH from the polymer film
during cycling was insignificant as indicated by the almost constant charge under the
Fe(llI) reduction peak. The trapped charges released during oxidation of Fe(lI) were
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Fig. 4.15 Cycling of a PPy-Fc-PEG film in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The film was
deposited on a GC electrode from 0.1 M Py, 20 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE, 1% PEG-400 in
CH 3CN system with a deposition charge of 0.018 C (0.25 C em .2).
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significantly reduced with cycling. In the non-aqueous solution, the charging current
(below 0 V) of the PPy-Fc-PEG film was reduced compared with the PPy-Fc film (Figure

4.16). Facile anion transport and electron transport can also be noticed for the PPy and
FcOH redox waves, respectively at 0.1 V and 0.35 V, after modifying the film with PEG.
However, in both cases there is no indication for FcOH complete removal indicating
strong interactions between FcOH and the polymer chains. The influence of steric
stabilizers on the electrochemical activity of the polymer films is described in more
details later in this chapter.

4.2.5

Influence of counterions
The influence of counterions on the ion transport properties of PPy-Fc films was

studied in three different solutions (i.e. NaCI, NaC10 4, and ARS) and compared with the
unmodified PPy film. These films were made in the same way in the presence (i.e. for
PPy-Fc) and absence (i.e. for PPy) of FcOH. The ion transport properties of PPy films
depend mainly on anion transport. All the solutions used to test ion transport have the
same co-ion (i.e. Na+), but the counterions differs in size as follows; small (Cr), medium
(CI0 4-), and large (ARS), see Figure 4.2 for the structure of ARS. Figure 4.17 shows CVs of
PPy and PPy-Fc films in three different electrolyte solutions. It can be seen that the
highest electrochemical activity, and so the highest ion mobility, for PPy-Fc is in NaC10 4 ,
but for PPy it is in NaCI. It is obvious that

cr exhibited high mobility due to its small size,

but for C10 4- to exhibit higher mobility than

cr in PPy-Fc is an anomalous behaviour. The
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Fig. 4.16 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films with/out PEG-400 in CH 3 CN with 0.1 M
Et 4 NCI0 4 at 0.1 V S'l. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20 mM
FcOH, 20% BFEE, 2% PEG-400 in CH 3 CN system with deposition charges of 0.018 C (0.25
Ccm'\
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Fig. 4.17 Cyclic voltammograms of A. PPy-Fc; B. PPy films at 0.1 V S·l in various
electrolyte solutions as indicated. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M
Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with a deposition charge of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm-\

unexpected behaviour of some mobile ions was observed in PPy matrices and was
attributed to various ion-polymer interactions (16). In this case, where

cr has lower ion

mobility than C10 4- in PPy-Fc, the unexpected behaviour can be attributed to the
additional intermolecular interactions in the modified polymer film (i.e. PPy-Fc) which
affected by the smaller ion more due to its electronic distribution (i.e. hard ion). Thus,
polymer film modifications can change the ion transport properties of the polymer film
due to the additional intermolecular interactions, i.e. thermodynamic origin. Finally, it
can be seen that both polymer films exhibited low electrochemical activity in ARS, where
the counterions are too large to move int%ut of the polymer film.

4.2.6

Impedance spectroscopy
The modified polymer films (PPy-Fc) were investigated by electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) which can be used to probe the electronic and ionic
properties of the doped and undoped states of conducting polymers. The impedance
results for PPy-Fc are compared with those of an unmodified polymer film (PPy) to
observe the influence of the modifier group on the ion transport properties of the
polymer film. Figure 4.18 shows impedance plots for PPy and PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M
NaCl0 4 at various potentials representing decreasing oxidation levels (i.e. 0.2 V, 0.1 V, 0
V, and -0.1 V). Both polymer films were deposited from BFEE/CH 3 CN on GC electrodes at
constant current with deposition charges of 0.018 C (i.e. 0.25 C cm- 2 ). The impedance
measurements were taken after cycling in NaCl0 4 solution (two cycles between 0.5 V
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Fig. 4.18 Impedance plots of A. PPy, B. PPy-Fc films measured in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at the
indicated potentials. The films were cycled twice in NaCI0 4 between 0.5 V and -1.0 V
before measurements. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20
mM FcOH (B), 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C.

and -1.0 V at 0.1 V

S·l)

to bring the films to the same conditioned state. The impedance

behaviour of the PPy film was largely potential independent over the tested range with
negligible charge transfer resistance (R CT ). In contrast, the PPy-Fc film exhibited potential
dependent behaviour with significant charge transfer resistances that increased at lower
potentials (i.e. lower oxidation states). It can also be seen that the PPy film exhibited
faster ion transport in NaC10 4, indicated by very small Warburg lines (almost negligible)
which represent the ionic resistance inside the polymer matrix.
Figure 4.19 compares the impedance and series capacitance (C s ) behaviours for
PPy and PPy-Fc at 0.2 V. The appearance of a charge transfer resistance can be
attributed to the presence of the large immobilized group (FcOH) inside the polymer
matrix, which reduces the mobility of the C10 4' counterions. It can also be seen that the
immobilization of such groups can increase the charge capacity of the polymer film
(Figure 4.19-B). Three features can be identified from the capacitance plots of PPy-Fc;
the zero slope at high frequency indicating a significant charge transfer resistance, the
high slope at medium frequency indicating high ionic conductivity of the polymer layer,
and the almost horizontal slope at low frequency, where the redox reaction
encompasses the whole polymer layer, indicating the limiting capacitance of the
polymer layer. This behaviour is not completely shown in the plot, and so it was called
low-frequency capacitance (Clf)'
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Fig. 4.19 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots for PPy and PPy-Fc films
measured in 0.5 M NaCI04 at 0.2 V. The films were cycled twice in NaCI0 4 between 0.5 V
and -1.0 V before measurements. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M
Py, 20 mM FcOH for PPy-Fc, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C.

Table 4.4 summarizes properties taken from impedance and capacitance plots.
The two polymer films (PPy and PPy-Fc) are compared at four different oxidation states.
It should be noticed that the two films were deposited at the same deposition charge

(0.018 C) on GC electrodes and cycled in NaCI0 4 electrolyte solution before the
measurements were taken. It can be seen that the charge transfer resistance (R CT ) and
the ionic resistance (R j ) were much larger for the PPy-Fc film due to restricted ion
mobility resulting from FcOH immobilization. RCT and Ri for the PPy film are almost
constant and independent of potential indicating that the contribution of electron
transport was insignificant due to fast electron transport over the potential range. It can
also be seen that as the oxidation state of PPy-Fc increases (Le. from -0.1 V to 0.2 V), RCT
and Rj decrease indicating higher conductivity at higher doping levels. The low frequency
capacitance (Clf) was highest at 0 V and 0.2 V for PPy and PPy-Fc films, respectively. This
can be attributed to the maximum level of electroactive centers that were accessible at
different

oxidation

states

due

to

different

ion

transport

mechanisms.

The

uncompensated solution resistance (R s ) was constant for both films indicating that its
value is independent of potential.

Table 4.4

Properties of PPy and PPy-Fc films in 0.5 M NaCI0 4
b

polymer film"

E
(V)

Rs

Rs'd

Rlow

Rhigh

R;h

Clf
(mFcm- z);

PPy

0.2

54

62

61

57

8

12

4.8

PPy

0.1

53

62

61

57

9

12

6.0

PPy

0

53

62

61

57

9

12

6.7

PPy

-0.1

53

62

62

57

9

15

6.1

PPy-Fc

0.2

55

403

417

380

348

111

6.7

PPy-Fc

0.1

55

546

546

500

491

138

6.2

PPy-Fc

0

55

770

763

600

715

489

4.6

PPy-Fc

-0.1

55

1000

NA

700

945

NA

3.4

c

f

Rcr

g

NA: not available
" polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes with deposition charge of 0.018 C (0.25
z
C cm- ) from CH 3 CN/BFEE.
b potential bias for impedance measurements (versus SCE)
C uncompensated solution resistance (all resistances were measured in ohm)
d real axis intercept (Z,e) of low-frequency semi-circle
e real axis intercept (Z,e) of low-frequency region of impedance plot
f real axis intercept (Z,e) of high-frequency Warburg line
gchargetransfer resistance (R cr = R; - Rs )
h ionic resistance, Rj = 3 (Rlow - Rhigh)
; capacitance taken atthe lowest frequency

4.3

Modification of polypyrrole films with steric stabilizers
Steric stabilizers are macromolecules used to stabilize polymer systems by

dispersion of their chains. It was reported that the conductivity and mechanical stability
of polypyrrole films can be enhanced by using a steric stabilizer, such as polyethylene
glycol (PEG), during the electrode position (12). PEG is a non-ionic compound, but can be
activated to gain a negative charge by using BFEE as shown in Figure 4.2.
The influence of steric stabilizers on the electrochemical behaviour of the
polymer films (i.e. PPy and PPy-Fc) is described in this section. Ferrocene-containing
polymer films grown in the presence of polyethylene glycol (i.e. PPy-Fc-PEG) of different
molecular weights were investigated for enhanced electrochemical activity and
compared with PPy and PPy-Fc films in aqueous electrolytes. Figure 4.20 shows cyclic
voltammograms of PPy-Fc-PEG prepared in the presence of 1% PEG-400. The films were
deposited from BFEE/CH 3 CN by using three different techniques: galvanostatic (GS),
potentiostatic (PS), and potentiodynamic (PD). All of the techniques were successful to
deposit PPy-Fc in the presence of PEG-400 and both waves of PPy and FcOH can be
clearly identified in the three voltammograms. The enhanced electrochemical activity of
each film can be compared with its counterpart film grown without PEG (see Figure 4.4).
A comparison of polymer films grown with different concentration of PEG-400 is shown
in Figure 4.21. A film grown without PEG (i.e. PPy-Fc) is also shown in the figure as a
reference point. The highest electrochemical activity for the polymer films can be seen
for the film grown from 1% PEG-400.
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Fig. 4.20 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films prepared in the presence of 1% PEG-400
and deposited by using various techniques as follows; GC: galvanostatic, Ps:
potentiostatic, po: potentiodynamic. The measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCI0 4
electrolyte solution at scan rate of 0.1 V S·l. The polymer films were deposited on GC
electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, and 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN under the following
deposition condition; GS: 0.3 mA (0.018 C), PS: 1.0 V for 1 min., PO: 0.1 V S·l (5 cycles
between-0.2Vand 1.2 V).
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Fig. 4.21 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy-Fc films prepared in the presence of various
concentrations of polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400). The measurements were taken in
0.5 M NaCI04 at 0.1 V 5.1 . The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1
M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20% BFEE, PEG-400 in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C
(0.25Ccm-\

However, the activity was gradually decreased with increasing PEG-400 concentration
above 1%, and a sharp activity decrease with 4% PEG-400 was observed.
The influence of PEG can be explained by dispersion effects. After the activation
of PEG with BFEE, it can be involved in charge compensation of the forming polycation
film. The incorporation of PEG into the polymer matrix can decrease the agglomeration
of the polymer chains, and thus the electroactive centers become more accessible to
counterions. The electrochemical activity of the polymer films can therefore be
enhanced by using PEG during the electrodeposition. However, the polymerization
efficiency might be affected if the deposition charge is partially consumed in oxidizing
the hydroxyl group of PEG, which could be a significant factor in the case of high
concentrations of PEG.
The base polymer film (Le. PPy) was also modified with PEG (Le. PPy-PEG) and
compared with an unmodified PPy film. Figure 4.22 shows cyclic voltammograms of
polymer films prepared in the presence of 1% PEG-400 (Le. PPy-PEG) and grown at
different polymerization charges (Le. 0.018 C, 0.036 C, and 0.054 C). These modified
films were compared with an unmodified PPy film grown at 0.018 C. It can be seen that
the electrochemical activity of the polymer film can be significantly enhanced with the
use of 1% PEG-400 and the activity increased almost linearly with the polymerization
charge.
To understand the effect of the modifier length, PEGs with different molecular
weights including its monomer (Le. ethylene glycol, EG) were investigated for the
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Fig. 4.22 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out 1% PEG-400. The
measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer films were
deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN by galvanostatic
polymerization with various deposition charges as indicated.

electrochemical activity of the modified polymer films.

Figure 4.23 shows cyclic

voltammograms of polymer films prepared in the presence of 1% of EG, PEG-200, PEG400, and PEG-lOOO and compared with an unmodified polymer film (PPy). The numbers
beside PEG (i.e. 200, 400, 1000) represent the average molecular weights of the used
stericstabilizer.
All of the modified films exhibited higher activities than the unmodified film, but
to various degrees. The molecular weight influenced the electrochemical activity of the
modified polymer films in the following order: PEG-lOOO

~

EG > PEG-400 > PEG-200. The

origin of this sequence might be explained in terms of the polymerization efficiency
which is enhanced with higher molecular weights of the steric stabilizers. However, EG is
not a polymer and so PPy-EG has a different effect which influences its properties.
Probably, EG works as a small mobile modifier to reduce the electrostatic repulsion
during the deposition of the forming polycation. In contrast, PEGs produce porous
composite polymer films. This conclusion can be supported by the oxidation potential
offset of PPy-PEG1000 which was shifted to less positive potentials on the anodic scan,
i.e. facile electrochemical switching for a porous polymer composite electrode.
Figures 4.24 to 4.27 show CVs of PPy films prepared in the presence of various
concentrations of EG, PEG-200, PEG-400, and PEG-lOOO, respectively. The optimal
concentration of the modifier was 1% which results in the highest activity over the
tested range. It can be seen that the activity of all films decreased at modifier
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Fig. 4.23 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out 1% of various steric
stabilizers. The measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCl0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer films
were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with different
deposition charge of 0.018 C.
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Fig. 4.24 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out various concentrations
of ethylene glycol (EG). The measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.1 V S-1. The
polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE, the indicated
amount of EG, in CH 3 CN with deposition charge of 0.018 C.
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Fig. 4.25 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out various concentrations
of polyethylene glycol 200 (PEG-200). The measurements were taken in 0.5 M NaCl0 4 at
0.1 V S·l. The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE,
the indicated amount of PEG-200 in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C.
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Fig. 4.26 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out various concentrations
of polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400) in 0.5 M NaCI04 at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer films
were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE, PEG-400 in CH 3 CN with
deposition charges of 0.018 C.
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Fig. 4.27 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films prepared with/out various concentrations
of polyethylene glycol 1000 (PEG-lOOO) in 0.5 M NaCl0 4 at 0.1 V S·l. The polymer films
were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE, PEG-lOOO in CH 3 CN with
deposition charges of 0.018 C.

concentrations above 1%. The activity of the polymer films did not change significantly
with increasing the concentration of EG and PEG-lOOO. In contrast, a significant drop in
the activity was observed at high concentrations (3% and 4%) of PEG-200 and PEG-400.
Since the PEGs uptake should not be related to PEG concentration in the deposition
solution, the origin of these effects must be related to variations in the polymerization
efficiency. However, the extent of the activity decrease with each modifier length is not
fully understood. The intermolecular interactions that each modifier can have with the
counterions and polymer chains might have some effect. Table 4.5 summarizes the main
aspects of the redox waves of the polymer films.
Figure 4.28 shows series capacitance plots

(e,

versus Zre) for the polymer films

prepared with various concentrations of PEG-400 and compared with an unmodified PPy
film. It can be seen that the capacitance was significantly enhanced for the polymer film
with 1% PEG-400. The capacitance decreased after PEG-400 addition above 1% and
returned to its original value for the PPy unmodified film for 4% PEG-400. This can be
attributed, as discussed above, to the polymerization efficiency which is optimal at 1% of
the steric stabilizer. The enhanced polymerization efficiency at 1% PEG is partially due
the ionic complex formed between PEG and BF 3, however, high concentrations of PEG
can reduce the deposition charge due to its consumption in the hydroxyl group
oxidation, presumably to ketones.

-

Table 4.5

-I

- - - - - -

Redox waves properties of the polymer films in 0.5 M NaCI0 4
oxidation

i pa

Epa

ipc

Epc

offset (V)

(mAcm- 2 )a

(V)b

(mAcm- 2 )a

(V)b

PPy

-0.58

0.64

-0.10

-0.64

PPy-Fc

-0.47

0.66

-0.06

polymer film

-0.10
-0.06

PPy-Fc-PEG400(l%)

-0.42

1.34

-0.03

-1.43

PPy-Fc-PEG400(2%)

-0.30

0.94

0.00

-1.18

0.00

PPy-Fc-PEG400(3%)

-0.23

0.85

0.06

-0.82

0.04

PPy-Fc-PEG400(4%)

-0.23

0.10

0.09

-0.11

PPy-EG(l%)

-0.40

3.89

-0.07

-4.06

PPy-EG(2%)

-0.40

3.72

-0.04

-4.06
-3.64

PPy-EG(3%)

-0.38

3.48

0.00

PPy-EG(4%)

-0.35

2.74

0.02

PPy-PEG200(l%)

-0.37

1.65

0.16

-1.66

PPy-PEG200(2%)

-0.27

1.43

0.16

-1.44

PPy-PEG200(3%)

-0.11

0.21

0.36

-0.32

-3.32

-0.14

-0.07

0.07

PPy-PEG200(4%)
PPy-PEG400(l%)

-0.47

-0.04

PPy-PEG400(2%)

-0.36

0.07

-2.04

PPy-PEG400(3%)

-0.30

0.15

-0.57

0.16

-0.27

PPy-PEG400(4%)

-0.24

PPy-PEG1000(l%)

-0.61

4.08

-0.09

0.03

PPy-PEG1000(2%)

-0.51

3.93

-0.05

-4.15

-0.17

PPy-PEG1000(3%)

-0.39

2.82

0.01

-3.15

-0.06

PPy-PEG1000(4%)

-0.33

2.21

a anodic peak and cathodic peak currents in mA cmb anodic peak and cathodic peak potentials inV
c no clear peak

0.09
2

-0.02
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Fig. 4.28 Series capacitance plots for PPy films prepared with/out various concentrations
of PEG-400 measured in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.2 V. The films were deposited on GC
electrodes from 0.1 M Py, the indicated amount of PEG-400, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with
deposition charges of 0.018 C. The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1 Hz (to 0.1
Hz for 1% PEG).
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The theoretical charge under a CV for (-PPy-b+ was calculated by using Equation
4.2.

[4.2]
where Oev is the charge under the oxidation peak, Opol is the polymerization charge, and
ncv is the number of electrons consumed per pyrrole unit for partial oxidation (Le.
doping), which has a typical value between 0.25 and 0.33 (Le. one positive charge for
four and three Py units, respectively). The theoretical charge under the CV for Qpol
mC cm

o2

was found to be between 28 mC cm

o2

and 35 mC cm

o2

=250

for n cv 0.25 and 0.33,

respectively. The experimental charges under the CVs in Figures 4.22 and 4.26 were
calculated by integration of the anodic peak up to 0.4 V. Table 4.6 summarizes the
charge properties together with the film capacitance of some polymer films.
The polymerization efficiency (the charge of the polymer calculated from the
area under oxidation peak over the charge consumed to form the polymer) was
calculated by using Equation 4.3.

[4.3]
where "pol is the number of electrons consumed per Py unit during the polymerization.
The factor (npol/n cv ) is used to normalize both
2.3, ncv

= 0.3).

Ocv and Opol to be per one electron (npol =

The low polymerization efficiency of the unmodified PPy film can be

understood because of the low ion concentration used for the polymerization, Le.
BEFF/CH 3 CN. However, enhanced polymerization efficiency was observed with 1% PEG400 added to the polymerization solution. This can be attributed to the ionic complex
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formation between the hydroxyl group of PEG and BFEE, i.e. [OH:BF 3 L which increased
the ionicity of the system. However, the polymerization efficiency decreased at higher
PEG concentrations due to inefficiency of the deposition, i.e. some charge is used to
oxidize the hydroxyl groups. It can also be seen that as the polymerization charge (Qpol)
increased polymerization efficiency decreased due to lower charge under the peak (Qcv)
of the produced thicker polymer. The low charge

(Oev) for the thicker polymer can be

attributed to the lower accessibility of counterions into inner polymer chains.

Table 4.6

Charge properties of PPy films
Filma

QpOlb

Oe.'

pol. eff. d

PPy

250

5.72

18

2.9

PPy-l% PEG400

250

19.6

60

19.9

46

(film

PPy-l% PEG400

507

30.5

PPy-l% PEG400

760

36.3

37

PPy-2% PEG400

250

11.0

34

9.7

PPy-3% PEG400

250

3.30

10

9.6

PPy-4% PEG400

250

1.33

2.5

a polymer film deposited from BFEE/CH 3 CN and corresponding concentration of PEG-400
polymerization charge in mC cm- 2
2
c charge under the CV peak in mC cm- integrated up to 0.4 V
d polymerization efficiency calculated according to eq. 4.3
2
e film capacitance in mF cm- taken from Figure 4.28

b
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4.4

Conclusions
Polypyrrole films have been modified by an electroactive ferrocene derivative

(FcOH) using a novel method in which ionic ferrocene moieties are generated in situ
with BF 3 . They show an interesting electrochemical behaviour with enhanced charge
capacity due to the redox of the FcOH complex. Polypyrrole was also modified with nonelectroactive steric stabilizers which enhance its electrochemical activity by dispersing
the polymer chains and decreasing agglomeration. The incorporation process of both
species is believed to take place after complex formation between the hydroxyl group
and the Lewis acid to gain a negative charge. Both types of modifier have a significant
influence on the ion transport properties of the conducting polymer. Modifications with
electroactive species lead to increase of the charge capacitance of the polymer film,
while modifications with steric stabilizers lead to increase in the electrochemical activity
of the polymer film.
The modifier incorporation process was successful using three electrochemical
techniques: potentiodynamic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic. The incorporation of the
electroactive species can be monitored by the potentiodynamic technique during
electrodeposition. However, attempts to expel the FcOH modifier by many different
treatments were not successful, which indicates deep trapping of the molecule and/or
complex

formation

with

the

conjugated

system.

In

addition,

electrochemical

polymerization of pyrrole in the presence of modifiers was found to be very sensitive to
the electropolymerization conditions.

4.5

Experimental

4.5.1

Electrochemistry and deposition of the polymer films
Electrochemical

experiments

were

carried

out

in

compartment glass cells under a nitrogen atmosphere at 23 ± 2

conventional

three-

.c. A glassy carbon (GC)

disc working electrode of 0.071 cm z, a Pt wire counter electrode, and a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE) reference electrode were used. All potentials are quoted with
respect to the SCE. All cyclic voltammograms and impedance measurements were taken
under nitrogen gas.
In all cases, pyrrole (Py) was polymerized in non-aqueous solution and the cyclic
voltammograms were measured in aqueous solution containing NaCI0 4 as the
supporting electrolyte or in non-aqueous solution of CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M Et4NCI04 as
the supporting electrolyte, unless otherwise stated. In a typical experiment, the polymer
film was deposited from 0.1 M Py and 20% lv/v) BFEE in CH 3 CN as the main solvent. In
the case of incorporating a modifier into the polymer film, various concentrations of the
modifier were also added to the polymerization solution, such as 10 mM of FcOH and 1%
lv/v) PEG.
The polymer films were deposited on glassy carbon (GC) electrodes with surface
area of 0.071 cm z. The deposition charge was typically 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- z) for
galvanostatic polymerization. For potentiostatic and potentiodynamic polymerization,
deposition conditions of holding potential at 1.0 V (for 1, 2, or 3 minutes) and scan rate
of 0.1 V S-l (between -0.2 V and 1.2 V) were used for deposition of the polymer film onto

the electrode surface, respectively. Unless otherwise stated,the potential scans started
at +0.5 V.
4.5.2

Chemicals
Pyrrole (Py, Aldrich, 98%) was purified on a dry aluminum oxide column.

Acetonitrile (CH 3 CN, Aldrich, HPLC grade, 99.8%, water < 0.00l), boron trifluoride ethyl
etherate (BFEE, Aldrich, 46 % BF 3 basis, MW 141.93 g mor\ polyethylene glycol (PEG,
Fluka, analytical grade, MW avo 200, 400, or 1000), sodium perchlorate (NaCI0 4 , Alfa
Aesar,

98%),

tetraethylammonium

perchlorate

(Et 4 NCI04,

Alfa

Aesar),

1-

(ferrocenyl)ethanol (FcOH, Fluka, 97%, MW 230.08 g mor\ Alizarin Red 5 (ARS,
synonym

3,4-dihydroxy-9,1O-dioxo-2-anthracenesulfonic

Aldrich, C14H7Na07S, MW 342.26 g mor

l

),

acid

sodium

salt,

Sigma-

and sodium chloride (NaCI, ACP Chemicals,

99%), were used as received unless otherwise stated. The chemical structures of these
chemicals are show in Figure 4.1. All aqueous solutions were prepared with deionized

4.5.3

Instrumentation
All electrochemical experiments were carried out using the same instruments

described in Chapter 3. The UV-Vis spectra were recorded by an Agilent HP8453A UVVisible diode array spectrophotometer, using tungsten and deuterium lamps for a 190 1100 nm spectral range. The instrument is precise within ± 0.5 nm. The flame atomic
absorption instrument is a Varian SpectrAA 50 and an iron lamp was used.
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Chapter 5

Ion Transport in Overoxidized Polypyrrole Films

5.1

Introduction
Overoxidation of conducting polymers occurs when they are exposed to high

potentials beyond their normal electroactivity range causing formation of highly positive
centers on the polymer backbone (1). Nucleophilic attack can then take place at these
positive centers causing permanent modification to the polymer chains, i.e. covalent
bond formation. The conjugated system of the conducting polymer can be distorted by
the covalent bond formation between the nucleophile and the positive centers of the
polymer chains, causing loss of the conductivity of the polymer film, and so the polymer
can become electrochemically inactive. In some cases the conjugation system can be
restored electrochemically by dehydrogenation (i.e. elimination of Hz) at high potentials
in an electrolyte solution containing no nucleophile (2). After the revival of the
conjugation, the polymer film possesses new electrochemical properties due to the
effect of the substituent. The full process is known as electrochemically induced
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substitution (3). The overoxidation process can be detected electrochemically by cyclic
voltammetry as an irreversible anodic peak at high potentials.
Electrochemically induced halogenation reactions have been investigated due to
their importance in electrosynthesis (3; 4; 5; 6). They are considered as safe reactions
and environmentally friendly in which an electrochemical step (anodic oxidation) is
followed by chemical reaction step (nucleophilic attack) at the electrode surface in an
inert solvent. Bromide and chloride substitution reactions have been the subject of a
considerable research effort (3; 4; 6). However, fluoride substitution (fluorination) was
only recently discovered for macromolecules in ionic liquid (5).
Overoxidation of polypyrrole in aqueous solutions results in nucleophilic
substitution of hydroxyl groups at the

P positions

followed by formation of carbonyl

groups to form pyrrolinones, which have been detected by infrared and Raman
spectroscopy (7). Further overoxidation can lead to a second hydroxyl substitution at the
second

p

position to form 4-hydroxypyrrolinone. A proposed mechanism for the

overoxidation of polypyrrole (8; 9) can be seen in Figure 5.l.
In contrast, overoxidation of conducting polymers in the presence of chloride
ions results in CI-substituted polymer chains due to a faster reaction between

cr and the

positive centers of the polymer chains (3; 4). An elemental analysis for polypyrrole
showed that the chlorination (CI:N ratio) can be achieved up to 70% (3).

The

electrochemically induced chloride substitution results in electroactive polymer films
with a small loss of electroactivity due to partial disruption of the conjugated structure.
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Fig. 5.1 Proposed overoxidation of polypyrrole in aqueous solutions (8; 9).

In some cases, overoxidation of conducting polymers results in degradation of
the polymer film, and so restoring of the conductivity is impossible. Many efforts have
been devoted to improve the overoxidation resistance limits (ORL) of conducting
polymers to improve their stability at high potentials, and thus to avoid loss of their
conductivity and electroactivity (10; 11; 12). On the other hand, some conducting
polymers have been found to exhibit useful properties after overoxidation as electrode
materials in electroanalysis, sensors, and being permselective toward specific ions (13;
14).
The aim of this chapter was to study the ion transport properties of polypyrrole
films after exposure to various overoxidation potentials in different electrolyte solutions.
Further implications are the possible modification of the polymer films by overoxidation.

S.2

Elemental and surface characterization of polymer films
The polypyrrole (PPy) films used here were characterized by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) for surface morphology and by energy dispersive X-ray emission (EDX)
for elemental analysis. The measurements were taken before and after overoxidation of
two types of polymer films (i.e. PPy and PPy-Fc), see Chapter 4 (section 4.2). The
influence of modification with polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400) was also investigated
for overoxidation. All polymer films were electrodeposited on Pt wire electrodes for
SEM and EDX measurements, except for the ones used for film thickness measurements
which were deposited on GC electrodes. The average film thickness on GC electrodes

was found to be ca. 0.3 Ilm for PPy films prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN with a deposition
charge of 0.25 C cm- 2 •
Figure 5.2 shows SEM images for PPy films on Pt wire electrodes deposited from
BFEE/CH 3 CN before and after overoxidation. The polymer film interface between the
coated and uncoated areas can be seen before overoxidation in Figure 5.2-A. An
enlarged image shows that the film had high surface area with various aggregate sizes,
and can be described as a spongy structure (Figure 5.2-B). This morphology was
significantly changed by overoxidation at ca. 1.5 V, which resulted in a smoother. film
without distinct aggregates (Figure 5.2-C and D). When PEG-400 was added to the
polymerization solution, a smooth PPy film was produced with a few granules of various
sizes (Figure 5.3-A and B). After exposing PPy-PEG to the overoxidation potentials,
partial degradation of the film structure occurred with a few cracks appearing on the
surface of the film. The overoxidized film on the Pt wire and an enlarged picture of a
crack are shown in Figure5.3-Cand D,respectively.
Figure 5.4 shows SEM images for PPy-Fc films deposited in the presence of
ferrocene derivative l-(ferrocenyl)ethanol (FcOH). A significant difference can be
noticed between the morphologies of the polymer films deposited with and without the
ferrocene. The morphology of the PPy-Fc film can be described as relatively smooth with
ridges before overoxidation (Figure 5A-A and B). After exposing the film to
overoxidation potentials, partial degradation can be seen where portions of the film

Fig. 5.2 SEM images for PPy films on Pt wire electrodes. The polymer films were
deposited from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.25 C cm'2. A
and B were measured as prepared (the same film with different magnifications). C and D
were following overoxidation by potential scanning to 1.5 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 (the same
film with different magnifications).

Fig. 5.3 SEM images for PPy films modified with PEG on Pt wire electrodes. The polymer
films were deposited from 0.1 M Py, 1% PEG-400, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition
2
charges of 0.25 C cm- • A and B were measured as prepared (the same film with different
magnifications). C and 0 were following overoxidation by potential scanning to 1.5 V in
0.5 M NaCI0 4 (the same film with different magnifications).

Fig. 5.4 SEM images for PPy-Fc films on Pt wire electrodes. The polymer films were
deposited from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 20 % BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of
0.25 C cm- 2 . A and B were measured as prepared (the same film with different
magnifications). C and 0 were following overoxidation by potential scanning to 1.5 V in
0.5 M NaCt04 (the same film with different magnifications).

were lost (Figure 5.4-C and D). Modification of PPy-Fc films with PEG-400 during their
deposition resulted in a smoother morphology with some ridges. Some aggregates but
no cracks were observed after overoxidation (Figure 5.5-A to D).
Elemental compositions before and after overoxidation of the PPy and PPy-Fc
films were probed by using EDX. The influence of PEG-400 modification on the elemental
analysis of the PPy films can be seen in Figure 5.6-A. A significant amount of carbon and
fluoride contents can be observed for the PPy film modified with PEG-400 compared
with the film without PEG-400 modification. The increase in carbon content can be
attributed to the increased amount of polymer deposited in the presence of PEG-400
(i.e. higher polymerization efficiency). The existence of fluoride in the film modified with
PEG-400 is believed to be due to the existence of a negative charge complex of BFEEPEG, see Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.2) for the structure.
Figure 5.6-B shows PPy-Fc before and after overoxidation. It can be seen that the
film lost some of the carbon content after exposure to overoxidation potentials
indicating partial degradation of the film. In addition, a loss of counterions (i.e. FcO:BF 3-)
can be observed after overoxidation. For both spectra, the Pt signal was high since the
films were deposited on Pt wire electrodes. The peaks at ca. 1.7 keY and 2.4 keY are
secondary peaks of Pt. The aluminum peak in Film 1 (Al) is due to Al z0 3 used for
cleaning the Pt electrodes. The absence of chloride for Film 4 (B4) is surprising since the
film was doped in NaCI0 4, however, expulsion of counterions during overoxidation is
expected.

Fig. 5.5 SEM images for PPy-Fc films modified with PEG on Pt wire electrodes. The
polymer films were deposited from 0.1 M Py, 10 mM FcOH, 1% PEG-400, 20% BFEE in
CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.25 C cm· 2 • A and B were measured as prepared (the
same film with different magnifications). C and D were following overoxidation by
potential scanning to 1.5 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 (the same film with different
magnifications).
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Fig. 5.6 EDX spectra for PPy films on Pt wire electrodes. The polymer films were
deposited from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.25 C cm- 2 . A.
Comparison of PPy films without (1) and with (2) PEG-400 modification; B. Comparison
of PPy-Fc before (3) and after (4) overoxidation. 1% PEG-400 was added to the
polymerization solution for Film 2; 10 mM FcOH was added to the polymerization
solution for Films 3 and 4. All films were measured as prepared, except Film 4 which was
overoxidized by potential scanning to 1.5 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 .

5.3

Electrochemical characterization by cyclic voltammetry
It was shown from SEM images and EDX spectra that polypyrrole (PPy) films

exhibited different morphologies and were partially degraded after exposing to
overoxidation potentials at ca. 1.5 V. However, no indication about the electrochemical
activity of the polymer films can be inferred by using such characterization techniques.
Cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy were used to probe the polymer films
after overoxidation and compare them with the original films before overoxidation. It
has been reported that conducting polymer films lose their electrochemical activities
after overoxidation (12; 15), and so exposing the polymer films to high potentials
beyond their normal electroactive windows is normally avoided. In addition, modifying
the polymer films with various modifiers to increase their stabilities and resistance to
overoxidation has been investigated (1O; 11; 12). On the other hand, it has been shown
that the polymer films can attain interesting electrochemical properties for many
potential applications after exposure to overoxidation potentials under certain
conditions (14). Thus, to exploit the overoxidized polymer films for such applications,
electrochemical characterization was used to explore the effects of high potentials on
the activity of the polymer films under various conditions.
Figure 5.7 shows cyclic voltammograms (CVs) before and after overoxidation in
NaCI solution for a PPy film deposited from BFEEfisopropyl alcohol (IPA). The first cycle
started at 0.5 V toward negative potentials and switched at -1.0 V and then at 1.1 V. A
large irreversible anodic peak can be seen at ca. 0.9 V indicating the large amount of
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Fig. 5.7 Cyclic voltammograms of a PPy film in 0.5 M NaCi at 0.1 V S-l before (1 st cycle)
and after (2 nd cycle) overoxidation. The polymer film was deposited on a GC electrode
2
from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in IPA with a deposition charge of 0.25 C cm- .

charge associated with overoxidation. A typical redox wave of PPy can also be seen at ca.
-0.2 V, but was shifted anodically to ca. 0.1 V after overoxidation. This shift could be due
to electron withdrawing effect of the substituent. Both CI-substitution and OHsubstitution are possible, and so further elemental analysis is required to probe the
nature of the substitution. The small loss of electroactivity after the substitution
suggests that the conjugated structure was partially disrupted. A small reduction peak at
ca. 0.4 V can be seen after the overoxidation peak which disappears in the subsequent
cycle. This could be due to CI 2 reduction following

cr oxidation (3).

Another substitution can also be detected electrochemically following the first
substitution. Figure 5.8 shows (A) three overoxidation peaks at 0.9 V, 1.5 V, and 2.1 V;
and (B) the CVs after each overoxidation peak (OP) in NaCI for a PPy film deposited from
BFEE/CH 3 CN. The CV before overoxidation is also shown for comparison and is
designated as the first cycle. It was shown that CI-substitution can readily occur at lower
potentials (3), and so it can be assumed that CI-substitution occurs first. Thus, the first
two overoxidation peaks (OP1 and OP2) can be assigned to CI-substitution followed by
OH-substitution. However, it is very hard to judge which one occurred first based on
electrochemical characterization. The third overoxidation peak (OP3) can be assigned to
water electrolysis at high potentials and/or to oxidative degradation of the polymer film.
The CV after OP1 exhibited a small loss of electroactivity and a small anodic shift for the
oxidation peak. These can be attributed to the disruption of the conjugated structure
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Fig. 5.8 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy films in 0.5 M NaCI at 0.1 V S·l showing A. Three
overoxidation peaks; B. CVs after each overoxidation peak (OP). The polymer films were
deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges
of 0.25 Ccm- 2 .

and the cr substitution, respectively. The reduction peak at 0.45 V can be attributed to
Cl 2 reduction following cr oxidation (3), i.e. 2Cr

<= Cl 2 + 2e-.

The CVs after OP2 and OP3 displayed a significant loss of electroactivity
characterized by a large peak separation and reduction peak at low potentials,
respectively. The large peak separation for the CV after OP2 is a characteristic of highly
resistive film where the conjugated structure is expected to be largely disrupted after
the second substitution. The reduction peak below -0.45 V can be attributed to O2
reduction followed the water electrolysis at high potentials (OP3).
Table 5.1 compares overoxidation peaks (OP1 and OP2) for the polymer films
prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN or BFEE/IPA and measured in NaCi or NaC10 4 . Two
electrochemically induced substitutions can be detected in NaCI (i.e. CI" and OH-), but
only one in NaCI0 4 (i.e. OH"j.
A comparison of polymer films deposited from BFEE and CH 3 CN, IPA, or an equal
mixture of them can be seen in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that the film activity after
overoxidation increases with the amount of IPA and the anodic peak offset decreases
with increasing IPA content. The CVs were taken in NaCI after OP1 (ca. 1.1 V) for films
deposited with same deposition charges (0.25 Ccm-\ and so CI-substitution is expected.
A significant activity difference can be clearly seen indicating that the solvent used for
deposition of the polymer film plays a significant role in the polymerization efficiency.
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Table 5.1 Potentials and currents for overoxidation peaks (OP1 and OP2) of PPy films

film"

OPl
(V)

OP2
(V)

OPl
(mAcm- 2 )

BFEE/CH 3 CN (in NaCI04 )

0.87

--

4.64

BFEE/CH 3 CN (in NaCI)

0.78

1.53

4.91

BFEE/IPA (in NaCI0 4 )

1.24

--

49.6

BFEE/IPA (in NaCI)

1.07

1.51

39.0

OP2
(mAcm- 2 )

4.29

4.39

" films were prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN or BFEE/IPA and measured in NaCl0 4 or
NaCI.

5.3.1

Overoxidation of polypyrrole films modified with ferrocene
Polypyrrole films prepared in the presence of FcOH (i.e. PPy-Fc) were found to be

stable under cycling with no significant expulsion of ferrocene, indicating it is deeply
trapped into the polymer chains, see section 4.2. However, exposing the film to
overoxidation potentials causing chemical modifications of the polymer chains might
result in expulsion of ferrocene. Figure 5.10 shows CVs of PPy-Fc before and after
overoxidation in NaCI04 and NaCI for films prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN and BFEE/IPA,
respectively. It can be seen that the peak assigned to ferrocene at ca. 0.3 V disappeared
after exposing the films to overoxidation potentials. This result was also supported by
the EDX spectra which show FcOH loss with overoxidation, see Figure 5.6.
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5.4

Kinetics characterization by impedance spectroscopy
Selected polymer films were characterized by impedance spectroscopy to

investigate the kinetics of ion transport before and after overoxidation. The ion
transport properties of the polymer film can be probed inside the polymer layer, at the
solution/polymer interface, and in the electrolyte solution closed to the working
electrode by measuring its ionic conductivity (R i), charge transfer resistance (R cr ), and
uncompensated solution resistance (R s ), respectively. A potential wave (EAd applied to
the polymer film has a frequency scanned from high to low values. As the frequency
decreases, the redox reaction grows into the polymer film from the outer to inner layers,
and so at the lowest frequencies, the redox reaction encompasses all polymer layers
(16). The result of an impedance experiment can be presented as imaginary impedance
(Zim) versus real impedance (Zre) or, alternatively, series capacitance (C s ) versus real
impedance (Zre), where [C s

= -1/(ooZim)];

angular frequency (00

= 2m).

Looking at these

two plots at the same time is very useful in assessing the various kinetic parameters.
Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 show impedance (A) and capacitance (B) plots
measured at 0.2 V in NaCI04 before and after overoxidation for polymer films prepared
from BFEE/CH 3 CN, BFEE/IPA, and BFEE with an equal mixture of CH 3 CN:IPA, respectively.
Three conditions had been assessed for each film: as-prepared where the impedance
was measured immediately after preparation, after OP1 where the impedance was
measured after scanning to ca. 1.2 V, and after OP2 where the impedance was
measured after scanning to ca. 2.4 V. The film resistance (Rf) consisting of its electronic
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overoxidation measured at 0.2 V in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 . The films were deposited on GC
electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN with deposition charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C
cm\ The frequency scan range was from 1 kHz to 1 Hz.
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resistance (R e ) and ionic resistance (R i ) can be measured from the impedance plot or
capacitance plot (17). Because the measurements were conducted at 0.2 V where the
polymer film is in its conducting state, the electronic resistance is very small (Le.
electron transport is very fast). By looking at the impedance plots, the film resistance (Rt)
can be measured from the Warburg region of the plot where [Rwarburg

= Rtl3].

The

Warburg line at medium frequencies with about 45" slope was negligible for the asprepared film and after OP2, and was very small for the polymer films after OPl. This
indicates that the ion transport rates were high.
It can also be noticed from the impedance plots that the presence of a charge
transfer resistance (R cr ) indicated by a high-frequency semicircle was significant after
OPl. The origin of the semicircle and its presence or absence is not fully understood
(18). By looking at the capacitance plots, the constant capacitance at high frequencies
with almost zero slope represents the charge transfer resistance equivalent to the
semicircle in the impedance plot, which can be noticed for the polymer film after OPl.
The slope of the rising portion represents the conductivity of the polymer film and is
dominated by the smaller of the electronic or ionic conductivity; high slope reflects high
conductivity. The constant capacitance at low frequencies with almost zero slope
represents the limiting capacitance (Clim) of the polymer film. In the cases where the
slope of the rising portion is low, Clim cannot be observed and the highest capacitance
reached at the lowest frequencies is designated as the low frequency capacitance (Cit). In
these cases, a lower frequency range is required to observe Clim.
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As a general trend for all polymer films, the capacitance of the polymer films
decreases with exposure to overoxidation potentials. This can be attributed to polymer
film degradation at high potentials which destroys some ofthe electroactive centers.
For the polymer films prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN and BFEE/IPA, the film
resistance increased after OP1 and decreased after OP2 compared with the as-prepared
resistance. This can also be seen from the slopes of rising portions of the capacitance
plots where OP1 had a lower slope compared with the other the two cases. It can be
concluded that the film conductivity decreases after OP1 due to the nucleophilic
substitution disturbing the conjugated system, but after OP2 the conductivity increases
due to dehydrogenation, which restores the conjugation system.
In contrast, the film prepared from BFEE with an equal mixture of CH 3 CN:IPA
showed only a small RCT and only after OPl. Further, the film conductivity did not change
with overoxidation potential as can be seen from the slopes of the rising portion in the
capacitance plot. This may indicate superior properties of the film prepared from the
mixture solution.
A further comparison was conducted to investigate the effect of electrolyte ions
on each oxidation state (Le. as-prepared, OP1, and OP2) for PPy films prepared from
BFEE/CH 3 CN and BFEE/IPA. Figures 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 show impedance (A) and
capacitance (B) plots for PPy films at three conditions: as-prepared, after OP1, and after
OP2,respectively.
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It is clear from the data in Figure 5.14 that the as-prepared films measured in
NaCI had lower film resistances than those measured in NaCl0 4, and this can be
attributed to the higher anion mobility of the former. Furthermore, it can be noticed for
the films after OP1 that the appearance of Rcr indicated by high-frequency semicircles
was associated with the large electrolyte anion, i.e. CI0 4-, rather than the solvent used to
prepare the film (Figure 5.15). It can also be noticed that the films prepared from
BFEE/IPA had much higher capacitances than those prepared from BFEE/CH 3 CN. This can
be attributed to a higher polymerization efficiency that can be achieved using a protic
solvent, e.g. with hydroxyl groups, in the presence of a Lewis acid, i.e. BFEE. In contrast,
Figure 5.16 shows that the films exposed to overoxidation potentials (after OP2) in
NaCI04 had higher capacitances and conductivities than those measured in NaCI
exposed to the same potentials. This can be attributed to chemical modifications of the
polymer structure caused by overoxidation change ion transport properties of the
polymer film significantly. Table 5.2 summarizes the properties of PPy films prepared
from BFEE/CH 3 CN and BFEE/IPA for impedance and capacitance measurements in NaCI
and NaC10 4 •
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Table 5.2 Properties of polypyrrole films measured in 0.5 M Nael0 4 and Nael at 0.2 V

System"

70

97

150

100

27

150

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI04 , OP1)

70

340

330

250

270

240

3.2
2.5

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI04 , OP2)

50

NA

84

eBO

eBe

eBe

1.6

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI)

36

NA

49

eBO

eBe

eBe

4.4

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI, OP1)

48

NA

52

eBO

eBe

eBe

3.0

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI, OP2)

84

7000

NA

eBO

6916

eBe

0.5

BFEE!CH 3 CN (in NaCI, OP3)

88

NA

NA

eBO

eBe

eBe

0.5

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI0 4 )

48

NA

54

eBO

eBe

eBe

17.5

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI0 4 , OP1)

80

240

300

220

160

240

10.5

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI04 , OP2) -

50

NA

NA

eBO

eBe

eBe

1.3

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI)

38

NA

38

eBO

eBe

eBe

20.6

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI, OP1)

48

NA

53

eBO

eBe

eBe

17.9

BFEE!IPA (in NaCI, OP2)

151

12000

NA

eBO

11849

eBe

0.5

NA: not available; eBO: cannot be determined; eBe: cannot be calculated; OP:
overoxidation peak
" polymer films were deposited on Ge electrodes with deposition charges of 0.25 e cm- 2
from BFEE!eH 3 eN and BFEE!IPA.
b uncompensated solution resistance (all resistances were measured in Ohm)
C real axis intercept (Zre) of low-frequency semi-circle (Rs' =Rs + RCT )
d real axis intercept (Zre) of low-frequency Warburg line
ereal axis intercept (Zre) of high-frequency Warburg line
f charge transfer resistance (R CT = Rs' - Rs )
g ionic resistance, Rj = 3 (R 1ow - Rhigh )
h capacitance taken at the lowest frequency correspond to limiting capacitance if steady
state values are reached

5.4.1

Overoxidation of modified polypyrrole films
Polypyrrole films were prepared in the presence of ferrocenyl ethanol (FcOH)

and polyethylene glycol (PEG) in order to investigate their ion transport properties after
overoxidation. These modifications introduce new properties into the polymer films. In
addition, they can change the overoxidation limits of the polymer film (11). Thus, the ion
transport properties of modified polymer films were studied to examine the
modification effect after overoxidation.
Figure 5.17 shows impedance and capacitance plots for overoxidized PPy-Fc and
PPy-Fc-PEG400 along with an unmodified PPy film. These results show that PPy-Fc
exhibited very high resistance and low capacitance. However, reasonable resistance and
enhanced capacitance were achieved after 1% addition of PEG-400 to the pyrrole
solution. It can also be noticed that the appearance of Rcr was associated with polymer
film modification with PEG-400, but the origin of Rcr is not fully understood. It can be
concluded that the low ion mobility in overoxidized films caused by additional ionpolymer interactions due to FcOH insertion can be increased by a steric stabilizer, e.g.
PEG-400.

5.5

Conclusions
The ion transport properties of overoxidized polymer films were studied in

various solvents and electrolytes by using cyclic voltammetry and impedance
spectroscopy. Overoxidation of polypyrrole films leads to both CI-substitution and OH-
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Fig. 5.17 A. Impedance and B. series capacitance plots for overoxidized PPy, PPy-Fc, and
PPy-Fc-PEG400 films measured in 0.5 M NaCI0 4 at 0.2 V. The polymer films were
exposed to overoxidation potentials ca. 1.5 V by potential scanning at 0.1 V S-l in NaCI0 4
before measurements. The films were deposited on GC electrodes from 0.1 M Py, 20%
BFEE in CH 3 CN (10 mM FcOH, 1% PEG400 for corresponding films) with deposition
2
charges of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm- ). The frequency scan range was between 1 kHz to 0.1 Hz
(to 1 Hz for PPy).

substitution in NaCI(aq), but further elemental analysis is required to assign which one
occurs first. However, in the absence of

cr ions only OH-substitution can

be detected.

Further oxidation can lead to degradation of the polymer and possibly CO 2 formation
(19). It has been shown that the polymer film maintain their conjugation to different
levels after overoxidation based on the working parameters, such as solvent, electrolyte,
and applied potential.
The morphology of the polymer film was also found to be significantly altered at
high potentials below degradation due to overoxidation. The morphology alterations
and the permanent modification of the polymer backbone lead to new ion transport
properties which can be exploited in various applications, such as sensors and ion
selective

electrode.

In addition, overoxidation

may lead to

a novel

way of

electrochemical substitutions in the presence of electroactive nudeophiles.

5.6

Experimental
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) was used as received. All other

chemicals were described inthe previous chapters.
The polymer films were deposited on GC electrodes (0.071 cm 2 ) from 0.1 M Py,
20 % BFEE in CH 3 CN and/or IPA at a constant current of 0.3 mA with deposition charges
of 0.018 C (0.25 C cm-

2

).

Overoxidized polymer films were scanned to 1.2 V for

overoxidation peak 1 (OP1) and scanned to 2.4 V for overoxidation peak 2 (OP2).

The impedance spectra were measured at 0.2 V where the polymer film is in a
conducting state. All potentials are versus SCE. All impedance results were scanned from
1 kHz to 1 Hz, unless otherwise stated. When the plots did not show limiting capacitance
behaviour at low frequencies, the frequency was scanned to 0.1 Hz. A logarithmic scale
was chosen over 30 points from high to low frequency. The impedance plots were drawn
as imaginary impedance (Zim) versus real impedance (Zre); capacitance plots were drawn
as series capacitance (C,) versus real impedance (Zre). This type of plot is useful to
determine the limiting capacitance (Clim) if the capacitance at low frequencies reaches a
constant value, but in some cases the capacitance of the film continued to increase
beyond the lowest frequency point, and hence the highest value was designated as the
low frequency capacitance (Clf). This plot gives an easy way to estimate the conductivity
of the film from the slope of rising portion, i.e. high slopes indicate high conductivities
(20).
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Chapter 6

Ion Transport in Polyfluorenone Films

6.1

Introduction
Conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PTh), and

polyaniline (PAn), are electron rich conjugated polymers and have been extensively
studied in their oxidized or p-doped forms, due to their ability to stabilize the inserted
positive charge (1; 2; 3). Furthermore, most conducting polymers can be considered as
p-type conductors due to their ability to delocalize the positive charge over their
conjugated system. In contrast, electron deficient conducting polymers are much less
studied and have received much less attention in research due to the limited number of
stable n-type materials that have been discovered. The ability to stabilize a negative
charge, n-type conductors, is governed by the existence of electron Withdrawing
functionality in the polymer unit structure. There are many potential applications for this
type of conductor in supercapacitors, electronic devices, and organic light emitting
diodes (OLEOs) (4). As such, there is a demand to develop new materials with n-type
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properties and to facilitate their use as cathodic materials, and so understanding their
conduction mechanism is a crucial point.
In contrast to p-type conductors with high-lying valence bands, n-type
conductors possess low-lying conduction bands with high electron affinity. As such, the
mechanism of conduction is different in each type where p-type conduction involves
hole transport along the polymer chains and n-type conduction involves electron
hopping between localized sites (5). The two mechanisms can also exist in one polymer
by copolymerization of donor and acceptor units which produces low band gap polymers
(5; 6). This type of conductor generally has low conductivities due to poor matching of
orbital energies (5).
Fluoren-9-one (FO) is an excellent candidate to produce an n-type conducting
polymer (polyfluorenone) due to the existence of an electron withdrawing group (i.e.
carbonyl group) in its molecular structure at the 9-positon and its ability to
stabilize/accept a negative charge, see Figure 6.1. Polyfluorenone (PFO) has high
electron affinity and a low-lying conduction band. In addition, the carbonyl group at the
9-position can stabilize the inserted negative charge and substantially decrease the
reduction potential of the polymer (7). Although there are very few reports on the
polymerization of FO as a polymer-coated electrode, it can be electropolymerized on a
Pt electrode surface by oxidative coupling polymerization in CHzCl z or boron trifluoride
ethyl etherate (BFEE) as reported in reference (7) and (8), respectively. Modifications of
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Fig. 6.1 Chemical structure offluoren-9-one; oxidation and reduction offluoren-9-one.

these polymer films are required to get more stable films.

In addition, the

electrochemical and ion transport properties of PFO are not fully understood.
Thus, the aim of the work in this chapter was to produce stable PFO films that
can be electrochemically characterized and used as cathodic materials. In addition, it is
important to understand the n-doping process in the presence of various electrolyte
ions, which is kinetically difficult due to restricted cation mobility inside the polymer
matrix.

6.2

Electrochemical polymerization of fluoren-9-one
Polyfluorenone

(PFO)

can

be

deposited

from

two

different

systems;

dichloromethane (CHzCl z) containing a supporting electrolyte (e.g. BU4NBF4) or pure
boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BFEE). BFEE is generally a conducting solvent due to its
reaction with water from the environment which can form a complex anion according to
Equation 6.1.

[6.1]
The ionic complex (BF 3 :OHj" eliminates the need for a supporting electrolyte, and thus
BFEE can serve as an ionic solvent.
Figure 6.2 shows the electrochemical polymerization of FO on Pt electrodes in (A)
CHzCl z containing BU4NBF4 and (B) BFEE. Five cycles can be seen for each system in
which the electrodeposition of PFO was increasing with cycling where the current
increase is an indication of more polymeric material deposited on the electrode surface.
It can also be noticed that PFO was deposited over two different potential windows; (A)
between 1.0 V and 2.8 V in CHzCl z and (B) between 0.7 V and 2.0 V in BFEE. The starting
potential was just before the redox wave of FO in each solvent and the switching
potential was just on the tail of the redox wave and before overoxidation starts. The
electrocatalytic ability of BFEE to polymerize FO over a lower potential window can be
observed from the first cycle of the polymerization (Figure 6.3). The oxidation onset
potential of FO in BFEE was 1.6 V (vs SCE) which is much lower than 2.0 V (vs SCE) for FO
in CHzCIz/Bu4NBF4. The catalytic ability of BFEE to oxidize FO is not fully understood, but
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Fig. 6.2 Electropolymerization of fluoren-9-one (Fa) on Pt electrodes (0.0045 cm 2 ) from
two different systems; A. 0.1 M Fa in CH 2 CI 2 containing 0.1 M BU4NBF4, B. 30 mM Fa in
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Fig. 6.3 First cycle voltammograms for fluoren-9-one polymerization in BFEE and CHzCl z
containing BU4NBF4.

might be attributed to the interaction between the vacant orbital of the Lewis acid (BF 3 )
and the aromatic monomer units of FO (8).

The increased current for the

FO/CH2CI2/Bu4NBF4 system compared with FO/BFEE is due to the excess of supporting
electrolyte used for the former system. A nucleation loop can also be observed for
FO/CH2CIJBu4NBF4 on the first cycle indicating initiation of the deposition on the
electrode surface.

The polymerization of FO ring occurs at 2,7-position which was

proven by structural studies, e.g. 1 H NMR (8).
In addition to potentiodynamic polymerization, FO can also be polymerized by
potentiostatic and galvanostatic techniques. Figure 6.4 show cyclic voltammograms
(CVs) of PFO in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M Et 4NCl04 (TEAP) in which PFO was deposited
from FO/BFEE by using the three different techniques. The depositions were achieved at
various conditions as follows; at constant current of 0.01 mA for 1 minute (GS), at 1.6 V
for 1 minute (PS), and by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0 V three times at 0.1 V S·l (PD). As
a result, the three PFO films have different deposition charges during the polymerization
processes, and so they cannot be compared quantitatively with respect to the amount of
deposited material. It can be noticed that the formal potential of the n-doping processes
occurs at ca. -1.3 V for all films indicating similar thermodynamic conditions during
switching between the doped (reduction) and undoped (oxidation) states. It can also be
noticed that the cathodic peak is always bigger than the anodic peak. This is discussed in
the following sections of this chapter. The small cathodic peak at -1.0 V for the GS film is

-GS
-PD
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-10 +-"""""-.......................----1_+--......................................--+_0....-...................
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potential (V vs SeE)
Fig. 6.4 Cyclic voltammograms for PFO films in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN at 0.1 V S·l. The
BFEE
polymer films were deposited on Pt electrodes from 30 mM FO in
potentiodynamically (PO, 3 cycles between 0.7 Vand 2.0 V at 0.1 V S-l), potentiostatically
2
(PS, 1.6 V for 1 min), or galvanostatically (GS, 0.01 mA for 1 min, 0.6 mC, 0.133 C cm- ).

believed to be due to irreversible oxygen reduction where atmospheric oxygen was
incompletely purged from the electrochemical cell prior to that measurement.

6.3

Electrochemistry of polyfluorenone
The electrochemical switching of conducting polymers between doped and

undoped states is generally accompanied by anion and cation transport during the pdoping and n-doping processes, respectively. PFO can be oxidized (p-doped) and
reduced (n-doped) according to Equations 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.

PFO + A- ~ PFO+/A- + e-

[6.2]

PFO + e- + C+ ~ PFO-/C+

[6.3]

Where e- is an electron; A- and C+ are anions and cations from the external electrolyte
solution, respectively. Equations 6.2 and 6.3 represent simple ion transport in
conducting polymers in which anions or cations move int%ut of the film during the
redox process to preserve the electro neutrality of the film. However, more complicated
ion transport often occurs during oxidation and reduction in which both anions and
cations contribute in the charge compensation process.
Figure 6.5 shows CVs for PFO films in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP in which the
films were deposited from the two solvents (CH 2 CI 2 and BFEE) described above. Addition
of 1% polyethylene glycol (PEG-400) to the polymerization solution of BFEE was
employed to produce a more stable film on the electrode surface, which will be
described later in this chapter.
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Fig. 6.5 Cyclic voltammograms for PFO in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V S-l. The
scans started at 0 V to negative potentials first. The films were deposited on Pt wire
electrodes from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0 V (5
cycles at 0.05 V S-l) or 0.1 M FO, 0.1 M TBAPF 6 in CH 2CI 2 by cycling between 0.5 V and 2.8
V (5 cycles at 0.1 V s-\ Ion transport is indicated on each peak (C+: cation, A-: anion).

The scans started at 0 V toward negative potentials switching at ca. -1.7 V, then
continued toward positive potentials switching at 1.3 V (BFEE film) and at 1.4 V (CHzCl z
film). High positive potentials were avoided to protect the films from overoxidation. Two
distinct doping processes (conducting states for n- and p-doping) can be distinguished in
the scanned potential region for the two CVs. The two doping processes were separated
by a zero-current nonconducting state. The difference between the two onset potentials
is the electrochemical band gap (4) which was found to have a value of ca. 2.5 V. This
value is equivalent to 2.5 eV which is a typical band gap for organic semiconductors (1).
Well defined redox peaks for the n-doping process can be observed for both CVs.
This can be attributed to the existence of an electron withdrawing group (carbonyl
group) which enhances the reduction process. The formal potentials for the n-doping
processes were very similar for both films at ca. -1.3 V. However, p-doping exhibited
different formal potentials at ca. 1.25 V and ca. 1.35 V for the BFEE film and CHzCl z film,
respectively. It can also be noticed that the film prepared in CHzCl z exhibited broader
redox peaks than the film prepared in BFEE for the n-doping process and larger redox
peaks for the p-doping process. These behaviours can be attributed to the existence of
dimer units in the CHzCl z film (8). The oxidation onset for the shorter conjugated lengths
(e.g. dimer or trimer units) is higher than for the longer ones, which is consistent with
higher p-doping formal potential of the film prepared in CHzCl z.

6.4

Scan rate dependence of cyclic voltammetry

The scan rate dependence was investigated for CVs of various PFO films to
explore any kinetics limitation during n-doping. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show CVs of PFO
films prepared from CHzCl z and BFEE, respectively, in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN at various scan
speeds. Increasing peak separations (tlE p) and peak currents (ip• and ipc) can be observed
with increasing scan rate for both films. Plots of peak separation versus total current (i.ic) are shown in Figures 6.8-A and 6.9-A. There are significant peak separations with
increasing current where both anodic and cathodic peaks (equally) shifted away from
each other. This can be attributed to the resistance of the system and the increasing
currents at higher scan rates. The peak separation (tlEp ) can be described by Equation

6.4.
~Ep = 59/n + iR

[6.4J

Where tlE p is in mV, n is the number of electron transferred, and iR is the ohmic
potential drop due to the solution resistance. The iR factor can be minimised by
decreasing the distance between the working and reference electrodes. However, even
for a reversible system there is increase in tlE p with increasing scan rate due to the
solution (uncompensated) resistance which cannot be removed completely. Increasing
tlE p with increasing scan rate can also indicate the presence of electrochemical
irreversibility. The electrochemical irreversibility (or quasi-reversibility) arises due to
slow electron kinetic transfer. On the other hand, the peak currents increased almost
linearly as a function of scan rate indicating the absence of any kinetic limitation due to
electron transfer.
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Fig 6.6 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN at various scan rates
as indicated. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt wire from 0.1 M FO, 0.1 M
BU4NPF6 in CH 2 CI 2 with a deposition charge of 3 me.
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Fig. 6.9 A. Plot of peak potential separation vs total current; B. Log plot of anodic
current vs scan rate for the PFO film prepared from BFEE.

Figures 6.8-B and 6.9-B show log plots of peak current versus scan rate. This
behaviour has similar response as a redox couple which is governed by the RandlesSevcik equation (Equation 6.5) for reversible electron transfer:

ip =(2.69 X 105) n 3/ 2 A D1/ 2 C V 1/ 2

[6.5J

Where i p is the peak current (ampere), n is the electron stoichiometry, A is the electrode
area (cm\ D is the diffusion coefficient (cm

2

S-l),

species (mol cm-\ and v is the scan rate (V

C is the concentration of a redox

S-l).

Both plots gave almost linear

relationship between the peak currents and scan rate indicating reversible electron
transfer. The low slope for the CH 2CI 2 film can be attributed to higher iR effect.

6.5

Potential dependence of impedance spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy was used to measure the film resistance (R e + Ri ) for a

PFO film in Et 4 NBF 4 /CH 3 CN as a function of its oxidation level. The impedance
measurements were taken at negative potentials between 0 V and -1.6 V to investigate
ion and electron transport during n-doping. When PFO is reduced at negative potentials,
it behaves as a redox polymer where an electron hopping model can be applied to the ntype conduction. The conductivity of redox polymers involves electron transport
between localized sites which is governed by Equation 6.6 (9).

[6.6J
Where

De

is the electron diffusion coefficient, kex is the rate constant for electron

exchange between the fixed oxidized and reduced sites in the polymer, A. is the average

distance of electron hops, and Cox and Cred are the concentrations of oxidized and
reduced sites (Ctotal

= Cox

+ Cred)' The electronic (R e) and ionic (R j ) resistances can be

obtained by using Equations 6.7 and 6.8.

[6.7]
[6.8]
Where Roo is the intercept of the real axis at high frequencies in the impedance plot
minus solution resistance (i.e. Roo

= Rhigh -

Rs ), and R1 is given by extrapolation of the

linear portion at low frequencies to the real axis (i.e. Rr

=3(Rlow -

Rs )). Re and Ri can be

equal to each other either coincidently or due to coupling of electron and counterion
motions. In cases where they are not equal, the two resistances cannot be assigned to Re
and Rj, and so additional information is required to assign each resistance (10).
Figure 6.10 shows impedance (A) and capacitance plots for a PFO film prepared
from BFEE and measured in Et4NBF4/CH3CN at negative potentials between 0 V and -1.6
V. The measurements were taken in the order of decreasing potential which reflect the
neutral and n-doped states. The behaviour of the film at 0 V and -0.5 V is not clear from
the impedance plots where the film is at its neutral (undoped) state and high resistance
is expected. This behaviour is clear from the capacitance plots where very low
capacitances are shown indicating that there was no oxidation or reduction of the film at
these potentials. Under these conditions, Rf cannot be determined. The behaviour at 1.1 V, -1.2 V, and -1.3 V can be explained by examining both impedance and capacitance
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Fig. 6.11 Limiting capacitance (measured at 0.1 Hz) versus electrode potential for a PFO
film in 0.1 M Et4NBF4/CH3CN recorded in the order of decreasing potential. The polymer
film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE potentiodynamically (3
cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S'l).

plots. It can be seen that the film exhibited higher resistance at -1.1 V and -1.3 V
compared with the value at -1.2 V. This can be explained by their capacitance behaviours
where at -1.2 V the film exhibited the highest capacitance. The resistance can be
attributed to the electron diffusion (proportional with conductivity) which has its
maximum value at the formal potential (Equation 6.6) and is lower before and after its
optimum value. This behaviour can be seen clearly by plotting limiting capacitance (Clim)
versus potential (Figure 6.11). Figure 6.11 also shows an increase in capacitance
behaviour at -1.6 V, suggesting an irreversible second reduction at low potentials, or
overreduction. The impedance plots show semicircles at high frequencies due to the
geometric capacitance of the cell. This is not to be confused with the charge transfer
resistance (Ral often observed for conducting polymers.

6.6

Influence of electrolyte cation size
The influence of cation size was investigated during n-doping between 0 V and -

1.6 V in various electrolyte solutions. Figure 6.12 shows CVs for a PFO film prepared
from BFEE and measured in the sequence of Et4NCI04, Et4NBF4, BU4NCI04, and BU4NPF6.
It can be seen that the currents (both anodic and cathodic) decreased with each run in
the sequence and the larger cations (BU4N+) caused irreversibility, i.e. i pa «

i pc • The

decreased current with each run can be attributed to an electroactivitydecrease with
cycling (i.e. deactivation), which is described in the next section. In addition, bigger
cations exhibit lower ion mobility causing lower activity. The wave irreversibility for the
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Fig. 6.12 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in various electrolytes (0.1 M) in CH 3 CN at
0.1 V S·l. The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (12 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S'l). The CVs were
recorded in the order shown in the legend.

larger cation indicates kinetics limitation in which large cations cannot freely move
within the polymer matrix, and so they were trapped following their insertion.

6.7

Deactivation/reactivation processes
Deactivation and reactivation phenomena in conducting polymer have been

studied due to their importance in the understanding of ion transport mechanisms (11;
12; 13; 14). A decrease in or loss of electrochemical activity in conducting polymers can
occur for a variety reasons, such as overoxidation, use of bulky electrolyte ions, and
irreversible chemical processes due to reactions with the solvent, electrolyte, or
impurities such as trace oxygen. It is shown here that deactivation can also take place
during n-doping of PFO due to cation trapping caused by continuous cycling. A
reactivation

process can

be achieved in some cases to partially restore the

electrochemical activity of the polymer.
The polymer film deactivation process was investigated by consecutive cycling in
TEAP/CN 3 CN for various film preparation conditions. Figure 6.13 shows consecutive CVs
in TEAP/CH 3 CN for a PFO film prepared from BFEE (three cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0
V). The first cycle shows a reasonably reversible wave at a formal potential of ca. -1.3 V.
However, both the reduction (n-doping) and re-oxidation (undoping) waves continuously
decreased with cycling, and the film became electrochemically inactive within 12 cycles,
i.e. full deactivation.
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Fig. 6.13 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at 0.1 V S-1. The
polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (3 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S-1).
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Fig. 6.14 Cyclic voltammograms for a PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3CN at 0.1 V 5·1. The
polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (5 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V 5·1).
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Fig. 6.15 Cyclic voltammograms for a p-doped PFO film in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN at 0.1 V s·
The polymer film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM FO in BFEE
potentiodynamically (5 cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.05 V S·l).

1.

The loss of electrochemical activity was also investigated for thicker films in
TEAP/CH 3CN. Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show consecutive CVs in TEAP/CH 3CN for PFO films
prepared from BFEE (five cycles between 0.7 V and 2.0 V). The continuous cycling was
performed either directly after preparation (as-prepared) for Figure 6.14 or after pdoping (scanning between 0 V and +1.4 V in TEAP/CH3CN) for Figure 6.15. The first cycles
show a reasonably reversible wave at a formal potential ca. -1.35 V. The first reduction
wave shows a higher current compared with the subsequent waves due the influence
from the previous history of the film (Le. film deposition). Only a partial loss of
electrochemical activity was observed for the as-prepared film over 20 cycles. However,
a complete loss of electrochemical activity was observed within 20 cycles for the film
deactivated afterp-doping.
The loss of electrochemical activity (partially or fully) with continuous cycling in
these films is believed to be due to variety of reasons as follows. Structure changes
during the doping/undoping processes can cause the pore size of the polymer matrix to
decrease during the undoping process so that some cations can be inserted but cannot
be ejected. An irreversible reduction process, which is shown in the capacitance plot at -

1.6 V, destroys electroactive sites (see Figure 6.11). Existence of residual anions after
film deposition or after p-doping causes ion pair formation which inhibits cation release.
The influence of film thickness indicates a facile deactivation for the thin film,
while the insertion of extra anions is required in order to fully deactivate the thicker

film. The change in cathodic waves with continuous cycling indicates complicated ion
transport behaviour.
Partial reactivation of the deactivated films was accomplished by polarization at
positive potentials, but was entirely not successful due to instability of the films during
polarization at positive potentials. However, it was found that modification of PFO films
with a steric stabilizer (e.g. PEG-400) makes the deactivated films more stable at positive
potential, and so a successful reactivation was obtained, as described in the next
section.

6.8

Modification of polyfluorenone by steric stabilizer
The use of polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG-400) as a steric stabilizer during film

deposition can enhance the mechanical properties of polypyrrole films (15), see Chapter
4. In addition, it was found that the use of 1% PEG-400 during PFO deposition can
enhance the stability of the deactivated film at positive potentials. Figure 6.16 shows
consecutive CVs in TEAP/CH 3 CN for a PFO film prepared from BFEE/PEG-400 (five cycles
between 0.7 V and 2.0 V). The first cycle shows a reasonably reversible wave at a formal
potential of ca. -1.35 V. It can be seen that the electrochemical activity continuously
decreased with cycling, and that the film became almost inactive within ca. 30 cycles.
The film reactivation process is shown in Figure 6.17 in which the film was cycled
to positive potentials up to 1.4 V. Two cycles to each of three upper limits for
reactivation in TEAP/CH 3CN were employed. It can be seen that the first cycle of each
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Fig. 6.16 Cyclic voltammograms for deactivation and after reactivation of PFO in CH 3 CN
containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V 5. 1 . The film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM
FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0 V (5 cycles at 0.1 V
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Fig. 6.17 Cyclic voltammograms for reactivation of a PFO film (deactivated in Fig. 6.17)
in CH 3CN containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V S·l. The film was deposited on a Pt electrode
from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0 V (5 cycles at 0.1
Vs· 1 ).

reactivation exhibited more current (i pa ) than the second cycle, and as the potential was
increased for each reactivation cycle, the current increased. This might be attributed to
cation expulsion occurring faster at higher potentials.
A CV after reactivation is shown in Figure 6.16 in which about 50 % of the film's
original activity had been restored. This indicates that the loss of electrochemical activity
is not due entirely to irreversible damage to the electronic structure of the polymer
since the activity can be partially restored by p-doping of the film.
The reactivation process can also be achieved by using constant potential
polarization. Figure 6.18 shows consecutive CVs in TEAP/CH 3 CN for a PFO film prepared
from BFEE/PEG. CVs after reactivation are also shown in which the reactivation
processes were achieved at a constant potential of 1.15 V hold for one and two hours. It
can be seen that electrochemical activity was partially restored after one hour of
polarization, but the longer time polarization was not effective and resulted in a lower
activity.

6.9

Scanning electron microscopy of polyfluorenone
The surface morphology of polyfluorenone was investigated by SEM after

deposition on Pt wires, Figure 6.19 and 6.20. Figure 6.19 shows SEM images of PFO films
deposited on Pt wires at various conditions; A and B show an as-prepared film and some
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Fig. 6.18 Cyclic voltammograms for deactivation and after reactivation of PFO in CH 3 CN
containing 0.1 M TEAP at 0.1 V 5. 1. The film was deposited on a Pt electrode from 30 mM
FO, 2% PEG-400 in BFEE by cycling between 0.7 V and 2.0 V (5 cycles at 0.1 V 5,1). The
film reactivation was achieved at a constant potential of 1.15 V for the indicated time.
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Fig. 6.19 SEM images for PFO films on Pt wires at various conditions; A. and B. Asprepared film (some crystals of flouren-9-one on the polymer film surface before
washing (B)), C. p-Doped film (scanned between 0 V and 1.4 V for 1 cycle in 0.1 M
TEAP/CH 3 CN), and D. deactivated (10 cycles between 0 V and -1.6 V in 0.1 M
TEAP/CH 3 CN) then reactivated (2 cycles between 0 V and 1.4 V). The polymer films were
deposited on Pt wires by potentiodynamic polymerization from 30 mM FO, 1% PEG-400,
20% BFEE in CH 3CN (scan range between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.1 V S·l for 5 cycles (10
cycles forA and B)).

Fig. 6.20 SEM images for PFO films on Pt wires at various conditions; A. As-prepared, B.
p-doped (cycled between 0 V and 1.4 V for 1 cycle in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN), C. n-doped
(cycled between 0 V and -1.6 V for 10 cycles in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN), and D. reactivated
(after deactivation) between 0 V and 1.4 V for 2 cycles in 0.1 M TEAP/CH 3 CN. The
polymer films were deposited on Pt wires by potentiodynamic polymerization from 30
1
mM FO, 1% PEG-400, 20% BFEE in CH 3 CN (scan range between 0.7 V and 2.0 V at 0.1 Vs·
for 5 cycles (10 cycles forA)).

FO crystals can be seen (B) on the surface of the polymer film before washing. C and 0
show the surface of the film after CV scanning in CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M Et 4 NCI04
(TEAP) at positive potentials between 0 V and 1.4 V (C). The film (D) was reactivated
(two cycles between 0 V and 1.4 V) following deactivation (10 cycles between 0 V and 1.6 V). Changes in the surface morphology can be observed following CV scanning in
CH 3 CN containing 0.1 M TEAP.
Enlarged images can be seen in Figure 6.20. The as-prepared film (A) and the pdoped film (B) show small granules of various sizes indicating a high surface area. The
deactivated film (C) shows a much smoother surface indicating a lower surface area. The
reactivated film (D) shows a smooth morphology that makes it look as if the polymer
had been melted onto the Pt surface. This indicates that there had been major
restructuring of the polymer to a more compact form.

6.10 Conclusions
Fluoren-9-one has been polymerized and deposited electrochemically from
CH 3 CN and BFEE. However, a more stable film results from the use of a steric stabilizer
(e.g. PEG-400) during film deposition from BFEE. This modification enhances the film
stability after deactivation, and so reactivation can be achieved and probed by cyclic
voltammetry.
A decrease in or loss of electrochemical activity during n-doping for PFO occurs
as a result of continuous cycling due to factors that affect the electrochemical

reversibility. Structure changes during doping and undoping, irreversible reduction
destroying electroactive sites, and ion pair formation between cations and anions are
possible factors that can cause deactivation. Partial reactivation of the polymer film was
achieved by cycling or polarizing the film at positive potentials.
Further characterization using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy revealed
that polyfluorenone (PFO) behaves as a redox polymer in its reduced state. Electron
diffusion for a reduced PFO film is potential dependent and has its maximum value close
to-1.2V.

6.11 Experimental
6.11.1 Chemicals
Acetonitrile (CH 3 CN, Aldrich, HPLC grade, 99.8%), dichloromethane (CHzCl z, ACP
Chemicals INc.), boron trifluoride diethyl etherate (BFEE; Aldrich, 46% BF 3 basis),
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (BU4NPF6; Fluka, electrochemical grade),
tetrabutylammonium

perchlorate

(Bu4NCI04;

Fluka),

tetraethylammonium

tetrafluoroborate (TEABF 4; Alfa Aesar), and tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP; Alfa
Aesar), were used as received. Fluoren-9-one (FO, Aldrich, 98%) was recrystallized from
n-hexanesanddried under vacuum overnight.
6.11.2 Instrumentation
Cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy measurements were carried
using

a

computerized

potentiostat-galvanostat
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Model

273A

EG&G

PotentiostatjGalvanostat

and

Model

5210

Lock-in

Amplifier

with

Power-Suite

commercial software. The measurnments were performed over the range of 100 kHz to
1 Hz with an ac amplitude of 10 mV at various dc potentials. A logarithmic scale was
chosen over 20 points from high to low frequencies.
PFO films were deposited electrochemically on platinum working electrodes
(0.0045 cm 2 Pt disc sealed in glass). Nitrogen gas was used to degas all solutions before
measurements in a standard three-compartment glass cell. A Pt wire was used as
counter electrode, and a saturated calomel electrode (SeE) was used as a reference
electrode.
Due to limitations in the microbalance available and the very small masses of the
deposited materials, the masses of the films could not be determined precisely enough
to calculate the doping level of the PFO.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

This thesis reports a study on the electrochemistry of two conducting polymers,
namely polypyrrole (PPy) and polyfluorenone (PFO). Both polymers have been prepared
electrochemically

by

oxidative

coupling

using

various

techniques,

namely

potentiodynamic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic. High quality films of both polymers
were obtained under optimized conditions. Both p-doping and n-doping were
investigated to achieve better understanding of ion and charge transport for PPy and
PFO,

respectively. The ion transport properties and the accompanied

charge

compensation mechanisms were found to be very sensitive to the polymerization
conditions. Both cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy were used to probe
the electrochemical properties of the polymer films. Scanning electron microscopy and
energy dispersive X-ray emission were used for surface morphology and elemental
analysis characterizations, respectively.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 focus on ion transport and electrochemistry of PPy in
aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. The dependence of ion transport on the size and

charge of the dopant anions incorporated during polymerization was investigated in
Chapter 3. PPy films doped with a large univalent anion (Le. Alizarin Red 5) showed
enhanced anion transport in NaCI due to the porous morphology caused by the dopant
anion, which was probed by scanning electron microscopy. Whereas composite PPy
films (Le. PPy doped with polystyrene sulfonate) showed enhanced cation transport in
NaCI due to the high mobility ofthe co-ion (Le. Na+).
The ion transport properties of modified PPy films were investigated in Chapter
4. The modification was achieved with electroactive (Le. 1-(ferrocenyl)ethanol) and nonelectroactive (Le. polyethylene glycol, PEG) modifiers using a novel method in which an
ionic complex was generated in situ with a Lewis acid (boron trifluoride ethyl etherate,
BFEE).

These modifications influence the ion transport properties of PPy causing

enhanced charge capacity and electroactivity. In contrast, overoxidation of PPy leads to
CI-substitution and OH-substitution on the PPy chains in NaCI(aq) (Chapter 5). However,
further elemental analysis is required to identify each substitution and to confirm which
one occurs first.
The ion transport properties and electrochemistry of PFO were investigated in
Chapter 6. PFO films have been deposited from CHzCl z and BFEE, but a better film
quality was achieved using 1% or 2% PEG in BFEE during film deposition. The high quality
of PFO films after using PEG is believed to be due to the influence of the steric stabilizer
(Le. PEG) in which decreased repulsion between radical cations and a lower acidity of
BFEE can be achieved. A decrease or loss of electroactivity during n-doping for PFO

occurs as a result of continuous cycling due to factors that affect the electrochemical
reversibility. Structure changes, irreversible reduction, and ion pair formation are
possible factors that can cause deactivation. However, reactivation was achieved for
PFO modified with PEG by polarizing the film at positive potentials. Further
characterization using impedance spectroscopy revealed that PFO behaves as a redox
polymer in its reduced state.
An interesting study to investigate for future work is incorporation of various
electroactive molecules, such as anthraquinone derivatives, into polymer films using the
method

described

in

Chapter

4.

Two

anthraquinone

derivatives,

Le.

2,6-

dihydroxyanthraquinone and 1,2,4-trihydoxyanthraquinone, were attempted to be
incorporated into PPy matrices, but their electroactivities were very weak inside the PPy
film indicating low incorporation levels. The incorporation levels can be enhanced by
optimizing the polymerization conditions, such as the solvent, electrolyte, and potential
used for film deposition.

